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He hides within the lily

A strong and tender care,
That wins the earth-born atoms

To glory of the air;
He weaves the shining garments

Unceasingly and still,
Along the quiet waters,
In niches of the hill.

To watch the old-time lilies In distant Galilee;
And still the worship deepens
And quickens into new,

As brightening down the ages
God’s secret thrilleth through.
O Toller of the lily,

Thy touch is in the Man!
No leaf that dawns to petal
But hints the angel-plan.
The flower-horizons open!
The blossom vaster shows!
We hear thy wide world’s echo,—
See how the lily grows!
Shy yearnings of the savage,
Unfolding thought by thought,
To holy lives ure lifted,

To visions fair are wrought’;

The races rise and cluster,
Transfigurations fall,
Man’s chaos blooms to beauty,
Thy purpose crowning all!
—W. C. Gannetl.

after being burned out received from his
business connections the high testimonial of
unlimited credit to resume his career. Another

of them, whom

I know

well, is in

Correspondence.

New York, July 16, 1873.
A PALACE FOR NEWSBOYS.
The intersection of Chambers, Duane and
William streets forms a conspicuous block

long occupied by the old Shakespeare Hotel,

which had its day with the Park theater,
when the City Hall, now the center only of
newspaperdom, was the center (topographically) of society. Now, the synagogues of
Satan and of 'Christianity, alike, have vemoved with society, an average of nearly
three miles away, and the site of the old

has zoom to spare, in cold

weather its beds

are all full. The new building, the property of the Children’s Aid Society, will lodge
400 boys. Its second floor (the first being
rentedas stores) will be entirely devoted to
the domestic and alimentary department;
where a few cents will buy a good meal,

restaurant-fashion, just as in the fourth and
fortable

pay for a clean, com-

lodging; and in each

department

will be free entertainment to spare

in cases

and 110 on Duane.

The

State

made a lib-

we heard

the Frolic had

fore anybody, but a reporter, is expected
to gather a crumb of news.” Vigilant restriction

of course forbade

this.

The com-

mandant of the Navy yard was directed
to have the Frolic moored out in the stream
between the two buoys, that there might
be no communication with the crew until
after the Government had heard the statements of the survivors,
~
We looked anxiously towards the iron
stéam sloop-of-war wherein nineteen of the
unfortunate survivors of the Polaris were
quartered.
Their terrible cruise of 196

days upon a floe ef ice, a distance of 1,500
miles in a Polar Sea, excited our deepest
interest, but we could

only

look

at

these

wonderful monuments that have passed into history, agalmost frozen. relics of daring and adventure.
The moment the Frolic hove in sight,word

frozen water was carried to the Frolic,

and

oh Equimaux family crowded around it as
hough an old friend had traveled to them

from the North Pole.

:

;

Of the
nineteen, five: were children.
Charles Polaris, a baby nine months old,

has the honor of being born beneath the
United States flag farther north than young
humanity has yet been found. Esquimaux
Joe “think too much hotee, likee I's want
to get back to the coldee country so much,”
that the Secretary of the Navy hastens to

get these waifs

farther north. . Captain

McRitchie of the Tallapoosa took them in
charge, and, proceeding to New York, they
were’ taken
to Wiscasset, away down

sides to the

tion, the home of captain McRitchie.

streets, or

rather

above them,

and fitted up with all the approved apparatus of a gymnasium. This is not so much
attractions of the place. Nothing short of
the Bowery theater has such charms for a
street boy as a place to climb and exercise
the monkey in him. A newsboys’ lodging
house, therefore, must bear a certain resemblance to one intended for those patriarchal creatures to whom we refuse our
filial veneration with so obstinate a prejudice. The gymnasium keeps them (not the
monkeys) from the theater and. other low
resorts and amusements.
The mansard
roof story, finally, will accommodate the
watertacks, stores, laundry, drying room,
etc,

i

VINDICATED.
The complete and wonderful vindication
of Mr. Colfax by Mr. Drew’s testimony to
| the drawing of the *“S. C."” check by Mr.
Ames

himself,

gives

extreme

pleasure

to

those who valued what of good-character
we had in public life. too much to wantonly
or lightly destroy it, and who how find their
and

their argument

alike

justified to all men by a palpable demonstration. Per contra, it is gall and wormwood
to others, especially ‘leading * editors, for
it returns more of their own bitterness to
their own lips than they like to eat. So they
valiantly ignore the subject, and print the
despatches (such as dare not suppress them)

without a word of editorial mention.
The transition is natural to the ZvVmes
newspaper-~which is so important a rival to
the satanic press (never so powerful here,

on

the

coast

of Maine,

The death of Captain

a beautiful
Hall,

loca-

involved

as

it was in mystery, and the speculations as
to why the party became separated from
the Polaris, have

excited

much

comment.

So far, the investigation confirms the belief that Captain Buddington was the main
cause of the failure in this “expedition.
A
drunkard at best, and a bad type of manhood besides,.he might bave perplexed
Capt. ‘Hall beyond telling, to whom it
seems the crew were strongly attached.
In these days, when villains spring up like
mushrooms we may believe that, shortly
after the death of Captain Hall, when all

discipline on
worked

upon

the

ship

ceased,

his

own

hook,

and

each

Budding-

ton became intoxicated, and, with pistol in
hand

drove

the ‘‘floe of ice party from the

ship, gave them a quantity - of provision,
and then deliberately
deserted
them.”
When the

remaining

crew

of the

Polaris

shall reach Washington, and the investigation all be brought before the public,it may
clear up the charges resting on certain
parties; but more likely, with all the vigilance exercised, the whole truth will never
come to light. The cloak of villiany will
be deftly turned, but we hope it will make
the wearers feel as Esquimaux Joe says:
“Tt is as much too hotee here,

as it is much

too coldee on the ice.” But retribution for
all offenders is surely coming.
Among other topics, the arrest of Charles
A. Dana for libel has been largely discussed

among Washingtonians.

Hon. A. R, Shep-

herd, the complainant, is one

of the

most

prominent and efficient members of the
by half, as it has grown since the war) that ‘Board of Public works, Board of Health, etc.
one would, it possible, say nothing but good The gentlemen whom Mr. Dana -charges
of it. In this point of view our good people with corruption, bribery, and rascality are

rejoice in the growing prosperity and power
of the 7'imes, as evidenced in the almost
importance but the courts and newspapers.
unprecedented liberality of expenditure
All the better for the newsboys, whose new with which it has renovated its whole eshotel (as it might be called if they were not tablishment and apparatus. I have availed
above the shammy slang of their social bet- myself of the first opportunity to inspect the
ters) now shows its external style and pro- famous Walter Press, from England, on
portions on this admirably appropriate spot.- which both sides-of the Zimes will hereatter
1t is a lofty and handsome structure of brick be printed simultaneously at thé rate of 17,with a first story and facings of the light 000 copies per hour. This small and simple,
colored Dorchester sand-stone, seven storiés but. potent machine surprised me into a curhigh, and covering an irregular lot, of 54 rent of pathetic reminiscences connected

eral appropriation conditioned on the friends
of fhe on beys raising the rest, and the re-

The moment

arrived at the Navy yard, we said, ‘Now
we will go on board the Frolic, and interview the crew, and send off cur report be-

school and meeting room, for evening and
Sundays, copious bathing facilities, and the
library. The sixth floor will -be a single,
lofty, well-ventilated hall, open on three

«« Shakespeare "| is convenient to nothing of

feet on William street, 60 odd on Chambers,

no freedom.

WasHINGTON, D. C., July 16, 1873.
THINGS WE TALK ABOUT.

Yale College, studying with a view to the
ministry of the gospel. Others I could name
was flying over the wires, and the. Sec. of
as successful farmers, lawyers, magistrates
the Navy, ‘with his distinguished party; was
and preachers,
soon on board the Tallapoosa, and the inThe present» Newsboys’ Lodging House,
‘+troductory interviewing began. The resin Park Place, a hired building, accommocued party were in good health, but suflerdates 260 boys, and, although at present iv
ed much from the heat. A boat load of

instinctive sense

a

York

and

a necessity as a luxury and one of the chief

‘We linger at the vigil
With him who bent the knee

New

of $50,000,

departments, on the third floor, will be the

——

“ Consider the lilies, how they grow !”

-

a capital

of extremity and need. - Between these two

Hymn.
er

business,

Chi-

in that city, in legiti-

fifth stories they will

gE

number,

in

comprise the elite of’the under stratum of
humanity in the city. So that to raise this

discontinuance,
received by the Publisher for their
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as reEach subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub-geription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing

class

a limited

York, though

L R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
whom all letters on business, remittances

To

selfthese
.
New

the single man but for whose absolute
devotion to one great idea, not one of
things would have been.
The truth is, that the newsboys of

tians out of the power of Godliness, A
meeting conducted by rigid rules admits

Special Correspondence.

adjutors deserve of credit for this and the
other achievements of the New York Chil-

with the short career of the New York Sun
as a Christian daily, in 1860-1. The Walter

willing to give him an opportunity to make
bis charges before a jury and a court. The

Hon. Mr. Shepherd, or indeed any other
citizen of untarnished fame and respectability, does not relish wholesale abuse and
slander. The high esteem in which this active member of our Board of Public. Works
is held will make this trial one of great interest.

Of course the cholery epidemic “has been
agitated. The Board of Health have been
vigilant, and so far cholera has gained
no foothold here. There were two deaths,
which from all indications were from choleraj; but we hope the activity of our
Health guardians and the cool weather will
avert the approach of this dreaded foe. The
season so far has been really delightful, with

press is in its general plan and principles
almost a fac simile of the press built and
sult. 5 building which, when finished and
by Major Jephtha Wilkinson,
furnished, will have cost little if anything patented
thirty years ago. The weekly
or
twenty
short of $200,000. The lots cost $79,000,
times printed ou it, from but few days of intense heat. In some loseveral
was
Sun
and of the building I have no figures, but it
like those now in use on calities rain is needed and crops are sufferplates
stereotype
must be considerably over $100,000.
the Times. The daily was printed from ing, but frequent showers have lately blessThis is a magnificent charity, forso limalso, in 1861, but on the Hoe ‘‘ type ed the earth.
ited a class of children—but is it well pro- plates
The improveient and extension of the
"—the first plates ever used, in this
revolver
portioned? you will naturally ask. One
No
in the regular printing of Capitol grounds is well under way.
least,
at
country
answer to this question is afforded by the
VipI.
here will be more marked
made
-a
daily
paper.
ever
change
fact that the newsboys have so easily comthan this, The old park fronting the CapiSdn
ono
cons
manded, for some reason or other, what has
the past, but to
been done for them. No charitable institu- |. The world will sometimes account the tol will soon be a thing of
design all thifigs must
present
the
out
carry
tion has grownup with less forcing, or more Christian a saint, when God accounteth him
become new.
naturally. True, the liberal aid of the State a hypocrite ; and afterward, when the world pass away and all things
religion is havcity,
the
of
parts
In many
is something exceptional, and perhaps -not branded him for a hypocrite, then God
forms of worship are
All
vacation,
a
ing
altogether wholesome as a precedent. The owned him for a saint. .
correspondingly short. We can not see
natural partiality and selfsinterest. of that
ER
that the votaries of pleasure are less eager
great powerin politics and legislation, the
All things are now ready that the Lord has in their pursuits than before the ‘‘heated
newspapers, have naturally contributed to
promised
; the fountain is open; the pure term!" We frequently go two miles to a
secure for these junior members of the press
praya bounty for which any other small class river of the water of life, clear as crystal, prayer meeting, and perhaps hear two
leader
the
then
and
hymns,
antbthree
ers
and
might ask, perhaps, in vain. But whoever is proceeding out of the throne of God
We
Jhave been auxiliaries, the merits of their the Lamb; you are called to its banks, and announces that it is time to close.
prayer
real
one
just
attend
to
like
cause have substantially done the work; with you it rests to drink snd ‘‘ be filled should
meéting again. Form ‘is cheating Chrisjust as, whatever his able and powerful co- with the Spirit.”
a

SE

As in the past, so in the fu-

ture, we are going in search of a prayer
meeting where somebody besides A, B, and
C, invariably make the first three prayers,—

not from the Spirit's sweet promptings, but
because the pastor or leader tells them to.
There is n't much freewill in such, formal
worship.
It isn't the fight

out of the city,

;

BEssiE BEECH.

- Peace.
—

Os

bers at the north who were never suspected

of peace proclivities suddenly exhibited a
fearful horror of war, and strong aversion
to all forms of violence. They were gentle
loved

their

enemies

better

even than their friends. While men of lifelong pacific principles and practice, disciples
and ministers of the prince of peace, were
in the army praying, preaching, fighting.
There was evidently inconsistency and hypocrisy somewhere ; but where, and on what
side?

It is no evidence of inconsistency for one
to be progressive, to be capable of learning,
improving, and becoming adapted to change
of circumstances. None but a dolt or a fossil would be found in the opposite condition.
If,

therefore,

Capt.

Ladd

had

been

seen

cheering on the battered regiments through
Baltimore or in the awful march of the Wilderness, or Mr. Beckwith as a chaplain of
the same, it would not follow that they had

dom

umph, not only within their own borders,
but by a diffusion
of these principles

through all other nations.—J. J. B.

New

circumstances

pented, the meaning is not that he is mutable in his purpose or attributes, but simply
that he adapts his administration to the
changes that occur. He gains no new light,
but men do, and should conform to it.
But there is no proof of any such change
even as this in the friends of peace. In advocating the doctrine and example of the

ties and nations, the very ground and hope
of a millennium,
:
War has existed from the earliest period,
as long as sin has existed. The apostle explains it when he says: ‘‘ Whence come
wars and fightings among you? Come they
not even of your usts toat are in your members?” Who does not know that such is
the origin of every war that ever cursed the
earth ? Usually the fault bas been on both
sides, and often about equal. It is the offspring of depravity deep-seated and widespread, While sin abounds it will produce
its direful fruits, it will operate on the body

politic as a corrupting pestilence. Is there
sufficient vitality and force to withstand
and throw off the poison? This is the great
question with our modern civilization. The
gangrene of slavery once seemed almost invincible;

but

moral

force, aided

staf-eyed “science is her place.

Does such

a woman prove that perfect liberty of education unspheres woman ? On the contrary,

We have

Greek

hold, to go forward and onward.

house-

We have

A person once said to his minister, Mr,
left the idle toy and the painted doll with
C., that it was impossible for a man to
Chesterfield and the clubs, and we still
carry on business in this imperfect world,
and be honest and get a living. ‘Die, go forward. God lead us to find the true
woman in the true American home.
then,” was the emphatic reply.

certain farmer's wife

had

an only

Events of the Week.
daughter, whom she brought up very teni
——
derly, not requiring her to do any work.
A MORMON SENSATION.
When spoken to by a neighbor in regard
Ann Eliza Webb, the seventeenth wife
to this, she replied that she was bringing
of Brigham Young, has left him, taking all
up her daughter to be a minister's wife.
Dr. McElroy, of New York, being about her movables with her, and applied fora
to marry his fourth wife, some one asked divorce. She has engaged able counsel,
his daughter who was going to perform the and it is expected that: astonishing develceremony ? She replied : “I don’t know, but opments of the domestic life of the prophI presume that it will be Dr. Spring. He et willbe made. The Mormons are highly incensed at this eonduct of Ann Eligenerally marries father.”
The late Dr. Welch, a Baptist clergyman za, but her Gentile sisters give her all possiof Albany, was a superior preacher. One ble sympathy and help.
Sabbath, as he was passing out of church
THE SPRINGFIELD REGATTA.
a prominent member of his parish said to
The boat-race at Springfield, Mass., parhim,
‘You had Dr. Channing for a hear- ticipated in by crews from: eleven "Amerier this afternoon.”
‘
can Colleges, came off Thursday afternoon,
_ “Well, he heard the truth,” replied Dr. and was quite an exciting contest. The
Welch.
rowing was excellent and the winner was
Mr. Hallock, of Plainfield, was a gzodly Yale, although the committee blunderingman, and highly esteemed by his people. ly declared it to be Harvard and handed ‘the
But there was one woman who did not prizes over to that crew. The mistake was
like him, and would not go to hear him soon discovered and corrected. Yale's
preach. When aboutto exchange with a time,—distance three miles,—was sixteen
brother minister,

he usually

inform her, that she might
by the preaching of others,
own.

took

pains to minutes and fifty-nine seconds, while the
be benefited Middletown crew was two seconds and
if not by his the Harvards a half minute slower. There
were

cruelty,

crime,

rage, and

who was shut up in a strong
which she must make escape

ruin.

Tt has

base

ball

matches,

MURDERESS

ARRESTED.

- It will be remembered that some months
ago one Charles Goodrich was found murdered

in

his

house,

and that no clew

be obtained.

in Brooklyn,

Detectives have at Ilast.ar-

rested one Lizzie

King, a former

mistress

of Goodrich, who confesses to have committed the murder. In her possession were
found a watch, seal, pocket-book, and several other articles known to have belonged
to the murdered man. Her story isa
pitiable one. She seems to have been betrayed

into a false

marriage with

third floor, where workmen-had

or be starved

been

and is going

and so on, again and again; and at last
the poor princess sits down .and weeps bitterly, and feels that though there is only
a spider’s web between her and liberty,
she shall never be free.
Habits are all like these spider’s webs.
Each single act of a habit, what is easier
to overcome? But it is the constant succession of them, one after the other, which,

by God's special

assistance,

over-

us.

w

=

Women

=

and

a ns

Education.
—

Mr. George W. Curtis thus closes his lecture on the education of women :
Now,

as to the

question

em-~

been a case of spontaneous combustion.
The fire rendered the south wing, in which
the Secretary’s office is located, untenable,

and the saving of the building seemed little
less than a miracle. It is doubtful if it is
thoroughly repaired, as the whole building
must soon be removed to make room for the

new State Department

building.

seriously endangered

away, and she does it. But
there is a
third, and when that is removed, a fourth;

comes

the vil-

lain whom she killed; and finally cast off
and left to beg. The world is cursed with
hosts of just such rascals, and society will
profit by being rid of their presence.
Miss King conducts herself in an indifferent way, and claims that she was justified
in the killing. Her trial will not come off
till autumn.
“it
FIRE IN THE NAVY DEPARTMENT.
A serious fire occarred in the Navy Department in Washington last week Tuesday, by which considerable damage was
done. It first appeared in a room on the

many

“The fire

valuable

on ; when, behold, . another spider's web is
records, and should call attention
before her. It is very easy to sweep that
better preservation.

except

N: Y.,

to the guilty party could

ployed the previous day oiling and repaircastle, out of
ing the furniture. It is supposed to have

to death. Well, the door has been taken
away ; what is there to hinder her? The
bright sun is shining on the forest in which
the castle stands, and she joyfully hastens
down' to the gate, that she may pass and
be free. But stop; in this gate
a spider’s
web is hanging from top to bottom. She

swept it away in a moment,

foot-races,

SUPPOSED

The record of drinking alcoholic beverages is a history of shame and corruption,
of

also

and other contests during the week.

Strong Drinks.

it is true

by ' carnal appliances, has purged it out.
Intemperance is n no less deadly poison,
against which another vital warfare is now
waged, we trust with no less effective results to be realized. If we go on. conquering and triumphing it will be through the
power of the gospel, the only sovereign antidote to sin. The gospel of purity and peace

is not. the nursery. - It maybe a

left the petted slave in the

taken the glory of health from the cheek
and placed there the reddish hue of the
wine-cup. It has taken the luster from
the eye and made it dim and bloodshot. It has taken beauty and comeliness
from the face and left it ill-shaped and
bloated. It has taken strength from the
Master, they were denied the right of self- limbs and made them faltering and treachprotection on the part of individuals, com- erous. It has taken vitality from the
munities and nations.
There were then as blood and filled it with poison seeds of
now different opinions among them with disease and death. It has:gransformed this
regard to the best means, but on the subject body, fearfully, wonderfully and majesof ‘the intrinsic right there were not. It tically made,—God’s master-piece of aniwas never required by their principles that mal mechanism,—into a vile, loathesome,
a man must passively submit to every out- stinking mass of humanity. It has entered
rage, that a family must have no protection the brain,—the temple of thought,—deagainst the-midnight assassin, that society throned reason and made it reel with
It has done all this a thousand
could have no law or discipline with penal folly.
sanctions. The very opposite. was always times, is doing it still, and will.do it for
maintained and declared. The doctrines of you if you tamper with the deceitful, poispeace are not.merely, or mainly negative, onous cup.
REE
rr ee en!
but positive; they arise not simply in emer“ Spider. Webs.”
gencies, but are wrought imto heart and
life experiences. ‘When the angels heralded |.
There is a fabulous story of the princess
the new deliverer, it was with the song of |
peace on earth and good will. When Jesus
announced his gospel in the sermon on the
mount, he laid down a platform pf peace.
The apostles taught that the fruits of the
Spirit are love, joy, peace. ‘Such principles
are to be received in the heart and incorporated with the life. Here is the basis of
personal action, of the welfare of communi-

woman

actly what God meant her to do.

Anecdotes of Ministers.

may

have arisen, which might require a corresponding change of conduct. When it is repeatedly affirmed in Scripture that God re-

then the heaven-appointed sphere of that

it has enabled that woman to perceive ex-

>

renounced their principles, or proved them-

selves unsound.

If there be some women in whom the love
of learning extinguishes all other love,

library, the laboratory, the observatory. .
commands, fo ensure a complete tri- Not the happiness of Romeo and Juliet, but

A

I,

Inconsistency is often charged on the
friends of reform because they do not always
pursue a uniform course. During the late
rebellion it was common to taunt prominent
peace advocates as guilty of insincerity and
hypocrisy. The tables were turned. Num-

as lambs, and

light of this exemplary settlement, the
friends. of peace may justly feel that their
principles have made a great advance, and
need but to be followed ' up with a faithful
use of the mighty resources which Christen-

or the

vacations,or the lessened number of religious
meetings we deplore, but the stingy despatch with which God's great work is done.

30

of a

collegiate

A

NOVEL

to

war
their

SUIT.

a

The Hon. Caleb Cushing has: entered =
suit against one of his Washington neighbors for keeping a barking dog, laying the
damages at four thousand dollars. The complaint declares that one Thomas Kelly keeps
adog that barks continually by day and

+

and the night following the barking was so
incessant that Mr. Cushing could neither
transact his business nor get any sleep, and
that the damage thereby to his health and
property was as much as the amount above

E]

[

stated.

It appears, however,

that the

dog

Wood,

and

belongs to the Hon. Fernando

that Kelly is only the keeper.
considered, the case

we Mia

Ot:

will

claim

PATRONS

Y

3
Be

¥

All things
eonsidera-

ble attention.
THE
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by night, and. that on a certain Saturday

i
OF

HUSBANDRY,

education for women, it is not. proposed
that women shall be compelled to go to
Owing to the rapid increase of the Order
college, but only that they shall have pre- of the Patrons of Husbandry the headyuarcisely the same opportunity that men have, ters of the National Grange are about to be
if they wish to improve it. There is in moved from Georgetown to Washington.
(not peace before purity) will accomplish England at this very day a lady lecturing Since the 1st instant about, 350 subordinate
the great civil as well as moral and spiritual at the Young Women’s Institute upon do- granges have been organized, making “the
renovation, until sin and war in all their mestic questions, such as, ‘ Would you total number of granges in operation to
selfish forms shall be subdued.
‘:| prefer to use an earthen or an iron pot upon date over 4700, with an aggregate member
The indications are propitious, especially your kitchen stove?” or *‘ How would you ship of about 350,000. The order seems to
in our own recent, history.
True, such a jay out ten shillings if you had a sick hus- be growing most rapidly in the States of
conflict as the last between France and band and six-children too young to work P” Ohio, which now has 1750 granges, MissouPrussia is most humiliating and dishearten- and,
*“ How would you make bread?” vi, Indiana, Dlinois, Minnesota, Nebraska
ing, were it not opening the eyes of the This is precisely tho kind of education; and Wisconsin. In response to the request
masses to a knowledge of their own rights, the sooner it becomes universal, the sooner from different States, several additional
and of the despotic and base rule of oli- we shall have better food and better health. general deputies have recently. been sent
garchy. As Christian civilization advances, We have our agricultural chairs and col- out by the National Grange to organize
men become capable of self government leges ; and certainly if it is worth while to subordinate granges. There are at present
California,
and exercise the ability, the relics of bar- teach us how to raise wheat, it is as wise State granges in ‘Arkansas,
barism will disappear, national as well as to teach us how to convert it into bread. | If Georgia, Hlinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, municipal and personal strifes will be ad- there are branches of knowledge improper Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
justed by reason and arbitration, with a for women to learn, or duties unfit to per- Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio, South
mutual benefit, as in. the case of our late form, they will kuow it a thousand times. Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont and WisJi
gy
on
difficulties with England.
Indeed, in the better than men, so give them their choice. consin.
"
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to his condition as God-man.

3 Department

For Christ to

convince men, by miracles, that

he is from

(30d, is consistent with his human state and
holy mission, but it is not in harmony with
the poverty, dependence and. weakness

Sabbath School Fessonirluly 21,

which he has chosen, w ith his "renunciation
QUESTIONS

AND

THE

NOTES

BY

PROF.

TEMPTATION
MATTHEW

J.

A.

it compulsory

to sustain his human life and to gratify
physical wants by making use of his divinity for these ends.
4. Christ resisted the tempter, wielding
“the

Was

Why was this?

er voluntary fasting?

sus’ words?

Where are they found?

What does

quoted the words

Deut. 8: 3.

Paul call the word of God?

Eph. 6:

5, 6. The next temptation?
Was it a literal
occurrence, or a purely mental experience? What
did the Lewblaptmor}
here is it to be

found? Ps. 91: 11,12.

‘Lo what

temptation?
7. The reply of Jesus?
found? Deut. 6: 16.

To what

Had the tempter

keep this promise?

this a

Where are these w ords

8,9. The third Sempiations

was this an appeal?

sin was

The

meaning

feeling
power

to

of **if thou

wilt fall down and worship me”?
Which of the
three temptations was most seductive?
10. The answer-of Jesus? How does he resist

each temptation?

word of God, which

is
What has God promised us on this. |neat
:
Joint " Cor. 10: 13. What did Jesus teach us
We can

did this temptation end?

of Moses,—** Man

Thus he illustrates his

Why was Jesus tempted? Heb.

sword

him.

of

He

shall

not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.”
Deut. 8: 3. The force of this reply to the
suggestion of Satan seems to be this: that
higher than life is duty; that obedience to
the will of God, not the eating of food, sustains the true life of man; that man may
eat bread and not ** live,” may eat bread
and ** live” only when he takes first *“ ev-|
ery word that proceedeth out” of the mouth
of God. Christ compares eating with obeying, und honors the latter above the former.

2: 17,18.

I. ow

is the

the Spirit,” successfully against

How
d.d the tempter siy to him?
What
8.
does.the on
speak to us? How did be speak
to Jesus? This was a temptation to do what?
4. How did Jesus reply? The meaning of Je-

1n.

later

remark, *¢ My

to do the will of him that sent me.”

not fail to see the wide sweep of

this principle by which Jesus defeats Satan.

Was Christ

To eat, to drink, to be

ever tempted again?
Who ministered to him?
Why was this
fo what extent should
we resist evil? Heb, 12:

amass
to get
fies no
feeds
mouth

NOTES AND HINTS.
i. The baptism of Jesus is soon followed
by a trial of his holiness. In this his experience corresponds to the law of Christian |
"life, which subjects virtue to tests of its sin-

cerity and depth. Having received the symbol of purity, and come forth from the wa-

clothed, to build, to

property, to obtain honor and office,
learning and make discoveries satisliving soul. - Man lives only as he
on the manna that drops from the
of God.
THE

SECOND

TEMPTATION.

5, 6. The devil taketh him up into the
holy city, and setteth him on a pinnacle of

the temple, and saith unto him, *‘ If thou
If
Jesus | be the Son of God, cast thyself down.”
finds his purity tested in the crucible, where the temptation of Christ was presented to
which

wash

away

defilement,

dross is melted away from the gold, and his mind, as our temptations are to us, then
character revealed as it is. From this we can easily understand this language,
temptation, however, the Master steps forth, | | and the power it gives to Satan. Men are
having

lost

nothing

by its

heat, with’ the

gold in‘him shining as the sun, but shiping
no brighter than before the trial.
* Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into
the wilderness.”

Tradition has designated,

as the place of this event, a mountain, rising out of the northern part of the plain of
Jericho, and

ealled

Quarantania.

It7is

a

precipitous mountain, surrounded by a desolate wilderness, and not far from the Jordan, a place

that

may have

witnessed

the

fasting aad the fighting of the Lord; ‘hut
there is no certainty of it. The Spirit led
Jesus into this desolate spot by suggestions
to his mind, just as the apostles were led ;
just as holy minds are now led of the Spirit.
Its mode of action with Christ may be interpreted by studying its method of operation
with men now, The voice of the. Spirit is
“¢ gtill ” und ¢ small.” It makes known to
ais, by whispers, the will of God, suggesting
or controlling our thoughts. After this manner, then,

we

may

suppose Jesuswas

led

of the Spirit.
el
+ To be tempted of the devil.” This
states the object for which Christ was led
into the wilderness, but not the reason for
* the temptation itself.

“him on a pinnacle of the ole. "We
can easily‘ understand the language employed by considering
the temptation asa
mental experience of Christ in the wildeyness. Christ saw himself tempted to con.
vert stones into bread, to abuse his privileges, as the Son of God on earth, by temer-

the
form of a servant,” and be * found in ity, and now, t hreak allegiance with God
of ambition. He knew that
the likeness of men,” nor with his humilia- @rom motives
he was tempted to evil. He had come into
tion for the purposes of redemption for him

OF JESUS.

4: 1-11.

2. How long did he fast?

he might take

of the divine condition, that

HOWE,

QUESTIONS.
1. Where and by whom was Jesus led? How
«does the Spirit guide a human mind? Why was
Jesus led into the wilderness?

ters

STAR. JOLY

That we can discover

from the geweral tenor of Scripture, and
from special study of the nature of Christ's
mission te men.
It was necessary that
«Christ meet temptation in its powerful
forms, that all the universe might see how

the Son of God, in the midst ofthe fascinations of evil, would conduct himself; that
there he might represent the superior good-

ness of God’s laws"above every inducement
to sin; that he might encounter the essential experience of men ou earth; learn the
difficulties that here beset the path to virtue
and piety and teach men that they could be
vidtoriously met ; that he might show himself the conqueror of Satan, the master of
«evil, able to succor those that are tempted;
that he might stand in closest sympathy with
the .tempted,:-win their trust, encourage
ithom to pray to him, and thus become their
Saviour indeed, For these reasons Jesus

tempted by suggestions to the mind.

are taken

to pinnacles

and

- They

to exceeding

high mountains, and invited to surrender to

the Evil One;

but the

operation is a

not physical, and no objection exists, of an
weight, to the supposition that this and the

subsequent trial of Jesus were effected in a
similar manner. There are many and sound
reasons, on the other

hand, for this view of

the narrative. They suggest. themselves,
as we read the account, and veed no special
mention.

By the *‘ holy city " Jerusalem is meant,
so called because of the temple within it.
+ The pinnacle of the temple ” probably
means the top of some porchof the temple,
of which the roof * resembled a bird drooping its wings.” From the summit of Solomon’s porch to the valley below was more
than seven hundred feet, because the founda-

tion rose out of the valley to a great hight
before the porch itself commenced. Christ
was urged of Satan to cast himself down
from this hight, in view of a promise, in the
Psalms, that God would bear him up. He

asked the Son of God to exercise the attributes of God in an audacious way; to doan
act which, as the God-man, it would be folly

be saved by the

same power from sinking beneath the waves.
In these circumstances the performance of
motive that prompted it was wrong. Herod,
hoping * to see some miracle done by him,”
was not gratified, for no work of Christ was
His signs and
done for ends so unworthy.
wonders were the seals of his heayenly commission, and were never wrought except in

attestation of his truth. Here was no audience. Here was no truth, on account of
as Satan songht to
willingly suljjected his virtue {0 the tests of which Jesus should do was
Satan suggesthave him do; but here
‘Satan.
ing an act inconsistent with every principle
9. The fasting of the Jews was not usuof wisdom and goodness that would, if

those

persons

who

are

called

meeting

house at all;

and

that

it

duty to declare in express terns

is our

to those

who are without, that they are living sep-

In another

Wolverhampton

almanac publishedat

by

another

clergyman,

Us!
T !

could

[We print*this as it comes. It suggests how
grateful will be the news of a reinforcethent,
which

was

even then at

sionaries.—Ed.]

;

the doors, to our

My visit in Balasore last
to me, more

vividly than

month
ever

mis-

revealed
before, the

means

crying necessity for help, and that without
delay, at that station. While the different
departments of labor at the different points

with

his

substance,~gave

the

Scripture tenth,—each would be giving
“according to what he hath and not aecording to what he hath not. * Perhaps

are still kept in motion, it is at a sacrifice
on the part of our widowed sister, which
seems hardly less than manslaughter. ‘What
with ‘her constant and often. distracting

this

is regulating

the thing a little toe

fine,~making it too near perfect. But must

cares, the pressure of the heat, loss of ap-

we

petite and sleepless nights are only what
might be expected. How long, oh, how
long is this state of things to continue!

ought to be done!

so popular, because so earnestly expected
and desired by the Jews. This was the severest trial of Christ's virtue. He felt the
movings of his power. He grasped the
greatness of his nature. He saw how the
hearts of the people were inclined. Thus
from * an exceeding hich mountain” he
saw the possible grandeur he might achieve,
if he would cease to be the Son of God; and
become a man of this world. Thus doing,
he too would become a subject ‘of Satan,
who is called ‘* the prince of this world.”
Would he exchange humiliation for honor,
poverty for affluence, ignominy for glory,
obscurity for renown, piety for worldliness,

God for Satan? Te Jesus Satan says, “ All
these: things will I give thee, if thou wilt

Sacrament

Christ”;

of

the

body

and

blood

of

help at hand, or soon to be forthcoming,
reaches us! If our afllicted sister is to be
thus left to exhaust her energies and follow
her beloved husband to an untimely grave,
on whom will rest the responsibility ? With
such timely aid and cheer as the assurance of
an early reinforeemeunt could not but impart,
health and spirits would have been buoyant.

Amos Lawrence and others commends it
self to every servant of God. ** There is

and to bow towards the altar on

entering or
fasting, and
or Lent, are
objections.”
baptism and

leaving church, to commune,
not to marry during Advent
spoken of as ‘Ecclesiastical
It is also taught that, while
the Lord's supper are ‘‘the

two great Sacraments,” theré’ are ‘other
five,—that is to say, confirmation, ahsolution, orders, matrimony, and visitation

mot

look

for what

can

be done

Friends,

Satan

and

has had

too strong a hold on the Lords children,
and the sooner they break from it, the bet.

of the sick, or unction,” which are *‘sacra‘mental ordinances, or lesser sacraments,”
A ‘‘committee of clergy” have published a book for children, in

Confession, Absolution,
the first it is said:

which they

teach

and Penance.

*“To confess is to

Of
go

to

Christ’s Priest, and to tell him quite simply, quite openly, all the sins you remem- |
It is to the Priest,
foo often of the very fact of seduction from ber having’ committed.
goodness.
Men have encountered this and to the Priest only, that a child must
temptation, in some of its forms, in all ages. acknowledge his sins, if he desire that God |
Satan has made his bid for every soul, and should forgive him.” Of the second we |
{
this iis his formula of speech when bidding. read: ‘Absolution is the forgiveness that |
|
10. Jesus repelled the Adversary with the Priest gives to the penitent in the name 1
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Whilst the | {
fall down and worship me.”
‘These are the
very words, expressive of the very intent,

boldness.
““ Get thee hence,
was the most open attempt
ruin of Christ's character,
It
covered himself again with

Satan.”
This
to. secure the Priest is pronouncing the words of abso- |
failed. * Jesus. lation, Jesus Christ pours the torrents of |
grace into the soul of the penitent |
the armor of his
Of Penance it is said: “When
truth. Fron the word of God, by which Christian.”
a good. confession, and
the true man lives, he drew his defense. you have made
«
[is written, thou shalt worship the Lord receive absolution, . . . you have still to

God, and him only shalt thou serve.”
Deut. 6: 13. Copying the example of Christ,
men might resist the seductions of Satan.
Let them remember the word of the Lord
applicable to their temptation, and by loyalty to it defeat their foe.

do penance;

struggle in Gethsemane the angels of God

ago, 1 aceuse myself "(Mere will follow
the particulars
of the Confession).
For

that is, to

make

amends

for

that scattereth and yet increaseth.”
!
Ww. G. H.
The

—

strengthened

him.

But these long and hot and rainy months, with

world. It is connected with the hopes,
the comforts, and aspirations of all men.

necessities of this case, the prospects of usefuiness, should the cause be duly sustained,
they would not, they could not refrain from

‘What

Learing a helping hand.

They are things that

Our

annual

8S. S. picnic

came

off

With their hopes, for where are the hopes
of the world if there is no resurrection?

Santipore and Jdellasore, met as usual, while
as visitors: we had three of our inquirers
and a boy from Babaigadia, and a dozen of

the large school girls from Midvapcre, who,
with Juiia, had been on a visit at Santipore.

when

the JelJasore

A light

and,

minutes,

for

a

few

school

It is connected

occu-

shower came up,
interrupted

The weather, though

world,

@ pmmanications.
Popery and the Ch. of England.
rr

Our réaders are aware that at ome time
England was entirely under the influence
of Popery. For many years Roman Catholics have freely expressed their earnest
wish that it may again come under the
same influence; and they have used determined efforts to bring about the accomplishment of this wish. And ‘there
has been a large increase in the number of

doctrine, usage, and

ceremonial.”

Among

the changes asked
for, are additional
prayers for the cousecration of churches,
cemeteries, &c; directions as. to the use of
processional crosses and banners, credence
tables, chalice

veils,

colored

altar

cloths,

and the like; such changes as would tend
to the more distinct ewuuciations in the
formularies of the Church of England of
such doctrines as,—‘‘1, The Real Presence
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ in

the Holy Commpusiop

under the

form of

do they ex-

perish,—a

handful

of

with the

comforts of this

js

darkness

there?

What

is

If the fire that

lit that eye,

that heart, and

the soul that animated that clay
lie and are
destined to lie forever under the green
hillock in yonder church-yard, where i is our
hope ? Oh, bury not an immortal soul thus ;
crush not an immortal spirit there. They
who have died are not wholly dead. There is
something remaining of them around which
hope may linger, and to which the mourner may go for comfort and peace. They
are rot there, bat ure risen and in yonder
world of life, light and love. We may hope
to greet
crossed.

fearfully hot,

them

when

life's

stormy

sea

is

But the resurrection is connected with
the aspirationsof man. Where can those
lofty aspirations after a better and holier
life

find

their

consummation,

if not in the

doctrine of life from the dead? Where can
they range untrammeled, if not in the res-

urrection state ? Where can they find that

and are very anxious to have a

Christian school started in their village.
Meanwhile we have arranged to have the
little son of one of the number remain and
attend school in Santipore.
The Bengalee Pipes mostly women, are

now floeking south

if all

mains of them?

has been a good deal modified by late coevery temptation Jesus comes forth sinless. can
pious showers.. Hence the grass and foliage
The sinless Jesus is not exempt from temp- and
of the trees and shrubs start forth as if by
tation. None are too good to be tempted. bly
magic.
sel,
Our Lord who knew the meaning of his father. Wherefore I beg, Blessed Mary,
Our Babaigadia friends were pleased with
words taught us to pray,— t and lead us not all Saints, and thee, my ghostly father, to | this entertainment. This is the third time
into temptation.” God has promised, ¢ with pray to the Lord our God for me.”
they huve visited us of late. They seem in
earnest now,

far

the hopes that gladdened

other gins, which I
not now remember, I am heartily sorry
purpose amendment; and most humask pardon of God, and penance, counand absolution of thee, my ghostly

Then, further; we have before us-a-long

how

there to reconeile us to the death of friends,
if that narrow house contains all that re-

us.

After the exercises, the schools took a walk

home.

and

world.
For what is it that veils from our
view the images of departed friends, and
loved ones, but the dark veil bevond which
the resurreetion points to a world of light
and glory? What is there to comfort the

Miss Crawford's school came out to the
river to meet and escort us in.
In the afternoon, the schools met on the. green, in the
shade of the large Banyan, south of the

pied the house.

they,

dust and ashes. How fardo they extend?
To that veil which bounds the vision of
this life. But with the light of the resurrection streaming from the holy sepulcher,*the hopes of the Christian are bright,
imperishable, far-reaching as the vision of
an immortal and undying soul.

here

yesterday and the day before, and was a
very pleasant affair. Oar two schools, from

bungalows,

are

tend? Where are they? They are buried
in the rock-hewn sepulcher. What are they ?

‘Out of these and for all my

petition signed by 483 priests of the Church
of England, addressed to the House of
Bishops of the Convocation of Canterbury
and recently presented to that House by the
Archbishop of Canterbury. This petition
asks for numerous changes in the Book of
Common Prayer, so that it may ‘‘give
adequate expression to this claim of the
Church of England to be Catholic in her

hd

The vesurrection of Christis connected’
with all future time and the destinies of a

the sins that you have committed, and to
{ through the long Patpa bazar, much to the
offer to God in return good works; prayers, |
entertainment of both the scholars and
and holy agtions.”
teachers, as well as of the natives who
In the English Catholic’s Vade Mecum,
gathered to gaze at us.
which is prepared to be bound up with HN
At 7, A. M., yesterday, we were again
Book, as a guid
11. # Then the devil leaveth him,” for the Episcop#l Prayer
seated in the shade of the friendly Banyan,
second Adam would not give way to his en- the laity, there is a ‘‘form of Confession,” and this time the Santiporeans had the floor.
ticements. His return was delayed until which we give entire:
The exercises consisted of the rehearsal, by
the hour of conflict in the garden, when
I confess to Almighty God, to Blessed each class, of select portions of Seripture,
again he sought to allure Christ from the Mary, to all Saints, and to thec, my ghost- andsinging, followed by short speeches, and
work which his death would complete. The Iy father, that T have sinned exceedingly a collation, discussed in committee of the
in thought, word, and deed, by my fault,
angels came and ministered to the physical by my own fault, by my own grievous whole. The occasion was highly an enjoywants of Jesus. The severity ot the conflict faults (Here strike your breast thrice). able one. All seemed in good spirits, and
is thus denoted, and the exhaustion of Jesus Since the time of my last confession, when in the afternoon both Santiporeans and
at its end. ‘At the close of the dreadful 1 received absolution, and which was — Midnaporeans took their departure for
also came and

Resurrection.

no prospect of relief near, can not but tell
fearfully on that lone and still desolate lieart!
Could our dear brethren and sisters in the
churches at home but see and know the real

to attend Juggernaut’s

bathing jattra in Pooree. As I look upon
these poor, ignorant, deluded people, and
witness their zeal and ready devotion, the
sacrifices they make, tramping on day after
day, over these burning plains, to gain a
sight of their favorite idol, the words of the
blessed Master constantly come to mind,
| viz.: “What do ye more than others?”
Many of these give up all, literally, for
their God. Who of us do as much for
Christ ?
J. PriLups.
Jellasore, May 16, 1873.

“ Too Poor to Give.”

Pa

Ld

within a year as would ’

an equal proportion, if each honored

the Lord

bread and wine. 2. The Adoration due to
Having read and re-read the communihim there 0g
3. The sacrifice which
adherefits
of
their
denomination,
and
a
ally abstinence from all food, but was from done, invalidate all claims to infallibility,
cation
in the Star of June 25, on, *‘ too
he
there
offers
by
the
hands
of
his
priest
to
still larger increase in the number of plaa full meal or from pléasant food. We read cause Jesus to step out of his’ condition as
the Divine Majesty.” They also ask for poor to give,” 1 can not refrain from
ces
of
worship
and’
of
Roman
Catholic
of John, that he came ‘neither eating nor man, and dash his redemptive work against
priests. While these facts should excite the introduction .of collects, épistles, and 4 the following expressions. He that is too
drinking,” yet his food was “locusts and a stone. This act would be tempting God.
inquiry
and effort among ‘evangelical gospels, for the Saints’ days, and also for poor to receive may be too poor to give.
wild honey.” The fasting of Jesus, how- It would bé offering
strange fire” before Christians, they do not ‘of themselves fur- the administration of Holy Communion at But as long as one has so many wants, he
ever, was ‘doubtless ‘entire abstinence, for
the solemnization of matrimony, and at who regards them will enable us to give
hire. It would be trifling with the Tafinite nish matter for alarm.
‘Luke says he ate nothing. Moses and Eli- Oge.
the
burial, and other commemorations of to needy objects if we have the heart. And
But the condition of things in the Church
jah fasted for forty days,—Ex. 88: 28; lst
The artfulness of this temptation is espe- of England is very serious. That ehurch, the dead; and “that the use of unction it is a cheerful giver the Lord wants and
Kings 19 8; but they ‘were sustained by cially noticeable because it quotes the Seriptmay be restored in holy baptism and loves, With the great needs of the Home
‘the power of God. Jesus was upheld in ures in its fayor. Christ had met the’ pre- is really composed of three divisions, — the confirmation, as well asin the visitation of Mission cause, to aid in the planting of the
Broad, the Evangelical, 'and the Catholic;
ithe same way. The object of his fast was viotis trial with a statement of the word of
and the last division is by’ far the largest, the sick, together with the proper services for churches in the West, and in old places,
that
but
Satan,
to
not to give opportunity
God. Satan turns his own guns against and is constantly increasing. They "are the consecration by the Bishops of the oils with the growth of the population, it seems
he might continue in contemplation of spir- him, but handled * the word of God
And they ask a pity that money does not come in by
dgceit- commonly known as Puseyites, or Ritual for the said purposes.”
itual ‘truths; enjoy eommunion with God,
farther,—
*“That
in
view
of
the
widespread thousands, when, if every one of the Lord's
of
fully.” The passage cited was only tfue
and become prepared for his work among Christ when obeying God. It is true then, ists; they clainn the name Catholic; and and increasing use of sacramental confes- children would act upon a system and conwhile they will not allow’ that ‘they’ are
those who expected a Messiah whose king- and to us all, then,
sion, your venerable house may consider secrate a portion to the Lord, it might be
Roman
Catholics, they are intense haters
dom was of this world, and whose servants
the advisability of providing for the "edu. done, Not, why can not, but why will not
of
7. The Saviour: repels the suggestion
of Protestantism ; they adopt the leading|
would fight. Thus engaged with all his
cation,
selection and licensing of duly our people as readily pay as the Roman
apit
as
God
of
word
the
Satan by quoting
doctrimes of Roman
Catholics, and there
powers, time flew on more rapid wing than
plied to present circumstances. The prom-. is a constant stream of secession from qualified confessors, in accordance with Catholies? They raise thousands, and small,
he was aware, until forty days were past.
unmissed antounts mdke them up. Should’
ise cited by the tempter was not intended to them, both of clergy and’ laity, to the toe provisions of canon law.”
The hunger thus induced presented to the
not our preachers,in every revival, in every
With
such
facts
before
us,
is
there
not
the
in
and,
conduct,
ous
to presumptu
Roman Catholic church.
tempter the opportunity he desired, and of apply
exhortation to the church, enjoin upon the
sufficient
proof
that
a
large
portion
of
the
It had, therecircumstances, was not true.
Catholics,
present
These Ritualists, or
which he hastened to make tse. Thus we
easily bafiled their doctrines in the pulpit, in* the vest- ministers and people of the Church of unconyerted while persuading them to seek
He
'
Christ.
on
effect
no
fore,
see how circumstances open the door to
g truth of God ments they wear, and the rites they per- England are essentially Roman . Catholic, salvation, and upon the church for a higher
the adversary by wieldinthe
, temptation, and that men dré more in peril truthfully. ‘The Scripture that Christ quoted
state of Christian life,—also to consecrate
church servides; amd they and that the great danger of the spread of
when, in any Moment, they are specially was not contradictory of the passage made form in their
in ‘their news- that superstition in England lies in that their worldly substance! If every member
them
urging
constantly
are
weak and disarmed.
nse of by Satan, but indicated one limit to papers, tracts, catechisms, almanacs, and direction ? We know that the dissenters of of the church would give the one-tenth,
are in principle opposed
to every form of the churches’ wants would
. THE FIRST TEMPTATION.
\ its application, and covered the whole case. books. The
large extent of ritualistic England
3. The temper appeals to the appetite of «Thou shalt not tempt. the Lord thy God.” literature is attracting ‘considerable atten- Church Establishments; but" when they be met; and they can do it just as well as
‘Christ, to. an innocent, unsatisfied, crying The act to which Jesus; was invited was tion “at the present time. We have be- are obliged by law to pay for the support they can do other things. Have a system,
appetite, and seeks to duduce Jesus to per- presumptuous, and wantonly {rifled with fore us some portions of a' catechism for of the teaching of such errors as we hive with a “ by the grace of God’ in it, and
form a mirmcle for its gratification, Satan the grace of God.” It tempted God in the use in schools, ‘and’ which we understand spoken of in this paper, we need not won- whetherdt is the one who receives his wag«calls him # the San of God,” and says * thou genselof provoking his anger, or testing Lis is very extensively used.’ The author is der if they are stirred up to additional es by the day, week or month, or from the
earnesivess in this matter. The evavgeli- selling of goods, the Lord will-show the
art the Son of God ” not-becausehe doubted forbearance.
Rev. G.'A. Gace, vicar of Great Barling,
cal ministers and members of the Church inquiring souls and bless them in it,
Jit, ‘but to suggest what, rights and powers
THE THIRD ‘TEMPTATION.
Among
other
things
‘| in Essex county.
of England are,of course very mmch' diseasier
is
What
it.
with
Let them from all they receive set apart
carried
the mame
8,9. Luke inverts the order of the temp- taught in this ‘catechism, j are’ these: that
1 than for. ¢ the Son of God” to supply him tations, placing this second and the second those who go by tHe general name of Dis: tressed by this state ‘of ‘things in their the tenth, and consecrate itto God. They
with food ? “Command that these stones of Matthew’ last,—thus ‘teaching’ us to re- genters, avé heretics; ‘that they worship church ; but they are powerless to correct will feel it ‘only as” they arc blessed. Let
self
the evil, and they are unwilling to give up
be made, bread,” and il, is done. Surely
‘'{lfe 'spirit, not the letter,~the meat, God accordingto their own evil and cor- ‘their’ connection with ‘the Esiablishinent them have a separate treasury of the Lord,
in that.
and always have 'sométhing for missions,
heres
“| ript imaginations; that their worship is| that admits of this sag of things.
ures.’
Lisi 3 read Jig not'the husk of ‘the Script
church collections and charitable objects. 1
ee
moral,
'be
may
“they
while
3 that”
“The Tanzuage implies’ satanic eontrol of idolatry
‘W. H.
more sinful, in sell, ily ln ‘wate- r||ls“Christ,
do believe that, if pastors wonld urge this
is
the rea.
that
‘men;
holy
not’he
can
they
He
“
taketh
him
up
into
an
exceddrn—.——
Foi wine, The sin.of Satan's request coo
|
Sitgd in their respective charges, before
God
promises
you
ull
you
want,
and
ingon
they
have
tot
been
‘excommutiicated
taken’
had
be
before
as
mountain,”
high
‘fg
ts to secure an emp
in endeavoring
"sis
the,
enurch and individually, such a work
vites you to come and receive it,
an object foreign “him up into the holy city,” and seated is that the law of the: land does not allow

ment of divine power for

be done

astonishingly increase the needed funds,
A man that is ablete give $100 toward a
new church, or the remodeling of an old
one, or the lifting up of an old debt, withholds more than $75, because afraid another
will not give, or has not given from larger

tl)

he yield up his redemptive purposMonths have passed since the news of the ter, and these burdens * ‘will be light,” for
es, become a worldiy monarch an make his the value of confession to and the benefit, deuth of our lamented brother was received he will take care of all the rest.
of
absolution
from
a
priest,
are
spoken
of
messiahship after the pattern that would be
The course pursued by Nat'l Ripley Cobb,
as preparations for receiving *‘the Blessed in America, and still no cheering word of

be criminal, for the

the act required would

for

‘kingdoms of this world and the glory of wina.”

and crime to do,—an act that was foreign every temptation ” to make *‘a way of esto the condition he had assumed, to the cape,” but he has not promised to force us
character of Saviour which he had come to into it. James has told us one of the ways
develop, and to the mission of redemption of escape :—** Resist the devil and h® will
for which he became incarnate. It would| -flee from you.” Christ has shown us anbe no more sinful, under proper circam- other: by *‘ the sword of the Spirit, which
stances, for Christ to leap from the temple is the word of God.”
and be borne up by the power of God, than

to walk on the water and

tuous

Dissenting teachers to address the throne
of grace, usurping the priestly office; that
itis most accursedly wicked to enter a

arate froma Christ's body, and consequently
the wilderness, ‘‘led by the Spirit,” to out of the pale of salvation. oh
An almanac has been published this year
meet any test- of virtue to which his
Father might subject him. He was at the by a Church of England clergyman, at
Bronnwick, in which it is stated
end of a long, exhausting fast, weak in West
body, active in mind, susceptible to sugges- that *‘the Holy Communion is the Body
tions of the adversary, one of which, and and Blood of Jesus Christ, true God and
the most powerful of which was that, for the true Man, under the form of bread gnd
them,”

Help

the wholesome law of the church to be
acted upon; that itis sinful and presump-

3

encouragement which kindled anew the
hopes of the early disciples, if not in those
angel accents, ** He is not here, but is risen”? And if these things are so,—if the
hopes, the comforts and the lofty aspirations
of the world find a counterpart in the doctrine of the resurrection state, what may
we predicate, if not the safety and final
triumph of Christianity ? « Safe it certainly
is, for it not only blazes upon every page
of that book, but it is enshrined in the heart

of the world. That it will finally triumph I
scarcely need observe. It triupnphed in
Galilee ; the sepuleher hewn out of the solid

rock could not prevent the Son of God'from

coming back to life.

He rose not to glad-

den the hearts of a few sorrowing disciples
only, but te-cheer and comfort his followers in all coming time. No matter if the
child of God’ has been laid to rest amid the
stiowsand ice of the far north, undbr the
burning “tropics, or in the mighty ocean.
They rest alike in hope.
The resurrection of Christ giveste the

Christian soul’ a wew destiny, to the Christian heart a new
philanthropy.

4

confidence

and a new
J. ho He

Funerals.»

Perbaps no responsibility which the minister of the gospel is called upon to fill is se.

deFcate as that of conducting faneral services for the dead. Here the whole’ dignity
and beauty of his office show forth. Next
to their immediate household, the bereaved
want their minister near.

And those who,

alas! have mo minister, turn to the one who,

at some time, ‘has more neasly touched their
hearts than any other. The prayer offered,

the hyion sung, when one’sdead lies coffined
‘before

him,

sing,

oftentimes,

throughout

the changes of his aftemlife, harmonizing
its strifes by a sympathy like tht’ with
which one vibrating chord draws afiother
into wnison with itsel. Our manner of
burial is often criticised as a stupid, meaningless form ; a mockery, where the grief is
affected;

a severe

trial

to

real

mourners.

“1f Tibbie had died while he belonged
wholly to me,” said a lady who had a great

horror of the display and commotion attendant upon a public funeral, “1 should simply
have wrapped him in His wibding-sheet, and

gone quietly and ‘buried him.” And perhaps most of us have been present at funerals, when the words of the minister seemed

so little in keeping with the sacrédness of

grief, and the soleronity of death, that we

have felt the deep painfulness there would
be in having such mere repetitions loudly
uttered aver our dead, But we remember,
too, other times, when our pastor's voice
soothed like mwusio, when his sermon was
like a flower laid on

‘the grave, and when

‘the most profane of those who stepped te
the coffin’s side looked in with gentle, rove
event faces, —Chicago Pulpit,
:
a)

\

JULY

STAR.

23,

ta

in Trusting.

On
My

friend went over the sea one day;

My thoughts were full of the saddest tales
Of sudden storms in the little bay,
Of roaring tempests and rushing gales.
1 could not look at the smiling sea

But I thought of an enemy’s fair false face ;

And all the Summer it seemed to me
A oruel thing, and devoid of grace.

But I prayed to the God of the sea and land
To Keep Hy fijsid from its hurtful might;
To care for the little sailor band
Nor once forget it by duy or night.
Yet I feared to trust him3 I thought my love
‘Was more than his, and I strove an prayed
With strong
wild words to God above,
And all the time I was sore afraid,
Ha was
80
He kept
He

bot al
patient is He
my friend
showed us

. He bore with me,
in his tenderness;
on the far-off sea,
both how the Lord could

laws, partaking

bless.

rayer.
Hours,

Faith in the Unseen.
—.

—

Men whe pride themselves on their practical sagaoity, and who contemptuously reject what they call illusions of speculation

and imagination, are often heard to ‘say

that ** seeing is believing.” They are practical'meén! when they see a thing they will
believe it! But is it so? When they see
the sun rise, de they believe that it is actually rising, or that what they seem to see
is an illusion, and

that,

instead

of the sun

Ssing, the pot of earth where they stand
is only turving more directly towards the
sun? The knowledge which they have gained in other ways is censtantly employed by
them to prevent the serious and often fatal
mistakes into which they would be led if
Hej aused entirely to “their senses. The
highest authority that we yield to even in
our

daily

affairs

is not

what

we

in

seem

to

see or hear; but we are constantly correcting the impressions made upon us through
our senses by the surer standard which
we
in our minds.
And if it is so in the world of matter and
«our relations with that, how much more
must it be so in our social and moral reJations, If we are obliged constantly to
refer to the standard which we carry in
our minds even when looking on the starry

fine,

of Psalms.

There

of verses.

brace

about a

contains

tion.

It is common

to

the inspired pen of the poet-king of Israel.
more and more of his spirit Twelve of the inspired songs are ascribed to

tll they ave filled. with all the fullness of Asaph, a man of exquisite delicacy of feel«| ing, who lived during David's reign, about
God.— Religious Magazine.
one thousand years before the advent of
Christ. Two of them are, ascribed to that

universal
‘lofty and

prayerfully watching for an opportunity.
This came sooner than he expected. The
blasphemiug sinner was struck down by severe sickness.

the

said

him,”

“I will see

:
minister.
“If you do, he will insult you,” said the
friend who had informed him of the man’s
sickness.
«I will see him nevertheless, and look

to a parlor, where he

lying on an old sofa.

found

sick

the

nian

he asked after his health, and received curt,

replies. Then, without sayhis own respecting relig-

almost uncivil
ing one word of

ion, he opened his Bible and said:

If you please, I will read to you."
Without waiting for a reply, he proceeded to read the. words of Jesus in the
fifteenth chapter of Luke, afler which be offered a short, simple prayer, bade the man
farewell, and left.
The next day he called again, vead the
fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, prayed, and lett

The pars

themselves,” They have
sting, and studied, and
wept over for twenty-five
The most ancient of them
ence for 3,300 years; the

been read, and
prayed over, and
centuries of time.
has beén in existlatest written was

gougposed at least 2,600

years ago,

While

the Iliad of Homer and the KEneid of ys
have been enjoyed by the intellects of
the
learned few, yet the praise-songs of ‘David
and Moses have been the heart heritage and
delight of the lowliest as well as the loftiest.
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manufacturer

is not nice

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,

in

the choice of his materials. All come alike
to him. ‘The’ clean’ and "glancing = cloth

from the table of the rich, and filthy rags
from a beggar’s back, are equally welcome. The, clean can not be serviceable
without passing
through the manufacturer’s process, aud the unclean can be
made
serviceable with it. He throws both into
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the same machine, puts both through the

accepted. ‘This man receiveth sinners,”
they; complained.
Yea, receiveth them ;
sinners are taken in between the wheels,
at the commencement of this [races ; but
at the end of it, saintsin. white clothing

ome of the Word of God—a little Bible in

With great kindness

intended

ow magnificent this ancient lyric opens:
“Lord !"thou hast been the dwelling place
of thy people in all generations, Before the
mountains were brought forth, or thou hadst
formed the earth and the world, even from
everlasting to everlasting, thou art God!”
The authorship of sixty of the psalms is
somewhat uncertain. A portion of them
are ascribed to the ** son of Korah!” One
the days of Solomon. But, however various
the pens that inscribed them on the parchments, they all bear the same internal evidence of a celestial inspiration. Martin
Lather s(vled the book of Psalms *‘ an epit-

to

been

same

is attributed to the pen of Heman, another
to Ethran, the Ezrahite, who beth lived in

God for guidance and blessing,” replied the
minister.
Accordingly he called and was shown in-

have

march of so many a departed saint, is-universally held to have been written by Moses
himself. It is probably the oldest .of the

«alms, as Damascusis the oldest of cities.

from

him

him at once, but did not prevent

genius, King Solomon. That
melancholy psalm,” the nine-

tieth, which has been chanted as the funeral

A proud, passionate sinner once moved
into the neighborhood of a devoted minister, and began a career ‘of sin which grievgo d and increased the corruption of
ed the
the wicked, His avowed purpose to insult
any preacher who ghould presume to address
him, kept the minister from calling upon

works,

THE

and by holy teachers by the death.”

speak of the entire

book as the’ * Psalms of
David,” whereas it
is probable that only seventy-three psalms
or about, one-half, the 'collection--are from

Skill in Soul-saving.

my

ing men from tho tyranny of sin.
herefore I will this day glgdly seal that
truth which I have taught, written and proclaimed
— established "by the divine law

are about 2,600 verses- in the whole collec-

divine

the

with

harmony

all

and shaped toward the object of rescuing

It contains one hundred and fifty separate
compositions. One of them extends to one
hundred and seventy-six stanzas; another

the happiest
life.
;
;
Thus may they go on in the Infinite Pres-

ence, living

Book

AH
(i. pho

give its fitting illustration to

is needed to

And I'think when Isee the faces sad
those who are anxious and full of care,
If they
the Lord he would make them
For ho loves to smswer his children's
+
==Happy

The
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Cement STONE Pipe,

of

heaven. Christ does not find any pure
on earth; he makes them. Those that
stand round the throne in white clothing
were gathered from the mire.—A4rnot.

a
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tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider ina
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pay $1,000
for any machine that
11 sew a strong; er, more b
ifuly, or more elastic seam than
DENNIS SHEA & CO.
ours. It
es the * Elastic Lock Stitch.” Ev- ery second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
All
orders
at Factory on Cocheco Street or by
can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We
attended to. Box 597, Dover, N. H.
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Rhe

Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval;
4
uable medicine:
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics
:
di
wn
cured or much relieved.
© an
the Lungs
Pain in
Difficult

Chest almost invariably oured. by taking a few bot-

tles of the Quaker Bitters.

Female Difficulties, so prevalent among Ameri-
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AMTANTHUS,
otherwise known as
Rock-Wood, Reck-Cork, Mou
her, Fossil

Scholars, statesmen and poets have all unit-
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; one bottle will convince the most
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the:
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Selections.
A

Elector approached’ the funer:l-pile, and
father would no sooner deny the child its | exhorted Huss to yet save his life’ by redaily meal, but he would deny it food if tracting and adjuring his doctrines,
It was the last opportunity.
Would
starving. So our Heavenly Father, who
has made ample provision for the sorest Huss now hesitate? In a loud clear voice,
a
firmness which the imneeds, has not forgotten the smaller neces- he replied, with
sities, He has a balm for all little heart mediate Qrosped, of death could not shake,
bruises; a crumb for all heart hunger, a *¢I call-God to witness that I have never
staff for every day; feed on the crumb taught nor written those things: which on
— Ez. false testimony they impute to me; but
the balm every minute.
every hour;usemy declarations, teachings, wrilings, in
The

her child, as she would its broken arm.

tant ages? Or shall this faith lend its éncouragement and strength to all who enter
the walks of life? Our young men and
oung women,—in their earliest training.
in. the first preparation and devotion of
themselves to the duties of the day,—will
they not place themselves under the uidIt
ance and influence of this divine spirit?
will exalt the most common duties, making
the dusty ways of their Pilgrimage holy beholy thoughts and
cause Associated with
trodden by saintly feet. It will warn their
victories into higher triumphs, and their defeats into victories. It will throw around
them a holier atmosphere. It will quicken
It
a deeper and more lasting enthusiasm.
give wings to thei Ioftiest aspirations,
will
departments of acand fill out the various
tivity with a fruition answering to their noblest desires. The beauty of a divine idea

+7
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can ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine.
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in
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only through the semses, how much more Kindness, appropriate selections from the florid French, exclaims:
ticle they stand in needof in their declining years.
'
10 Pevonshire St, Boston, Mass.
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Book
of
the mind, and paves
cheers
the blood and
It po
must we be so
guided when we regard the Word of Ged, prayer—in which the minis- Psalms is a vase of perfume broken oun the
13122
ido
the passage down the plane inclined. =
moral nature within, which can be known ter carefully classed himself with the sick steps of the temple, and shedding abroad its
unwell (unless afflicted
No One ean remain long
to us only through mental and moral per- man as peeding mercy—and secret prayer odors te the heart of all humanity. The lit#@-8. M. PETTENGILL & CO., 10 State with
an incurable dig Sifter taking a few bottles
weapons
only
the
were
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God's
for
of the Quaker Bitters,
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tle shepherd has become master of the sacred |
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ard
of moral rectitude, can determine empioyed.
choir
of
the
universe.
A
chordof
his
harp
broke
Atter two weeks the sick man
{ procuring advertisements for our paper (name menSold by all Druggists and Dealers iw
whether an action is morally
right or
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the minister's hands,” wept, is to be found in all choirs, resounding fortionéd) in the above cities, and authorized to conwrong? Who, except by such a standard, down, grasped
ever
in
unison
with
the
echoes
of
Horeb
tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
unseen but none the less a reality to him, confessed himself a sinner, and said he was and Engedi. David is the Psalmist of eterFor sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale
and retail druggists, Franklin
Square, Dover, N, H.
Yours truly,
can determine beforehand what course of a wonder to himself.
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ly executed.
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8. M. PETTENGILL & CO.
“It is of God,” replied the minister; ‘I nity ; what a power hath peéry when inlife, what rules and principles of conduct,
spired by the Almighty God."—Independent.
will yield to him the richest and mest en- have not spoken a word. God has spoken,
PREPARED BY’
during satisfactions? What but this in- He has°done this.”
Dr. H. S. FLINT & Ceo.,
If Science’s Debt
“Yes,” said the man, “I see it new.
ward and ideal standard can
give a young
To Missionaries.
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
rr
® G—
man strengthto withstand
the seductions you had spoken a single word of your own
TEIE WORK
Providence, R. I,
6mi2
time
some
for
or
came,
you
first
when
me
to
. of ease or self-indulgence, to go through
Far
away
upon
the
extrewe
verge
of
civilong and painful studies as the preparation after, I would not have borne it. Weak as lization, or’isplated from.it entirely, are a
3
ENTITLED
TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES
for a useful life, to ferego the greatest ap- I was, I should have tried te turn you out corps of humble workers. Bearing the tid-'
AND TO
B= Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the * Hymns and
of my house. I was astonished at your
parent advantage, if it can be gained onl
ings of mercy to the lands that sit in dark- Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the Hymns only.”
of S. S.
Superintendents
by
me
took
You
me.
to
come
to
daring
at the expense of hemor? What but this
ness, they gather up scaitered pearls of
Jou
when
angry
be
not
could
[I
surprise.
inward standard of .moral and religieus
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pubknowledge, and send them back to “emrich
Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
lished tho Freewill Baptist Printing Kstablishobligation can supplyto tbe young a.mo- asked with such kind voice after my heaith. the stores of those who, laboring in another
has been mevised and much improved, printed on
These Books are now ready for sale and deA.
S.
BARNES
&
COMPANY,
ment.
tive strong epough and high enough to | You read me those beautiful words. 1 knew vaio co-workers with them in the elestereotype plates, made from new type throughout
livery.
!
NEW YORE, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
Prize Se ries.
enable them to throw aside tlhe temptations they were not your own words, but God's vatian of the race. Scarcely any of the
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
eo walt24
:
own words, and I was silent. Yeu shut the
of the hour, to keep
their souls without
Andy Luttrell,
$150
seiendes can claim that they have not been
{ as well as many of our best IIymnus. It is compact
Shining Hours,
;
150
spot or tarnish, and so live that it shall be book, and I thought you would begin to re- indebted to missionaries for valuable tacts.
made from 30«ts.
Call and examine, or
Master and Pupil,
:
pas
156
in
form,
can
be
easily
carried
in
the
pocket,
and
wretch
sinful
a
what
me
tell
and
me
proach
10: Samples sent ( ogtage free) for 50 cits.
well with them and well for others that
May
Bell,
i
150
The sciences of philology, ethnology, geogthat retail gwick for $10. |
is
well
adapted
to
use
in
social
meetings.
Price
Sabrina Hackett,
1 56
they bave been petmitted to live among I was, and then would be my time to speak ; raphy, and zoolegy have, however, receivRy L. WOLCOTT, #81 Chatham Square, N. Y
Aunt Mattie
.
vs
100
but I looked up and saw you on your knees,
men ?
25.eowly
per single hook, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
ed more aid frem them than any ethers.
Light from the Cross,
1.50
Only this faith in the nnseen can take us and heard you praying for me, and then, An exchange makes the following remarks
Centradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
1350
doz., $3.84. Price per singlé book, when bound in
without another word, you were gone."—
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The Sacred Melodies

into the realm of what is highest

and best.

Think for a moment of the happiest home
ou know. What is it that makes itso?
Nothing that you can see or touch. In all
outward

things other

ly endowed.

But here,

there is an

invisi-

a refinement of soul ‘which shows itself in
acts of generous and unconstrained courtesy. And so there is perfect freedom,—no
harshness or constraint, no jar

or diseord,

no, biting intonations which fall upon us
like a sudden blight. We feel that the
higher sentiments of our nature are enthroned here, as in their native sphere;
that the finest spiritual and social culture
is diffusing its’ bumanizing influences
around us, softening what would otherbe

conflicting

interests

or

tastes,

and with the glow of religions emotion
transfusing into it the purer satistactiens
which come only to souls living in harmany
with God.
Without this faith in what is ‘unseen men
live selfishly. No matter what show of external refinement there may be, there is

ness

athing

and

coarseness

of

sentiment.

so refines the ‘charaeter, or so fits

us for’ what is best ‘in ‘all our relations, as
faith in Cbrist,—that is, a vital, practical

faith in the divine ideas, the thoughts, affections, acts, which find their purest and full-

est expression in him.

Without this, wen

become narrow, hard and selfish as they ad‘vance in life.

people

Side

by side with

of a different sort.

them are

They seem at

first to be interested in the same things.
They are educated in the same schools and

churches, and apparewtly have the same
ideas and prineiples. Bat they live in a different world.
The ruling motive of their
lives keeps them under the influence and
control of a different realm. And so with
adyancing years and experience, they go on
deepening and ripening in all the finer elements of character.
Their religion is one
which goes down to the fundamental principles of holy and divine living. Their con-

victions, accompanied

by a larger charity

for others, grow firmer and become more
and more vital and vitalizing
energies.
‘Then affections are strengthened,

while they

are purified and mellowed by time. They
gain in influence and honor by the progress

of thought and life.
for

them.

Whatever

characters can not fail.

You fear no failure

else

may

‘| in reference to .this subject: “To Dr. Livingstone, the distinguished missionary explorer, is the world indebted for the most

Weekly.

Fight On.

bemes are more vich-

ble, unconscious influence,—an atmosphere
of unselfish affections, a spontaneous deference to each other’s wishes and feelings,

wise

Christian

fail,

their

They may change

heir occupation, places of abode, associates.

They may grow richer or poorer, But
their principles of religious faith, their habits of ig rectitude, their lite of love to
God and love to man, can never change.
When we find such elements of truth and
security, of happiness; and of power, in the
divine thought and life of Jesus, why should
it be so hard fo induce men to place themselves under his influence? Where else do
we find truths so
great and so shining in
their own light?
“Where else do we find so
rrand an idea of the capabilities of our na-

Will you
to the heat
plan af the
he has done

ask from the soldier thrown inof the baftle, to EX pain the
general? How could he? If
bis daty;if he has thrown him-/

self inte the struggle, be

bas

only

seen the

invincible

And shall these visions of

power in the
truth, ot

holi-

ness and love, be confined to martyrs of dis-

missionaries.
The Church Missionary Society, in East Africa, in order to aequaint
themselves with the native tribe made exploring tours ieto the interior, in one of

which they they discovered a snow moun
disorder of the charge, the flashing of arms, , tain, and after a time another. The statethe clouds of smoke and dust; he has only ments which they sent to England were at
heard human cries mixed with the deafen- first received with incredulity and ridicule.
ing sound of artillery. To him all was dis- After some time, they repcrted thatthe naorder and chaos; but upon the neighbor- tives declared there was a great inland sea ;
ing hights one eye followed the combat;
when the Royal Geographical Society sent
one band directed the least mevementof out an expedition, which resulted in tamous
the .troeps. Now, my brethren, there is discoveries by Captains Speke aud Grant,
a battle which is pursued through the ages. and Sir Samuel Baker, of the great lakes,
It is that of truth, of love and justice «called by them the Viatoria Nyanzaand the
against «error, egotism and iniquity. Tt Albert Nyanza, and the sources of the great
belongs mot
to us obscure soldiers thrown river Egypt.”
into the fight to direct the contest; it ought
Dr. Kane received valuable aid and counto suffice as that God eonducts it; it is for gel from the Moravain missionaries «on the
us to remain at the posthe assiges us, and «coast of Greenland, in his celebrated Arctic
to struggle there firmly, even to the“end.
explorations. The Catholic priests who
penetrated the wilds of America, intent ‘upon the conversion of the savages, eontributDifficulties Overcome.
ed largely to the early knowledge of the
————
.
aography of the American continent, and
e information given by missionaries in
A middle aged Christian man with only a
little education or cuituse, but with very China and Japan has been the origin ef necommen sense, and especially with a gotiations whieh have resulted in the open:
[&good
faith remarkable for beth simplicity and ing of the ports of those countries to coms
strength, was speaking of his experience

in

leaving off the use of tobacco. He had beeome convinced that it was siuful for him
to use it, and also injurious to his

the

he

mesce and civilzation.— Scientific

Ameri-

can.

The

health, so

he at once and hot abandoned it Alady
present inquired ; ‘But did it not cost you
a
great struggle P”
:
e replied: ‘Indeed it did, till 1 looked
straight up to the Lord to take away the
hanker. . He didit ma’am.
Thad only ene
temptation after that. I meta man smoking,
and I wanted to smoke myself, but I thank

Invisible

Children.

re

Oh, it is not when your children are with
you; it is not when you see and hear them,
that they are most to you;

it is

when

the

daisies have resumer their growing again
in the place where the little form was laid;
it is when you have carried your children
out, and

said

farewell,

and

come

home

zood Lord that he kept me from it, and’
has kept me cver since, almost two again, and day and night are full of sweet

years."
Hea went on to say:

“The

helps us when we ask him, and
will.

Lord

always!

believe
:

he

it is when you can not look up toward

God

help us to get along together.’

Then I felt

better, and, ma'am, for the six weeks that I
drove the team with that dangerous horse
in it, I never had

an

accident

or

trouble.

of

covering.

Bundles

Everything

was now

their

were - placed erect dround
reaching as far upward as the

victim.

the kindling
torch

was

of the flames.
wpplied,

however,

of

straw

the stake,
neck of the

ready for

Before
one

the

more

effort was mads
to induce Huss to recaot,
Emperor even yet,
It was the wish
undoubtedly, to save if possible his honor

O ye of little faith, wherefore do ye ‘with the prisoner’s lite: and it was probdoubt? Believe in God for every day, a ably by his direction—given beforehand,
The mother binds for he did not chonse to witness the scene
loving, fatherly God.
up as tenderly the little bruised finger of —that the Marshal ot the Empire with the

pasteboard

Postage
48 ats.

Chicago, II

PER WEEK and expenses paid. We
want a reliable agent in every County
in the®J. S. Address udson River
Wire Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or
lyeow20

After the Chicago Fire.
; GRAHAM, PERRY & CO,
REAL

ESTATE AND

LOAN

AGENTS,

Ofall the money ave had placed on loan, we have
wot lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
‘im which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Mnsurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to placewen loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

166 LASALLE Street,

40

;

covers,

(extra)

on

Address,

30

cents;

per doz.,

a single copy, 4 cts.;
L

BR. BURLINGAME,

N.

l

just revised

by order

In answerto many calls, and to meet
what we think a real want, we

have

re-

cently published
in very neat style, seta four-page tract, NEW
ting forth, in 4 plain,
brief way, an outline of our history as pf Int sore fr its doe- TRACT
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief
benevolent institutions. They arc fitting things to |
put ‘into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
he IF, Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those

ie

er them for this purpose.

50

pts. per 100; 7 ots. per dozen.

Price—$4 per 1000;
Send orders to

BURLINGAME,
DOVER,

CHICAGO

[TROY BELLS.

N. H.

Now. Ready.
The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J.

Butler,

D.

D.,is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred: .copies of this the
try, for Chusohes, Aondennies; Plan
ons, &c., first volume, have already been sold.
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and To) RoThis number is nearly half of all that
Mountings, 1 best in use. All Bells warran
satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
have ‘been printed. This simple ansent firee on application to JONI
CO,.,
ROY, N. Y. nouncement is sufficient to
show that
CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is ror, and NEVER has been located in others think the work a good one and

‘Cortinue to manufacture those BELIS8 {which have
made
TROY celebrated throughout the weld, and
which
have been made at this establishment during
the Jpast eae)
and are now maging more
el e,
annually, than any
other fo
e coun-

TR 'Y, ¥. Y., said claims are intended to deceive the
publie.

52t5

that they appreciateit.

At this rate of

sale this whole Edition will soon be on
30th Theusand

in Press.

Sale increasing.

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRICA

over 600 pages, only $2.56.
works are offered,

look

Incomplete and

out for

them.

inferior

Send for cir«

celars and see proof of the greatest success of
the season. Pocket Companion worth $10.00 mailed
free. Jv
BBARD BROS., Pul’s,i Phila. and Boston, '

Cure

for Fomale Weakness
WITHOUT SUPPORTERS,

our

0

Smis

LA PIERRE HOUSE
Broadway and Eighth 8t.,

NEW

YORK.

FYVHIS is a desirable House for business men or
families, being first class, elegant and central.
Parties who oan appreciate a good table will find the
“LA PIERRE”? THE House to stop at in New York.
Board and room $3 per day. Rooms §1
per day.
27
:
. C. B. ORVIE, PROPRIETOR.

$2,00.

Postage,

Ed

AN :IN GENESIS AND

IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity, By Joseph P. THOMPSON,
D. D., LLD.
one vol., 12mo,
"Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by H. BURLINGAME

from an Indian recipe, entirel
vegetable.
for Testimonials and
Circular.
11 for Mrs.
Belcher’s Cue. Sold by all Druggists. Price
bottle, or six pottles for $5.
MRS. LINUS BELCHER, Randolph, Mass.
W. H. VICKERY, Wholesale and Retail Druggist,
St., Dover, N. H., Agent.

Price

extra, 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
ders are solicited.

Made
Write
Linus
#1 per

Central

hands.

Pay

Series.
as

at School.

Birthday Present,

Br (>

New Year,
Fireside Angel,.

i5
I5¢

Mrs.

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 eents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited
OUR

Rainy
Day

A Ramy

5

Rainy Day at Home,

H.

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

L. R.

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

$2.88.

on a dez.,

DOVER,

amily, sells to great satisfaction. AddressJrFFERSON CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING Co, Philadelphia,
Pa.
1yeaw39

without thinking of them ; nor leok down { 2000 more LIVE AGENTS WANTED for our

toward yourself avd not think of them;
it
is when they have gome out of your arms,
city
the
to
drove
I
belonged to a team that
are living to you only by the power of
for several weeks. His last driver eouldn’t and
He was al- imagination, that.they are the most to you.
get along with him anybow.
The invisible children are the realest chilways making trouble. I dreaded him. I dren, the sweetest children, the truest chilof
yoke
bad
a
with
along
get
always
could
deen, the children that touch our heurts as
oxen, but never knew how to manage an no hands of flesh ever could touch them.
ugly horse.
“The first day I was to drive I went out
I kneeled
to. the stable all of a tremble.
* Faithful unto Death.
right down on the floor and said: ‘O God,
ou know all about that horse, and you
now all about me, Make his disposition
Two piles of fagoots were placed about
good, and make my disposition
good, Do the feet of Huss, which had been stripped

thick

SURE of SUCCESS Article
where: needed
Businessinevery
high.
ly profitable and legifimate,

memories ; it is when summer. and winter
are full of touches and suggestions of them;

“I want to tell you about a bad horse that

began to act cross I would go to
fire? Where else do we find examples of Ifhim,he and
he'd go on as peaceable aga lamb.
a wunhood so strong and at the same time
our Saviour suys:’ Ask
so filled out with humane and generous af- 1 believe thathe when
given you,” he means just
shall
it
and
‘fections? Moral purity is mightier
far than
”
:
‘any outward ‘force,
Faith in what is holy what he says.”
and diviné is an

| of its knowledge of the interior of Africa;
| and it now appears that the first discoveries
i of the sources .of the Nile were made by

:
per month guaranteed
$100
to 25
sure to Agents everywhere selling our new seven stran
ITB PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES.
Sell readily at
house. SamPes free. Address Girard Wire Mi
, Paladelphia
a.
:
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Child’s

Series.

The Christ-Child,
'
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

Boy’s Heaven.

a

Bright

75
Day.

Series.

Bright Days,
sunny Skies,

3

125
125.

Starlight
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

Series.
gl
*

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,.

Anecdotes

Bloomfield,
Glencoe

' The

Engine

itself has

‘an extta

finish and is but

little wort. The boiler is damaghd by Fist and will

125
1.285.

Miscellaneous.
of Animals,

5
158

150

Parsonage.

108

Early Chore

175

Strawberry Hill,

150+

Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?,
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,

an

125:
100
AB
5»
80»
55.
195,
90

:

.

Claudia,

‘a0

Child Life,
%
"00
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto get
new Sabbath School L

6nes, can send us the

‘braries, or to replenish old

orders which will be immediately filled with our owm
pnbheations,or will be filled with the books of other
publisiersaud
, will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries.at wholesale prites.
L.R. BURLINGAME, Doerv, N. H.
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Thoughts
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oVol.
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Books.
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49+ Life of Win. Burr,
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Dover, N, MH. ' done in the best manner, at this Office..
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need repairing or making over. The whole thing
will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an

Engine oan afford to have it repaired.

4

5

4

Vol. 2 oe

Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam.
Engine, which was made by the Swamsocott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike manner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cash:
paying customer.
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BE

THI MORNING STAR,

36

J ULY

til

iad

23, 1873.

Te Wotning Sir.

Vestern mind renders such a central and | ed that it is meaning by its college training benefits have accrued to your
young men. and wmper; the Hivalties. the jealousies,
anitying force difficult to be attained and to develop the whole man, it stands for a
If this last proposition Coiled to the the ambitions, the excesses and reactions,
|
still harder to be kept in operation, but the great sign, before which all mankind may pledge of himself and that of Mr. Wood] to
the foolish pride, the unmanly mortificaraise
$150,000
in
Boston,
while
your
denomlp
lp
want of it is obvious and pressing among lift up their hands and be glad. FortunateHome Mission Chit-Chat,
tions, and.gspecially the ting
rl es
raise $50,000, can not be promptl
WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, Hasy:
our Western churches: Each ecclesiastical ly, there were many such young men in the ination
met, may it not be an evidence that our of one of the most objectionable
forms of gamregiment seems strongly inclined to fight on contest mentioned.
The Roger Williams church contributed
But-so far as it gives forts Lave been misdirected ?
bling which i$ encouraged and developed
~
GEORGE IT. DAY, Bditor.
its own hook; each company is somgwhat dunces any excuse for idleness,—and one
the
following sums for benevolent purposes
‘We
have
thought
it
best
to
quote
thus
all over the country,—all these things which
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
disposed to choose its own field and meth- must admit that it does this,—furnishing freely, that our readers. may see just how have come
the
past year : For Home Missions, $103.00 ;
EH rte
to enter vitally into the trainand each soldier appears bent on
for Foreign Missions, $153.40; for Harper's
ral communications desigued for publication ods;
them a popular plea for being found on the the matter lies in Mr. Bates's mind, and so ing, the contests, the convivialities and
the
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on maintaining his right to load and fire as
Ferry school, $112.91; for other benevoe
river or base ball ground when they really understand the case just as it is. We have after-part of the rowing matches,
threaten
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad- pleases him.
I¢ is hardly an unpardonable ought to be preparing for coming recita- information to the effect that there is a good
to
do
far more moral harm in general than lent objects, $21.60; total, $399.91.
dressed to the Publisher.
- | exaggeration to-say that the old statement tions, it is unfortunate, and the practize, as deal of meaning in what is said about being
The church in Minneapolis, Minu,, conthe physical training can do good in the
is again applicable: . * No judge in Israel; such, hardly needs to be encouraged by the _*‘rebuked” for giving so much to the colF. Baptists i»in the Wi est.
limited sphere of college life, or elsewhere. tributed to the Home Mission, $10.85; to
but every man does that which is right in offer of any special prizes. 1t doesn’t need lege: Interested parties have sought Mr.
a
——
Ttis too large a price that is paid when we the Young Men's Christian Association,
The visit of a few weeks among F. Bap- his own eyes.” That extreme is not as bad to be added that many move of this class Bates’s ear, and more than hinted that he buy muscle with morality, and break down $90.00; Foreign Mission, $20.00; Ladies’
tists in the West is over, and we are at home as the opposite, which absolutely sacrifices than of the former may be found in regattas was in danger of being snared,—of bestow- thie public conscience in an effort to build Charitable Association, $82.00; Bible Soeiagain. We went partly to see, to hear, to the indivicual to the organization ; but, be- and similar contests,
ing funds unwisely,—of allying himself with a few college boys into gymnasts, Elas- ety, $5.00; S. Schools, $124.83 church
The need then is not.so much that prizes an incompetent and unappreeiative people, tic flesh is good; but tough virtue is far building fund, $750.00; and the church
study, to learn. We meant to be as recep- cause it is an extreme, it works mischief
We are quite be offered for special physical training, as who would use his money, but fail to guard
tive as a sponge,—as teachable, a¢ candid, and needs prompt correction.
better. The regattas should be elevated or has pledged to raise abomt $3,000.00 by
too
much
of
a
democrat
to
hint
that our that it be encouraged to a greater extent his good name or take proper care of the
"as just, as logical, as ready to throw away
the first of Angust.
abolished.
The church in Sabattusville, Maine, colold opinions and take new ones when the Ww estern Israel choose a king; but perhaps among those who compete for purely liter- college which hig money had built for them. ——CuPs OF WATER, There is a society
‘simple truth called for it, as—well, as much they ae not at all in danger of hasting too ary excellence. Look at the men who offer We do not stop to characterize or protest
lected
in March and May, for Indigent
in Boston whieh, though it is not exactly
so as an average piece of human nature much ip, their work of copying an eminent these prizes. They, in almost every .case, against this style of argument.
It carries orthodox in its profession of faith, has a Students, $24.00; for Home Missions,
would permit, or render convenient. . ** Did and apostolic precedent, and ** Took out contended for no such distinction when they its own meaning. We ‘are sorry for the very orthodox way of doing good. One $16.90; and $30.50 for other bemevolent
we get what we sought?” Some things, among themselves seven men—more or less were students, They took care of the body heads of the men who employ it if they are
of its members has lately given a liberal sum purposes,
certainly. ** Did we meet real disappoint- —of honest report, full of the Holy Ghost while storing the mind, and if in the end honest ; we are still sorrier for their hearts if
The church in Chagrin Falls, O., has givof money to the society
to bs used in providmentsor surprises? ® Yes—no. “Do things and wisdom,” delegate to them all reasona- the latter lacked a few articles of furniture, they are dishonest. Envy and selfishness ing excursions for poor invalids, and es- en to Home Missions, $1.00; Bible Society,
appear worse.or better than was anticipat- ble authority, and appoint them over the the energy infused into it by the soundness
are still in the world ; when they mean-to pecially. for invalid mothers, Already a $13.00; Local, $5.00.
ed?” Both. * How ave theF, Baptists in denominational business, which is also that of the former Las enabled them to far excel be shrewd they are sometimes chiefly silly;
The church in Orange, 0., has given
large number of this class has been taken
the West as’ compared with those farther of the churches and the Master.
in real usefulness those of their cluss who their speech often bewrayeth them; and
to different ponds, er groves, or harbor to Bible Society, $9.00; Local Missions,
But we can not stop to speak more in de- won medals for superior seholarship. Let their blows now and then react to their own
East?” Different—and alike.
rides, and the light that has come into £5.00,
But we do not choose to be paradoxical or tail of the Western F. Baptists. They see them now qualify the terms on which they injury, Mr. Bates is not likely to be their
Sparta church, Mich., has given to Home
their eyes, and the coler to their cheeks,
non-committal. Simple and direct answers the need of unity among themselves, and of offer their money, not giving exclusively unquestioning pupil, their ready instrament,
to say nothing of the gratitude that filled Missions, $21.00; Foreign Missions, $21.00 ;
can not be given to such questions, and stil) feeling clearly and constantly the beating of for either mental or physical excellence, but or their unresisting victim.
their hearts as they looked on unaccustom- Local Missions, £6.50.
be exhaustive or fair. To be clear and ex- the’ denominational heart, so that they shall for the most efficient union of both, and we
Carolina Mills, R. L., has given to InBut it is not strange that he should write ed scenes of freshness amd beauty, must
act, one must qualify and explain. But there realize their oneness with their brethren should have less intellectual weaklings than as he does, or that he should think and feel
digent Students $10.00; other benevolent
bave
more
than
repaid
the
generous
giver
are a few things which impressed us during who are at work in the remotest parts of the we now have.
as he writes. He has done so nobly for us of the monéy.
But there are thousands objects, 84.00.
the visit, that may perhaps be mentioned field. They have caught somewhat the eaWe would not by any means disparage a that he could hardly help feeling that we
The above are some of the reports rein our cities who are still suffering for
ger, hurried and almost restlessly impatient high scholarship, even if it be attained at
with propriety and considered with profit.
must promptly do something noble for our- want of some simple attention like this. ceived from the churches of the amount
First of all,’'one must not forget that ** the spirit that rules in the newer States. They fhe expense of physical robustness. In its selves. And it is natural that, looking at
raised for benevolent purposes. Why will
Are there not others who can furnish the
West is a great country.” New England- find it hard to plod and to wait on slow pro- possession lies great promise for mankind. the matter in a general way and from his
not all send reports of the money collected,
They are inclined to strike out with There has been already too much written in own stand-point, be should feel that we means to gratify them ?
ers have heard that said a thousand times,— cesses.
so that we may publish it in our amnual
a
heated
enthusiasm for new and magnifi- partial ridicule of the lean and lank scholar- must and will, somehow and at once, manpossibly with a bit of impatience; but one
——A
CENTENNIALOF MEeTHODISM.
In report? As a dermomination we do not
must needs travel and see in order to cent things, and if these are delayed, to ship of the age, under cover of which many age 10 secure $50,000 for the college, ‘When Philadelphia, last week Monday, a com- receive credit for what we do.
Please
realize it. We have rode, day after day, grow distrusttu! and call for a radical change a heavy-headed dunce has crept away to loll by doing it we are to get for it $150, 000 be- pany of Methodists celebrated the one forward to the Corresponding Secretary by
The warfare they like, whether about in the gymnasium, expressing a fear sides. We should expect him to seek eviin various directions, gazing, wondering, of tactics.
hundredth anniversary of their first annual the first of Sept.
admiring, measuring, till weary, seeing military or moral, is that which scatters op- lest he impair his health by over much dence just where he does seek it, and that conference in America.
The Home Mission has been urged to
It is quite rehere new features and there reproduc- position by a charge. They want churches study! We would give no one any such he would attach great importance to its com- markable that the exercises were held in establish a“ mission on the Pacific coast
tions of the old; and yet we have only to double up like prices on Chicago lots, or opportunity, but while pleading for a well- ing promptly. He of course does not and can the very building where the first similar again and again. In that vast country we
fairly crossed the border, and beheld the else they are tempted to kick at the slow- developed physical system as being a great not know all about our struggles and bur- conference was beld
a century ago. There have not a single church, nor a single
great West but in patches. The weeks ness; and they almost demand that the old credi as well as blessing, we would also dens. Our taxationsin various ways do not was a good company in attendance, and missionary.
A Christian brother writes
might run into months, and the months ex- prophecy’ be literally interpreted, which
plead for an educated mind as being a report themselvesto him. How large an un- the exercises were §f an interesting char- from Oregon :
pand into years, and then inferences of the speaks of a nation’s being born in a day.
There 18 plenty of room here in this
greater eredit and aricher blessing. While dertaking it really is for us to raise $50,000 acter! The es
have quite au inSomething of New England's patient so- charging it as a disgrace for any student of for this object he is not likely to know. But
great country for the Freewill Baptists to
understanding and pictures of the imaginaspiring
record
to
loék
back
upon.
Beginorganize churches, and yon certainly ought
tion would need to supplement the specific berness might perhaps profitably mix with to-day to be weak and feeble, so far as in- there are a host of reasons, strong and urning in this new country as a single man, to help evan
godless
lize these wild and
facts in order to represent the West as it their Western dash and enthusiasm, as cer- attention to the rules of health has brought gent, why we should take hold of this or at most as a feeble company, they have towns. We have the heathe
their
n with
tainly
their
vim
and
ardor
and
fire
might
really is. And hence we must speak with
on that condition, we would make it a. still work,—why we should all take hold of it,— grown to be a great host, having a mem- idols, Germans with their infidelity, Ro"modesty and be heard with allowances. We fittingly come in to kindle the souls of Chris- greater disgrace for him to carry about a why we should take hold of it at once,—
bership of more than two millions, many manists with their superstition, ard Americans that care for nothing but wickedness.
have seen only a small part of the West— tian Yankees. Our errand was chiefly un- healthy and.robust frame, provided he made
why we should. take hold of it with first class schools
and
colleges, and Come over-and help us.
only a small part indeed of what is partially dertaken in the interest of such a unity as attention to that an excuse for letting. his such energy, resolution, pluck, faith and
churches in almost every hamlet. in the
Rev. S. W. Cowell, of Ellenburgh, N.
occupied by F. Baptist churches. But we may come of this reciprocal play of moral mind go ubstored. Both would better be enthusiasin us will not admit the idea of
country. The denomination is also doing a
think we have seen quite a number of aver- and spiritual forces, and we were not a lit- disciplined together. One could hardly failure nor at all consent to a delay. De- great mission work, especially at home, where Y., writes.
About three years ago a small Freewill
age specimens of our forces, as well as those tle cheered by the assurances that such a re- plead for prizes for physique. But one ciding that it must and shall be done, we
its church extension society is completing Baptist church was organized here, and a sult
is
coming,
and
that
without
delay.
As
things which embody both the strength and
‘could with good grace plead that they be shall find & way to do it, or make one. meeting-houses and forming charches at bouse of worship erected, and vestry comthe weakness of the denomination. We put a rule, our Western brethren give evidence withheld from every broken-bodied stadent
And the triumph will not be far off, nor the rate of almost one a day.
The breth- pleted, so that we held our meetings in it,
down, in the fewest and plainest words, a that they love their own denomination, and who might otherwise have won thenr, and doubtful; nor incomplete. We shall thus ren whe met in Philadelphia the other. day but it*will cost $1000 to complete our
mean to be practically loyal to its true in- The little band of workers have
few things that impress us.
‘givento him who had best trained both: satisfy Mr. Bates’s anxious inquiry, and can be pardoned if they indulged in a lit- house.
struggled and sacrificed these years, and
terests
and
its
time-honored
and
still
vital
1. The West has suffered like the East
body and mind together. We think it is convince him that his gifts take a wise di- tle glorification over the results of this are now in debt. It is a fine locality,
They have been somewhat
—and scarcely less—from having feeble principles.
rection and reach appreciative hearts.
growing village and a good prospect to
about time that a good many of just such
first century of’ American Methodism.
churches drganized, and then left without shocked and a little bewildered by some re- prizes were offered.
Even if Mr. Bates and his Boston friends
build up a large church. br is for the intraining, or care, or any adequate provision cent experiences, but they are already bewould consent to do the whole work of en- -—THE
MorMON
FAILURE.
Several terest of the denomination that this interest be sustained, but we must Lave help.
for their continued life. There, too, the ginning fo settle into calmness, and joining
dowment, it is not best for them, for the months ago, a company of seven hundred
Will not the H. M. help us? Itis of vital
Mr.
Bates
and
Ourselves.
hands
for
even
braver
and
better
work.
centers of business and population have
college, or for ourselves, that it should be Mormons was sent as a pioneer party to importance to the welfare of the church.
—
been unfortunately passed by. We know Henceforth we believe they are to advance
$0. Our hard and self-denying work for it settle a portion of Arizona.
There were
The Yearly Meetings in the West are
Last week, we said « few words respect-’ is just what will bind it to our hearts and various reasons assigned for the mission,
the apologies for this in both sections; but and ascend, and develop the Christian and
now in union and harmony in the Home
the West seems needlessly suffering to-day denominational strength which stands firmly ing Bates College and the present status of us to its welfare, and so give the strongest some saying that the party was to under- Mission work, and are laboring and cofrom the death of many interests that stood against assaults and tke faith.that ventures the effort to obtain added endowment. The assurance of its success. Wiat costs is take the construction of the Arizona sec- operating with the Parent Society in church
for something, and the dying out of many and achieves. Nobler and more earnest things which could not thén be said for prized; and loving labor teaches the high- tion of the Southern Pacific Railway. But extension,
We shall be disappointed if
others. Their graves are sepulchers of hope toilers in the Master's vineyard it would be { want of space may be fittingly set down
est and most needed practical wisdom.
the most plausible theory is that they were there is not more done for the cause the
and ceurage, and fearful barriers in the path hard to find anywhere than one meets in now.
We can do this work.
It will require a sent by Brigham Young, as infallible head next year than for several years past.
We all know what Mr. Bates has done for general effort, but it can be done. It will of the Church, to prepare a habitation in- There is a stronger denominational teelof those who would. push on to new con- this Western field, and under such toil as
quests. Had half the planted churches been theirs God is not likely to write the word the college, and what he proposes to do in require the enlistment of all classes of our to which the rest of the faithful might be ing, a greater desire for union, that the
addition.
@o far as can now be seen, but " people in it,—the old and the young, the received when the imminent downfall of Freewill Baptists should be a power for
nurtured and trained, F. Baptists in the ¢ fruitless.”
$
for him afd
his generosity we sbould have wealthy and the poor, the men and the Mormonism in Utah should become a fact. good throughout the length and breadth
‘West would have had twice their present
had no college at Lewiston. His hand first women, the churches and the Sunday The expedition has proved an utter and of our country. When the denomination
Prizes and Physique.
power.
;
lifted it to the level of an actual existence. schools. The President may have some de- sad failure, The party found a desolate
2. The churches are widely scattered, so
shall have more unity in doing its work,
Of all the prizes that have been awarded He found it an idea haunting the brain and finite plans to suggest. We simply urge now and forsaken country, and were obliged greater prosperity will attend our efforts.
that mutual counsel, co-operation, support,
and unity in idea, plan and effort are hard by all the educational institutions in the a longing throbbing in the heart of others ; he that each one of us make the project his or to return to Utah, After extreme sufferThe committee appointed by the H. M.
things to secure. Nearly ten miles must be country during the recent anniversary translated the idea and: the longing “into a her own, and take care to have a hand in its ing, the survivors have reached the neigh: Board to aid churches in securing pastors,
We can not afford to borhood of their old homes, thankful for have assisted a number of ministers to
traveled there; to gain the benefits of asso-| season, we can not
learn of one that living, visible, significant fact. . He has nid- accomplishment.
ed it since, at such times, in such ways, and wait for others, or throw off the responsiciation, where one must be traveled in New had been offered to the student who should
their lives, but with a badly shattered faith pastorates the present year, We have a
England; and until recently the facilities develop the best physique. Students in to such an extent that he may properly be bility upon them. For a failure is not to be in the wisdom of Brigham’s
declining list of ten or fifteen good and efficient minwere limited and the time and expense large. Latin, and Greek, and mafhematics, and said to have kept it from falls and failure. thought of, and even a tedious delay should years. The result can not be less than isters that are in want of a field of labor, or
be pronounced inadmissable, as such- a de- helpful to the final redemption of that por- to exchange with other pastors.
This could not have been avoided; it can all the various departments, including writ- Recognizing and prizing the aid of many
Churches
tion of Utah. It will be much more diffi- in want of pastors are requested to write
not be now, except in part. Hence,it is ing and declaiming, have been driven to an others,—whose generosity and self-sacrifice lay tends to put all in peril.
F. Baptists are not unenterprising, and cult to project another similar expedition. us.
hard to make the denominational machinery unnatural competition for numerous ten- and faith and devotion have a value beyond
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
serve its largest and. best purposes in the dollar prizes, while’ not a shilling has all outward price,—jyet it is probably true narrow, and selfish, and incapable of high Consequently, the Saints will generally
been: offered to the one- who would labor that, unless he had more than once 'supple- and great things: According to their re- cling to their present abiding place. But
West.
Ohio Yearly Meeting.
It will
they stand civilization has gone that way.
the
most faithfully to keep and promote his mented their service by his. gifts, the col- sources and. circumstances,
Eos
8. Emigration often weakens Wester
shame Mormonism
to death.
And it
Ohio Yearly Meeting held its last seschurches more than Eastern. Men go West health. This, when one considers that the lege would before now have been in its ‘among the large-hearted and gemerousOver and over seemingly can not require much time to sion with the Maineville church, June 6th
from Ill. and Wis. even more than from Me. very efforts to get the prizes often leave the grave, carrying not a small part of our hope handed denominations.
again
they
have
practically
interpreted self- do it. We have been prophesying this to 8th. Rev. J. F. Tufts was chosen moderwinner
panting
with
consumption
or
whinand
courage
with,
if
to
burial.
,
and R.1. Not a few of our churches in
Now, in addition to past gifts, he offers denial and devotion. They are by no means result for séveral years. The omens are ator. Quarterly Meetings reported by letthese newer States lose thus constantly,— ing with dyspepsia,is certainly curious.
There is a wrong in this matter some- it $100.000,—this amount to be due when at the end of that work work yet,—they becoming more favorable. The day of ter and delegates. Revivals were reportsome of them parting with half their strength
have only fairly begun it. We look for its death can not be far off.
<i
where.
. We are not yet decided whether it an equal amount, 'has been obtained from
ed in several churches during the past
. in a single year.
their
future
to
exceed
their
honorable
and
fies
chiefly
with
those
who
offer
the
prizes,
other
sources,
and
not
till
then.
‘Mr.
W,
year.
Bat little business was brought be4. Few of the pastors are adequately sup——AN
INDUSTRIAL ENTHUSIASM.
It isa
1neasures and
ported by the churches. That is generally or with those who thus improperly contend B. Wood, of Boston,—whose interest in the noble past. Mr. Bates has been more than fortunate and significant thing ‘that our fore the counferemce, but
topics
relating
to
the
welfare
of the Yearly
perhaps—often so certainly—the miisfor- for them. Look at the young men who ‘college, we suppose, largely owes itself to once assured that F. Baptists are to show
western friends are becoming so general
tune rather than the fault of the churches. have won most of the prizes during the the direct or indirect influence of Mr. Bates, themselver a live and working and grow- ly interested in industrial fairs. Cincinnati Meeting were discussed in an able and
They lack the ability rather than the will. present summer. Some of them are robust —offers to undertake an agency to raise ing people. Now we are to prove it, as we has long enjoyed a special reputation in interesting manner by the delegates and
The willing spirit may be found joined to a and healthy, but the most of them are pale, $50.000 of this needed amount, when the are confident we sha!l. The croakers who, that direction, and lately St. Louis has others. Resolutions were passed approvthin purse, a growing family, a heavily and weak, and nervous, and sick. To be other $50.000 has been obtained. He does with good or evil intent, have dropped as- entered the lists, and acquitted herself very ing the measures of the Foreign Mission
mortgaged farm, and high rates of interest, sure, they have given proof of scholarship not®ind himself to anything till this speci- persions into his ear, are told that their® creditably.
Just mow Chicago is stirred Board in sending out mew Missionaries,
He will per- Words carry a slander. We are to prove
and recommending each church to take a
~ Sometimes, indeed, the apology may be a and of an invincible energy that holds on fied work is done by others.
haps pardon us for quoting his language, that, too. Good men, who sympathize with to rivaly ir this line of effort, and the city special collection to aid in this work, and
poorer one, there as elsewhere.
Self and till it conquers, and this is an eternal credit
is preparing for an exhibition of industry
mammon may be too strong for Christ.— to them. But at the came time they which we understand was recently used at and have faith in us, are told that their gen- and art during the coming autumn, that that the pastors of the several churches see
Speaking to representative F. erous confidence is not misplaced. And we
But whatever be the cause, the results are have trampled on their health, and left it Lewiston.
promises to surpass anything that the oth- that this is done. Resolutions were also
neither doubtful nor far to seek. The min- crippled for life. Of course, they are but, Baptists, he said: *‘If your people will first are also to fortify that word with fitting er western cities have done.
A huge passed in regard to Home Missions and
ister must serve two or three churches as poorly calculated for real, every day serv- raise $50.000, I will do the best I can fo deeds. Chiefest of all, the Great Master building is to be erected, and with the church extension, and indorsing the orbest he can; or he must give half or two- ice. A pigmy attempting to wield a raise $50.000; and you know that the pledge asks a new and open testimony to our love “capital ut the disposal of the company, and ganization of the Open Communion Bapfor him and our care for the souls he sets us}
tist Association ‘last ‘Oct. at Marion. By
_thirds of his time {o the farm ; or manage giant’s tools is not the fittest soldier for the to do the best one can, means more with
to train and ennoble. And we are to answer With the energy apd” resources at its comworld’s great fight..
an agency ; or dip into trade

in real estate,

Danniatonl News ul Nites,

gome men

However, one could not

hesitate

for an

than the notes even of other

men.” Those who know Mr. Wood will
interpret this langnage to mean simply, that

. or in some other way divide his energies to
save himself from becoming ¢ worse than answer, if asked to decide whether it should
an infidel” by properly providing for his be a strong and well furnished mind in a this $50.000 may be confidently expected to
own house. And then it is obvious that he weak body,or.a sound physical system unit- come when the specified condition has been
is in danger of half *‘ denying the faith” by ed with only ordinary ental ability, to dd’ met. We firmly believe it will come then.
marrying himself wholly to secular pursuits the best work for humanity. He would | How Mr. Bates thinks and feels at the
and treating the ministry as a divorced wisely choose the former in most cases. present time, and the spirit in which he
thing. This is not mere theory. Facts are And yet he would be conscious of making makes this new pledge, may be learned
from a letter recently addressed to President
not rare, and they are both patent and quot- but a forced and unsatisfactory choice.

a

ap

om

ee

able.

And'so ¥. Baptist churches and in-

- terests suffer; in company to be sure, but
“+ it. is suffering all the same.

5. There is a lack of unity, of system, of

aeting in concert.

A wholesome centraliza-

tion is wanting. It is greatly needed in
some form, ~an Advisory Board, perhaps, or
- afew wise organizers who would ‘act in
~ harmony,or even ‘a single master mind,

y into _captainship, and
‘voted spontaneousl
us in Auprgmaey like
a real

who auld
iSouda

oo

LA
en

i
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of this a

Now: we do not suppose, génerally speak-

Cheney, read

at the

late Commencement,

ing, that there is any great need of urging and which we have been allowed to see.
more attention to physical training on the We suppose. we shall use no improper liberpart of the.masses of students. It has been Be in making a few extracts from that letMr. B. says:
urged almost to death within the last ten
HE
done all I sondislently could to
years, until thousands of dunces, to whom
study is a bore, bewail this languishing con- give is the college] material aid. I have
rebuked for doing so much, as it
dition of scholarship, and pretend to seek its | fte
has been at the expense of other needy obredemption at the oar or the. bat. The re- jects of charity. . . , You know very well

sult was seen in part at Springfield last that Lam not sectarian in my feelings; if I
week, where nearly all the principal colleges

were, I should have left you long

in the

much has been said to me

country

had

representatives

in

a

t 18 no found grand champion boat race. It is partly
aps the intense good and partly bad. So far as real schola
of the arship entered the regatta, and thus show#2

on

since,

that

as

subject

by those interested in other institutions: I
must confess my
surprise pardon
my
frankness—when I see how little
has been
done by your denomination, while all the

that call by laying this offering’

at his feet, and

saying,

of $50,000

‘BEHOLD,

HERE!"

IT IS

:

Current

Topics.

——CoLLEGE MuscLE AND ITS Use. The
growing interest in physical training and development is on many accounts a cheering

symptom.

Brains need bodies; and even

if the brains be capable, a weak body forbids their highest uses, and cheats them of
their noblest ends. And the physical culture needs to go -hand in hand with the
mental. Hence, Base Ball clubs and a
true training in the use of the oars may be

mand, one may

reasonably

expect

to

see

a great exhibition. It is a favorable omen
that some of the western “activity and en-.
terprise should let itself off through this #
particular channel. The useful arts and
industries can hardly receive too much
attention. It could do no harm if even
an earnest rivalry should spring up there.
And this seems to be what is taking place

vote of the conference the

next

session

of

the Association was requested within the
bounds of this Yearly Meeting, and Revs.

J.F. Tufts, J.B. Lash and C. Hisey were
appointed delegates.

“Rev. D. M. Graham,

of Hillsdale, was

present and added much interest to the
;meetings of business, and preached with
great acceptanceto large and attentive
congregations.
in the West.
Louisville doesn’t like for
Next session within the bounds of the
Cincinnatl to have better fairs than she.
Warren
and Clinton’ Q. M.
Chicago announces herself as determined
E. BurrerrIELD, Clerk pro tem.
:
to go ahead of both, We really hope she
may succeed, and then that St. Louis, or
San Francisco, or some other ‘western city
may next year go far ahead of the garden
city,

: Genesee Yearly Meeting.

The Genesee Yearly Meeting held its
last session with the church in Byron.
R. I, ASSOCIATION'S MINUTES,
A neat Made choice of Rev. J. Wood to preside
room for serious donbt whether such rivalries and struggles and experiences as en- pamphlet, filled with- interesting and well over the conference, assisted hy Rev. C.
tered into the great regatta at Springfield, arranged matter, statistical and otherwise,’ {| M. Jackson, The brethren and delegates :
Mass, last week, do not breed .far more
including the fervid and effective sermon from different sections were received with

of great service. Matches and regattas even

may

work

mischief

much

than

benéfit.

advantage.

But

The

there

is

money

spent and wasted, the terrible and dangerous strains put upon muscle and nerve

of Rev. A. H. Heath, is received, and
speaks well forthe R. I. F. B. Asso, it represents.

a hearty welcome

by

the pastor, church

and society. After the usual preliminary
exercises, the records of the last meeting

de

lt TP

Se or i

'

yet our working power is ‘much augmented. * I
wish to add that this parish does not furnish a
full support for their minister; and as we have

Ministers and Churches.

Ohio State Association and vhe any openings to plant new ones, demand a vigorous,
sacrificing effort to carry forward this home
i
work.
5. Thata collection and pledges be taken
after sermon Saturday morning for the objects aimed at by the State Association.
“76. That we request the State Miss. Asso.
to divide the money received in our Sabbath collection equally between the parent
Home and Foreign Mission Societies.

All
were read by the clerk and approved.
the Q. M's were well represented by encouraging letters and a fair delegation.
Received as Cor. Mes. from the Hol:
fand Purchase Yearly Meeting, Rev. C.
Cook, and appoitted Revs. J. Wood and 8S.
W. Schoonever Cor. Mes, to the same Y. M.
Also appointed Revs. R. L. Howard, C. H.
Jackson, S. W. Schoonover, D. M. L.
Rollin, J. Wood, J. L. Box, G. ‘S. Thorn,

New Hampton Semi-CentennialiAnniversary.,

Institution, and

Hampton

main with this people, and so

Fifty years ago,or a little more, John K. Simp-

friends in the city could quietly receive their education,.

The Y.

For this purpose he united with a few

native town,

unanimous request the pastor;

is staying the third year, and
couraging.

M.

$5265.00;

for and on

has expended
Sabbath

for

the

past year,

school

purposes,

during

Resolved,

sale of intoxicating
are subversive of

e it is a crime

enact

to

were preached by Revs.
son, Smith, Thorn, Howard

Wood.

and

STATE

Paid
Collection for Missions, $22.10.
to the ¥. M. Treasurer by the Quarterly

Whereas,

Rey. D. M. Stuart for the outfit of the proposed missionaries to India.

dissensions

OF

increasing
the ministry
means for
gospel
the

Next session with the Middlesex church,
in the Union Q. M., Rev. R. L. Howard

being

opening

the

to preach

appointed

churches

the

:
sermon.
The chair returned the thanks of the
conference to the friends in Byron for their
kindness and generous hospitality in entertaining the Y. M., so much to the satisfaction of all, and the session closed with
the feeling that it had been a snocess.
Wu. WALKER, Clerk.

an

I will here

circumstances

‘
resolutions passed

Q. M.
Among the
following :
REV.

Resolved,

A,

K.

1. That in the sudden death
A. K.

our dear brother, Rev,

Moulton,

are deeply afflicted, and that we mourn

qualified

well

loss of an able minister,

we

the

of the Institution’s history, and

to

by

the

committee

Tt was then past

waiting;

decease,

by his

M.

Meeting for. a period

this Yearly

of 34

whereas, because of age and
and that the tears we shed are the best in- years, poi
dex of our sadness,
infirmity, he declines further service, there:
8. That we accept this sad providence as fore,
an admonition to renewed consecration to
Resolved, That we accept his resignation,
Christ and oar holy calling, that cur work and express our grateful appreciation of
may be done and well done, though it be his fidelity to our cause, and of his faithful
May
out short as in the case of our brother, and services as Yearly Meeting clerk.
thus sudden death be sudden glory.
God abundantly bless him in his declining
4. That with all our hearts we sympa- years, and finally give him rest among the
thize with the afflicted family, our dear sis- sanctified.
ter Moulton and her fatherless children,
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION.
and pray that grace be given to sustain and
That asa Yearly Meeting we
Resolved,
them in their peculiarly afflictive
poh
heartily indorse the Central Association,
bereavement,
that it proposes to do a work that
5. That a copy of these resolutions be believing
approve, and we pledge to it our
will
God
deceased
our
of
forwarded to the family
and liberal material aid from
s,
sympathie
Baplist
the
in
brother, also for publication
churches.
our
Union and Morning Star.
NORWICH CHURCH.
STATE MISSION.
Resolved, That as our important interest

adie

Resolved, 1. That the Ohio & Pean. Y.
M. approve the organization of the Ohio

State Association and its objects as set forth

in

the

minutes

of the

and

Association,

sympathy and support.
Y. M. appoint delegates

pledge it our hearty
2.
That we as a

to Teprasent us in that body.
3.
That we approve of the

our Y. M's and Q. M's

for

the

State

sion.
6. That we think it our duty to pass

the

State’ Association,

S.

The

hundred,

is very

subject

in its distributionto the action of the Asso:
ciation,

OmsrieLp,

an unexpected call, and

others, but

Six persons were

re-

MISSIONS.

plies
church should aid in the work,

2. That every

Christian

should contrib-

Barter's

Istaxp,

Mg.

The

= good

ute according to his ability for missions.
the F. B. ‘church on
3. That we rejoice in the purpose of the Spirit is still with”
three have been
Thirtysend
to
ation
Island.
Associ
Y.
Barter's
N.
and
F. M. Board
to India next{all a recruiting force of not

+ Jess than six missionaries,
.
4. That the feeble condition

of many

of our churches within the bounds of the

added

to.

its numbers

The fact that he sent

remarks

were made by

not speak

that desired to,

this season,

Ladies.

Children, begin

and

others are coming. ‘Great is the Lord and
ATWOOD,
greatly to be praised,”

wish a silk

now

Quarterly Meet-

your

It is the
)

pennies, that

ter, Mass., and it will be sent by mail, post-paid.

«¢ Avilude is a superior

game.”— Worcester

dium.

2630

The “Centaur Liniment,” “Quaker Bitters,” and
« yegetine,” advertised in another column of this
paper, are for sale by Wm, H. Vickery, wholesale
and

retail

droggist,

Central

street,

Dover;

N.

H.

Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
executed.
6m17
Wanted, a farmer in every town ag agent for
the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms, write to

Baptist church

& Co., 212 Water street, New York.

3ml8

Notices and Appointments.

prosperi-

ty. On Tuesday, June 28, the corner stone of
the new house of worship was laid with appro-

Notice.

Delegates and others attending the Penobscot Y.
The carpenters are at work,
priate ceremonies.
M., holden-at Houlton, Aug. 19, who have paid one
and the new house will soon*be up. The first full fare, will receive a
free return ticket
on the
Sabbath in July, three Christians were received Consolidated European and North American R. R.
This
will
favor.
those
who
come
by
rail
from
Banbaptism
by
two
church,
the
by
p
fellowshi
into
or, Oldtown, Milo, Dover, Guildford, &o. The Me.
Com,
entral R. R. gives also a free return ticket
I
and one by letter.
would request
al who S2post to attend he next sesM., to send me their names,
sion of the Penobscot Y.
NEW GLOUCESTER, ME. The Lord of the that the Houlton F.Baptist church may furnish them
places of entertainment.
M. H. TARBOX.
harvest has visited us in this piace during the
Houlton, July 8, 1873.
re-

last spring in much mercy,
warded our fgeble labors,

and bountifully
The writer has

re-

cently received by baptism

into

church

13

happy
effort

souls, and
is greatly

this

our courage for continued
increased, Although these

| additions do not increase our financial

strength,

Any

persou Kain

a subplement of the Star con-

Dover, N. H., July 14, 1573.

534,788.29
878,000.00

eressdvrinals

Total for four months. .....oeveevserees $305,156.45

The earnings during the same period of
1372 amounted $0.....coeeeersecsnssncnes 263,722.25

110,795.23

earnings has taken place throughout the State.

The above returns are from the Minnesota Division

applied to Old Sores, Burns, Scalds, and Sprains.

only of the BURLINGTON, CEDAR -RAPIDS AND

For Sick Headache, Toothache, don’t fail to try it.
In short, it is a PAIN-KILLER.
Directions accompany each bottle.
The Pain-Killer is sold by all Druggists.

kee Division, 110 miles in length, stretching toward
Milwaukee, will add a very largely increasing business ou its full completion in July next.
These bonds, in addition to being a first mortgage

DAVIS

NESOTA RAILWAY, 260 miles in length.

And TAN, use PERRY’S
It is RELIABLE

& SON,

secured also by a lien upon the Minnesota Division,
thereby rendering the securities now offered . even
more desirable than those upon the Minnesota Di' vision, by reason of their being a double security.
The tofal bonded indebtedness of the company is:
On the Minnesota Division.......ccooveaeens $5,400.60
On the Milwaukee D1vision.........ccevuveens

everywhere.

The

Moth and Freckle Lotion.

Flesh-worms,

BOSTON

AND

use

PERRY’S

SUMMER

both

lines

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway Bonds are, for intrinsic value, or security
of principal and interest, inferior to none now upon
the market.
:
;
We are prepared to execute orders for these bonds

at 90 and interest.

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

on

net earnings in excess of $800,000.

Im-

‘proved Comedone and Pimp Te Remedy, the great
skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY,
Dermafologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
33613
MAINE

requirements

000. The earnings to be derived from the Milwaukee
the short period of the present year
Division during
for which it will be open, it is believed, will make
the total gross earnings in excess of $1,500,600, and

FOR PIMPLES ON THE - FACE,
and

interest

in 1872,
Minnesota Division alone were $531,783.29
and these are estimated in 1873 asin excess of $700,-

Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

Blackheads

total

amounts to $532,000, whereas the net earnings of the

by Druggists

Sold

HARMLESS.

and

MIN-

. The Milwau-

upon the Milwaukee Division, which, as an independent enterprise, would render the bonds safe, are

Providence, R. I.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors

HENRY

1873.

CLEWS

& CO.

32

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for's. B.

For

Junction at 10.15 A. M.
8.30 A. M..train from Boston leaves Dover for Port:

Wall St., New York.
sale by CALVIN HALE; ‘DOVER NATIONAL
8m20

BANK, Dover, N. H.

land at 10.45 A. M.

12.30 p. M. train from Boston leaves Dover

for

land at 3.00 P. M.

Port-

for Port-

3.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves
land at 6.17 P. M.

Dover

5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves
Falls at 7.45 P. M.

Dovgr for Great
Dover for Port-

from Boston leaves
land at 8,10 P. M.

6.00 P. M. train

+a

Prammsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
5.50 7.55 10.58 A. M.

DISLODGE THE ENEMY,

5.15 5.42 6.10 P. M.

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., and 3.00 6.25 P.M.

Trains

for

Alton

‘And leaden and dull is the eye;
When the head with a vertigo swims,

R.

Bay.
P.M.

3.00
8.
sens
Leave Boston,
*10.50* *6.25
9.00
Dover,
¢’
6.45
11.10
9.20
Gonic,
¢
65
11.15
9.25
¢ ' Rochester,
¢
Farmington,
945...
11.33
7.08
7.23
11.47
sens
New Durham,
¢
7.31
11.65
«Alton,
3
soins
12.00
17.35
Bay,
Alton
* Avr.
*Or on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.
Trains for Dever.

A.M,
635
6.40
6.48
7.02
7.20
725
7.45

Leave Alton Bay,
¢
Alton,
*¢
New Durham,
«Farmington,
¢
Rochester,
“
Goni6,
Arm.
Dover,

8.50
3.00
4,03
417
4.35
4.40
5.00

In Raymond, June 16, ol Rev. J. allonton, Mr,
Abraham 8S. Healey and Miss Addie Sweaney.
the

residence

ot

the

bride's fa~

ther, by Rev. A. 1. S8andborn, MY. Geo. F. Higuin
Chicago, Ill, and Miss Jennie M. Davie, of
ton,
ton.

In Norton,
assisted by

Mass.,
Rev.

10th inst., by. Rev.
W. K.

Huntington,

-

J. N. Rich,

Mr. Henry

C.

TheCrane, 0) the late graduating class of Andover
ological »eminary, and Miss Josephine C. Austio,

maica Plains.

And the skin takes a yellowish dye,
"Tis a proof that there’s bile in the blood,
That the stomach but feébly digests,
And some ailment that should he subdued,
The general system infests.
With the
SELTZER APERIENT at hand,
Such symptoms no fear need excite ;
For they yield to this remedy bland,
As darkness gives way to the light.
TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT.

2t30

SOLD BY ALL

DRUGGISTS.

P. M.

“vee
“a
es
9.50
10.10
10.15
10.356

¢
Boston,
10.35
1458
718
....Traing stop, but at times not precisely fixed.
JAMES T. FURBER, Gen. Supt,

In Wilton, In., at

-

When strength seems to fade from the limbs,

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

late teacher 0 the Hilisdale Grammar

Hampshire, passed by the
taining the Laws of New
Legislature of 1872, w'll confer a fuvor by sending
the same to the Sta: OMee immediately.

ra

The earnings for the first four months of the present year were as follows:
JANUATY evevnrenvrsencnnscanes SE
$61,363.00
February see
0s
arch......
;
APFil cecenerrensnrnnantniasianscens
saennas

remedy has no

A.M,

Palla-

“

DIVISION.
Lin@.......oeves $995,950.68

Interest requirements

Diarrhcea which

The Pain-Killer, as an internal

725

that will run well on

to save

Net

equal. In cases of Cholera, Summer Complaints,
Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Asthma, it cures in one
night, by taking it internally, and bathing with it
freely.
Its action is like magic, when externally

PERRY

or game of Birds.” If your storekeeper has not got
it, send seventy-five cents to West & Lee, Worces-

CoLLINS

KITTERY, ME.

At the commencement of the

when the long evenings come you can buy “ Avilude,

a relish for

and society at Kittery are having some

If you

MILWAUKEE
Earnings 1872, Minnesota

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

your Sewing Machines, buy the Eureka.
best and most economical to use.

The Promenade Concert in the evening was an
exceedingly pleasant.social interview, where old
friends talked of past experiences,” and many
Having atnew acquaintances were formed.
tended twenty anniversaries of the New Hampton Institution, I must say tbat this, on the
:
whole, was second to none.I. D. STEWART.
.

The Freewill

of the

RAILWAY

First Mortgage Gold Seven per Cent.
Convertible Sinking Fund Bonds,

always precedes
an attack of the Cholera, take a
tablespoonful of the Pain-Killer in sugar and
water, (hot, if convenient,) and then bathe freely
the stomach and bowels with the Pain-Killer
clear. Should the diarrhea or cramps continue,
repeat the dose every ten or fifteen minutes until
the patient is relieved. In extreme cases, two or
more teaspoonfuls may be given at a dose.

bt?)

a

ceived to membership at this place on a
Four
recent Sabbath—five by baptism:
Resolved, 1. That the command, ‘Go
.
previous
month
a
letter
by
added
were
preach the gospel to every creature,” apJ. M. PEASE.
Christian, and that the whole
to every
GENERAL

all

could

The history

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota

HOW TO'CURE IT.

ing was reviewed, and the records appealed to.
Substance, not shadows, facts, not fiction, were
called for. This seemsto be a struggle for Q.
Meeting life, Finally, the churches were to consider till next Q. Meeting, the propriety of chartering our churches and establishing a perpetual
fund, the interest of the
principal only
to be
used. We were much assisted by the
Christian
counsel, and sound
preaching of Bro. Bryant.
He showed himself in this case to be master of
his situation.
Next session with the Jenner church, Aug.
A, MO¥FAT, Clerk.
23 y

Prof. Hayes, of Bates College, formerly a student and teacher in the Institution, responded to

meetings,

over

H. Mission.

riences as a student, and the restrictions imposed upon the members of the two departments.

under

interesting and on the
C. M. PRESCOTT.

Mi.

said that he had

and so the exercises glosed with
more,

numbering

S.,

He

tion, correcting diseased action and resto
vital
ation
powers, creating a Healthy formation and p
of the blood, driving out disease, and leaving Nature
to perform its allotted task. VEGETINE is sold > all

CHOLERA.

SOMERSET Q. M.—Held its last session at Norcross chapel, near Jobnstown.
The churches
were
well
represented
by
delegates.
The
Latrobe church reported |
rogress, both in
the church and ‘Sabbath school. The influence
of both seems to be extending over the town.
The Jenner church has little materialto work
upon, conse Beuily is not doing much,
There
was much discussion on the propriety of the Q.
Meeting’s taking necessary steps to provide for
its own expenses, as Mission promises and
pledges of support, are frequently, if not alto
gether, abortive.
‘Rev. A. F. Bryant, of Harrisburg, was with us by invitation, and took active
pact in the discussion, and represented the P.

yours; .

U. 1. PETTINGILL,

EXPRESS.

Special Notices.

: Quarter] y AMeetings.

a check of $100 towards: the expense of the anniversary dinner is a proof of his pledge.
Rev. Hosea Quinby, D. D., was introduced as
one of the students at the first term of the school,
and his remarks were descriptive of academic
gchooldays fifty years ago.
Dr. Magoon was a native of New Hampton,
and a grandson of Elder Magoon of that town.
His speech was full of reminiscences, varying all
the way from the solemn to the ludicrous.
Ex-Senator George G. Fogg spoke of his expe-

and doubtless more will unite soon. Our
house of worship is well filled on the
nes
MisSabbath.

but it did

friends of the Institution.

—_—

covenant

was

Hampton graduates in terms of highest commendation, and pledged himself as one of the fast

The .cause of Christ
|: No. JACKSON, PA.
. Seventeen have
hopeful
in N. Jackson is
been baptized, all of whom united with the
church at the last two

dinner

Hull

spec

rt of

of the

Address to the church, Rev. T. D. Clement;
Benediction, by the Candidate.
M. GATCHELL, Clerk.

Ra

-Firm of 8. M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State 8t., Boston.

Cyrus 8 Gordon, E New Sharon, Me, exp. to Belgrade.
Jostol S Smith, Effingham Center, N H, care of
r Peck,
;
Miss M C Everleth, 29 Spring St, Portland, Me.
Rev O F Penney, Augusta, Me. (2)
** A Given, Bangor, Me.
B J Smith, Hodgdon, Me.

The council chosen at the June session of the
Bowdoin Q. Meeting for the purpose of ordaining Bro. A. D. Jones, met at Litchfield, Me.,
June 19, 1873, and after an examination of a satisfactory character proceeded to the order of exercises as follows ;—Rea-ling of the Scriptures, Ly
Rev. J. 8. Burgess; Opening prayer, by Rev. T.
D. Clement; Sermon, by Rev. A. W. Purinton;
Ordaining prayer, by Rev. M. Gatchell; Charge
and Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. J. S. Burgess;

BOSTON, Feb. 13, 1871.

STEVENS:

Vt.

Jacob A Flint, Chelsea,

:

R.

perfect health.

.

Mrs A A Coburn, Patten, Me,
D AJump, Ames,
NY

The Parker’s Head church has been enjoying
a precious revival under the labors of Bro.
Millikin, and many souls are being gathered
in.
:
ATWOOD.
No. Boothbay, July 8, 1873.

waited long for that office, spoke of the New

Revivals, &c.

Mission funds through the hands of the increase.
Treasurer of the

laboring

gospel

H.

IS NEEDED.

Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in
a feeble condition from general debility, VEGETINE was strongly recommended to me
by a friend
who had
n much benefited by its use. I procured the article and, after using several bottles, was
restored to health, and discontinued its use. I feel
unite confident that there is no medicine superior to
it for those complaints for which it is eshes
y prepared, and would cheerfully recommend
it to those
who feel that they need something {0 restore them to

A M Amsden, Hardwick, Vt.
Mrs C C Hathorn, Litchfield, Me.
John Moxley, N Tunbridge, Vt.

Keene; Sermon,by Rev. W. H. Bowen; Consecrating Prayer, Rev. F. Reed; Charge and Hand
of Fellowship, Rev. E. W. Porter; Address to
Church and Seciety, Rev. H. Atwood; Benedic-

not wait long, for Chapel

MR.

Forwarded,

Lewis E Wheeler; West Bethel, Me.

on the 2nd day of July, and Bro. A. H. Millikin,
of the Lewiston Theological school, was publicly
set apart to the ministry by the following exerciges :—Invocation and Scriptures, by Rev. Mr.

tion, by the Candidate.

Wright—

N

E Sanborn, Fairbank, Towa.

Edgecomb Q. M., an ordaining Council met with
the F. B. church in Parker’s Head, Phipsbure,.

more than

WHAT

BY MAIL.
Rev L Sargent, Huntington, Vt.
=
** 8 Lent, Rome, Penn.
“J 8 Potter, E Wakefield, N H.
¢ Jamesd Hall, fnosburgh Falls, Vt.
* J W Burgin, Waterbury Center, Vt.
Geo Griffin,
eelock, Vi.

—Invoca-

the people with whom it was convened.
Agreeable to the recommendation

the fifty years

was

one o’clock, and

full ofgood common sense.

financial embarrassment, we request the
trustees of the Central Association to afford
help to said church. J. W. Barr, Clerk.

recommenda-

tion of the State Association to raise a sum
. equal to fifty cents per member for a Church
Extension fund.
"4, That we recommend the State Association to employ one or more evangelists,
5. That we recommend the taking. of
at
pledges and collections upon Saturday

present

at Norwich is at

Books

tion, by Rev. J, McFadden; Sermon, Rev. 'F.
Reed; Consecrating prayer, Rev. H. Atwood;

Hall was near, and soon before each of the five
It is
guest.
bundred plates steod a bungry
enough to say of the dinner that it was ample
After the first taand every way satisfactory.
ble others were.served, and the eating continued
till four o'clock ; and then enough was left for a
picnic on Saturday.
Half an ho ur after dinner the alumni again repaired to the stand, and then’ listened to speakers for two hours longer. Hon. John Wentworth, on taking the chair, accepted the presidency of the Association in a humorous speech,

defend the truth, a devoted Christian and adopted :
COMPLIMENTARY.
:
friend.
2. That we all agree that language is
Whereas, Brother Samuel Nichols. has
totally inadequate to express our actual faithfully performed the duties of clerk of
feeling of loss as a Y.

for, fand

following exercises:

Haloy—0 N Heminth—D Jones—dJ

Wilkins—E

H. SHERMAN,

CHARLESTOWN, Mass., March 19, 1869.
Mr. H. R, STEVENS:
;
This is to certify that I have used
your * Blpod
Preparation ” (VEGETINE) in my family for several
years, and think that for
Scrofula or Cankerous Humors, or Rheumatic affections, it can not be excelled ; and as a blood purifier and Spri
medicine,
it is the best thing I have ever used ; and I have used
almost everything. I can cheerfully recommend it
to any in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
Eas
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russell Street. -

W Wilson—8 C Weatherby

L Lord—G

Whitcomb—I
—H
J 8 Walling,

Bro. J. Kettle is their pas-

church, was publicly set apart to the

practical and exceedingly appropriate.

and

conference

paid

of

Ordinations,

satisfactory ;—it was both instructive and interesting.
Wednesday was the great day, and the showers of the preceding days had laid the dust and
put a fresh tinge upon New Hamptow’s thick foliage, and so on that clear, pleasant morning,
both nature and people were smlingly glad. At
half past eight the procession moved, under the
escort of the Manchester cornet hand, to a spacious platform in the park in front of the Institution buildings,where settees had been arranged
for the accommodation of about twelve hundred
persons. The graduating exercises were under
the direction of Prof. Meservey, and consisted
of nine essays by ladies,interspersed among the fifThe essays were
teen orations by gentlemen.
read and the orations spoken, not in a mumbled
or strained manner, but the clear, full tones of
even female voices rang out on the still morning
air with a distinctness of articulation that afforded real pleasure to the immense audience.
The presentation of diplomas was an interesting scene. First to sixteen young men, graduates from the Commercial Department, and then
The acto the twenty-four literary graduates.
companrying remarks of the Professor were wise,

The following resolutions were presented
the

clear

Herrick—-B F

Yours truly,
JOSIAH

Experience of Years.

Received,

ery—J Vail—L M Woods—B

At the last session of the Edgecomb Q. M.,
holden with the 1st Georgetown ‘church on the
13th—16th days of June, Bro. G. Boye, of that
the

|

J LMeloon—D
tie McLane—N C McKoon—A L Penney ® W Page—C
Raymond—N
F Penney—A P Phinney—W Powell—-L
L Roweli—A L Smith—W Scott—J H Sawyer—R H Tozer Taunton, Mass--J Tuck—M H Thompson—dJ B Vick-

A. LOSEE.

ministry, by

is recommended,

Addresses.

Albee—J Bayless—C Blanchard—JW
G. Burt—O Brewer—8
W Crawford-J

Adkinson—D

Evans—JM
-W E Harter -H N
@

of the cause of the Master among them.

was more eulogistic than their
The Lecture before the Alumni,

ed, by E. C. Lewis, Esq., covered

.

to

dedicated

and Restores

Mr. H. R. STEVENS:
.
{a
i
Dear Sir—1 am seventy-one years of age; have
suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness in my back and stomach. Iwas induced by
friends
to try your VEGETINE, and I think it the best
medicine for weakness of the Kidneys I Sra used.
many remedies for this Lompla
I have
never found so much relief as from the
VEGETINE
It sengthens and invigorates the whole stem.
Many of my acquaintances have taken it,
I be-

singing

tor, who is zealously laboring for the upbuilding

march through successive periods of history, his

office of clerk, and J. W. Barr was appoint-

of ed.

was

debt, also a fine organ purchased,

‘citations were numerous and his illustrations
abundant, The Historical Address which follow-

The Union Yearly Meeting held its last
session with the Plymouth church, June
18—15. Bro. Samuel Nichols resigned the

MOULTON.

ID

and Hand of Fellowship, Rev. ——
of Philadelphia, was replete with historical re- Charge
search,and some parts of it were enthusiastically Page ; Benediction,by the Candidate.
The Q. Meeting session was one of more than
delivered. As he traced the developments of.
civilization and progress in their westward usual interest, leavinga solitary impression on

Union Yearly Meeting.

the

were

house

given to the society.

Tuesday evening, by Rev. Elias Magoon, D. D.,

STATE OF THE COUNTRY.
Ohio & Penn. Y. M. held its fortieth sesSalem,
at
church
Baptist
F.
the
sion with
Resolved, 1. That we recognize in our
Pa., June 27, 28, and 29. A goodly num- beloved country and government the pallaliberty, but at
ber were present, and it was a session of dium of social and ul
time recognize in our rank, abunsame
the
rs’
Ministe
The
profit.
and
t
interes
much
dance and voluptuousness the clearest eviInstitute, held in connection with the ses- dence of that divine truth that *Sin is a resion, was very interesting. We were [avor- proach to any people.”
9. That our security as a nation is not
ed with the presence of Rev. M. H. Abbey,
who now supplies the Cleveland Mission in being the granary of empire nor our
nor educational advanchurch, also Rev. J.S. Manning, of the mineral richness, richness of our Christian
the
in
but
tages,
,
Southern Ill. Y. M.,and Rev. O. T. Wyman
faith, and individual sacrifice in giving, and
Cor. Delegate from Erie Christian Confer- that we should continue thus to make prom:
ence.
inent the fact that God in man is the life of
A tax of five cents per member was voted a nation’s glory.
not legislate God into
this year for Y. M. expenses, including “8. That we can
Constitution, but that he will
National
our
expenses of delegates to the next General richly dwell in and protect that nation whose
Will the several churches no- God is the Lord.
Conference.
B. F. HERRICK, Clerk.
and forward their share
er,
rememb
tice,

Next session
to their respective Q. M's?
Ashtabula
of
limits
the
will be held within

The

Office

Letters

was fitly chosen and well perform-

the word.

Q. Pitts

SEVENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE.

Rev. A. H. Milliken, Parker’s Head, Maine.
H. W. Morse, Adams’ Park, Potto watomieCo,
Kas.
“ D. Clay, Medicine Bow, Wyoming Territory.

the 8.
society

The

Rev.

lieve it to be Sond for all the complaints for which 1t

Post

the means of grace, and in the attention given to

that the statement of their pri-

add

vate opinions
public report.

interesting.

+)

EAST MARSHFIELD, Aug. 22, 1870.

as also

this, will by no means be lost, for there is already a marked improvement in this society,
beth in the numbers that are in attendance upon

Nearly all the classes
ers and many patrons.
were represented, and some of them very fully.
evening, by
Monday
The Prize Speaking,
members of the Middle and Junior Classe s, was
good. The examinations on Tuesday were reported by the committee in last week’s Star, and

That in this fraternal feeling toward

serveth him not.

and

ed. The zeal and sacrifice which were required
for building so noble an edifice in a place like

success of the effort, A few of the most prominent alumni of the old school were present,
and hosts from the new school were back again,
and with them came several of the former teach-

the common brotherhood of Christ we ought
to and do keep up a clear distinctien ‘between him that serveth God and him that

Ohio & Penn. Yearly Meeting.

were appropriate and

Ww

A.T. Bow-

the Health.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Q. M., will hold its next
session with the Jamestown church, Aug. 15, com:
mencing at 1 o’clock, P. M.
F, F. BAILEY, Clerk.

was

6, by

Purifies tie Blood

ASHTABULA Q. M. will be held with the South
Ridge church, commencing Friday, Aug. 22,at 2
IRA SLATER, Clerk.
o'clock, P. M.

Dedication.

It was the suggestion of Hon.) John Went-

call upon us to offer sincere gratitude to
God for his sustaining grace thus far, and
earnest prayer for its continuance.
2. That we rejoice in the tokens we see
of increased loyalty to Christ through our
churches and the growing charity toward
all God’s people.

§.

no idea of being thus left

Rev. Joseph Spinney.
i Howe,
Miss Sarin

“Tru 1s Nighy,a wil Prov”

N

impor-

of our denomination,

Rev. A. H, Milliiss Esther Bercy,

,
.
Wm.
Beckwith and Miss Sabra H. Doble, ry
B
In Lyndon Center, Vt.,July aby Rav. D. H v :
.
son,
0,
In Carroll, July

| Wo Feeble 8. Schools.

among the more faithful and honorable of Christ’s
ministers.”
;
Com.

worth, of Chicago, one of New Hampton’s early
graduates, that led to the recent celebration.
The Committee of Arrangements went into their
work with a will, and were congratulated by
every friend of the Institution on the complete

anxiety manifest on the part of
and laity to devise plans and
the more efficient preaching of
and sustaining the principles of:

divine truth, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That these

tant enterprises

most

by the choir

several

reported;

Christian 2eHvitY,

the sure guarantee of a successful future.—But I
took my pen to speak only of the semi-centen!
nidl anniversary.

Q. M’s we find some discouraging features,
Meetings, $56.00. This sum has been sent to yet we find much to be grateful for; no
in

of

:

8 Potter,

and Miss Katie A.

Rev.

The F. B. 8.8. Unionis in funds, and
to aid
such feeble Sabbath schools as are trymg to help
themselvesto new libraries. Schools” desiring asglstance will address I. L. Harmon, Portsmouth,

was re-opened under the auspices of the Free- was dedicated to God, June 20. The sermon
will Baptists with a full board of instruction. Its was preached by Bro. D. M. Stuart of Buffalo, N.
brilliant success for twenty additional years is Y. The sermon and other connecting services,

RELIGION.

from the reports of the

with deeds

whose name is associated with the

The house of worship recently built by
Harmony (N. Y.) Free B. church and

stitution a statute forever prohibiting the
sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage
throughout the state.
4. That the Clerk of this Y, M. is hereby
nibal, the oldest minister in our denomi- authorized to forward to the Clerk of said
He has lived to see almost a Convention a copy of these resolutions,
pation.
century pass away.

|

Resolved, 1. That we are pained to learn that
Rey. A. K. Moulton, formerly
well known in
n 50 suddenly:
this section of country, has
taken away by death, for we feet that thus =
bold leader and wise counselor has beén removed
from our denominational ranks,
0
2. That we sympathize with his afflicted family, and hb
hat they. may be comforted by
God, and the recollection that he who has been
radiant

In Wakefield, June 25, by
Mr,
Both Freeman
rosman E,
E 8 tevens and

the Towa Y. M., at Wiltonp=Afuscatine Co., Iowa,
commencing Friday, Aug. 29,
:
O. E. BAKER.

Q

of fulfilling the prophecy of Esq. Simpson, made
thirty years before, and in May, 1863, the school

Constitutional Convention,
tition the Ohio
now in session, to insert in the revised Con-

social meetings were spiritual and
The
interesting, and were made more so by
the presence and remarks of Rev. E. Han-

The following resolutions, in view of the death

without a school, and set themselves to the work

and therefor
so far as re- ciety,
them.
ported, $350.00.
9. That the sale of intoxicating drinks as
done
was
session
the
of
s
beverage should be prohibited by law
a
All the busines
severe penalty for violation.
with
s
Sermon
h.
despatc
and
y
harmon
with
we Fespacully but earnestly peThat
8.
JackCook, Box,

$384.00; given for Missions,

sent in
do so at
the next
Com.

are en
The Free Baptist Iowa State Education Society
Com,
holds its next annual meeting
in connection wit

life

Rev.J.

\ In'Rhipsburg,
Me., July 11, by
ken, Mr. David Thomas ¥ ad

Hurlin,

whose

June 22, by

of Wakefield,

JEFFERSON Co.,Kas.,Q. M.will hold its next session

of Rev. A. K. Moulton,were passed at the recent
session of the Union Q. M., at Coaticook, P.

taken from their circle was one

both of
. John
Heath,

with the Mud Creek church, 10 miles north of Law-

Am Memoriam,

:
partments in the fall of 1852.
Col. Rufus G. Lewis and other public spirited

drinks as. a beverage,
the best interests of so-

C.

bl

mont led to a summary suspension of all the de-

men of the town, had

Rev.

prospects

W, Stttson,

Rollins, of Ossipee, N. H.

WiLroN Cov. INSTITUTE, Wilton, Museatine Co.,
Iowa, commences its fall term Tuesday, Sop ? 5

i
sands of its friends.
The first principal was an Episcopalian, and

1. That all laws, licensing the

In East Wakefield,

Mr. Clement Grant,

of a very nice désk Bible, by Rev, 8. Riddell, of
the Congregational church, Tamworth. By

The beginning was small and the

half century is now written in the hearts of thou-

TEMPERANCE.

ALL our Sabbath schools that have not
their statistical reports to Bro. Page should
once, 80 that we may have a full report at
anniversary.
,

Mrs. Eveline

June 5, by Rev. ev. Gal.
G. J. Abb 0
Li. Bachelder, of lel fry and Miss hott:
of Bristol.

rence,Sept. 5—7. Any brethren from abroad wishing
to attend will address E. M. Coldren, Lawrence, Kas.
A, W., CRAWFORD, Clerk.

prospect discouraging, but the history of its first

from

property,

we

Robert Y our and

Boston,
n Bristol,
Mads,

A debt of $500.00 on the howse has also been
paid. The interest at re-opening was hightened
by a token of Christian love in the presentation

of his old friends in establishing a school fn his

hope, both as to work and workmen, and be saved.
To neglect them is to prove
to him we commend in confidence the false to our plain responsibility.
he was so
whom

church

that

having painted and greatly improved the inside.

the second was a Congregationalist. Foreseeing the importance of securing for the school a
stronger religious influence and patronage, they
sought a denomination to whose guardianship it
be most hopefully entrusted. The Freerecords of the Y. M., it having lost its one to deliver a S, 8. address at each Y. M, could
will Baptists were most numerous in the vieinof
®.M.,
h,
Sabbat
the
that
and
was
,
on
session
resoluti
ng
followi
e
h
T
‘
visibility.
in symeach session be devoted to a 8. S, meeting. ity, and. Mr, Simpson bad béenhe,himself
passed by the Conference, in tears:
*‘ they are not
said
but,”
*
them,
and
with
pathy
pastor
every
upon
urge
we
That
3.
. Resolved, That it is with pain we learn minister thenecessity
ready for this work now; yet théy will be in
of their assuming
of the sudden death, on the night of June some Jromminen position in 8. S. work.
thirty years.” To the Baptists it was then offer
A. K. Moul19, of our dear brother, Rev.
That we earnestly protest against care- ed, and ‘they at once made it a power for good,
4.
ton, of Linndale, O., and recognize in it Jessness or inactivity on the part of ¥. Ba
and continued to wield it as such for nearly thira denominational loss, which God alone tist ministers or members, as regards the S. ty years. Accumulated debts, diminished patcan make good. But to him we look in S. interest. The ‘youth of our land must ronsge and a tempting offer for removal to Ver-

suddenly takeu.

feel

place have resumed worship in the church, after

son, a son of New Hampton, but then a successful merchant in Boston, desired a safé country
retreat, where his own children and those of his

.
sociation.
That the success of our labors Smog
8.
and the freedmen should fill our hearts wit
zeal
on
ing
insist
tions
resolu
Strong
u§ with more
sacrifice to sustain our missions in India thanksgiving, and inspire Jiberal
ity in the
r
‘greate
a
and
faith,
y
zeal,
warml
and
edly
spirit
and at home, were
ution
prosec
of
that
work.
and passed, by the confer
discussed,
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
ence.
ion
mplat
conte
in
Whereas, the S. 8. interest has been sadThe Memorial. Fund,
:
very
was
ation,
neglected, therefore,
ly
Associ
l
Centra
the
by
take
enve
Confer
this
That
1.
d,
Resolve
rs
warmly handled by some of the membe
measures 10 interest the several 8. schools
but finally passed by vote of the conference. in a general convention, =,
Q. M. was dropped from the
The Wayne
9, That this Conference appoint some

ones

we

no notice of that occasion has been forwarded to ought not to be expected to do much for the
the Star,a few lines may be acceptable from one Home Mission cause,
A. F. HUTCHINSON,
who has sustained almost every relation to the |
onward.
student
said school, from that of
JACKSON, N. H. The congregation at this

7. That we urge upon the sisterhood of
churches the obligation of organizing a
our
J.D. Smith, delegates to the Central As- Josey auxiliary to the Ohio State Mission.

mourning

LESSON PAPERS. The price of the 8. 8. Lesson
Papers will he one cent, each per month, or 75 cents
per hundred,
:
Postage '—In packages to one address, not weighing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a
quarter or twelve cents a year; overfour ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and go on,
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, payable quarterly or yearly in advange, at the oflice where
received.
of

:

no help from the Home ‘Mission Board, the
writer and his companion are obliged to earn
considerable with their hands in order:to ‘re~

.

As three weeks have now passed since the anniversary of the New

==

#8, 1878.

STAR. JULY

THE MORNING

school, at Ja:

In Taunton, June 19, Mr. Reuben T.

Lincoln and Miss Lizzie T. Hedley, both ot
In Monmouth Me. » Juve 20, by Rev. Mark Gatch.
oll, Mr. John Boullir'and Miss Julia Potter, of Gardiner.
Gm»

CAN BE CURED,
DR.

GRAVEY

HEART REGULATOR
WILL DO IT.
GIVE IT A TRIAL,

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.
The Heart Regulator has been recommended by
many physicians, and is allowed by all who know
its value to be just what we claim it—a Cure for
Heart Disease.
| For circulars of testimionials, &c., address the scle
Agent,

FRANK

E. INGALLS,

dice, $1 per flottle,
erally.

For
}

Concord, N. H.

sale by

y

Druggists gens.
eel ya

»

A
Sather

41

Bee
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MO
and goodness ef God, that you will learn to
love and reverence him.
A few days after their arrival, Ralph
rushed into the house, crying,‘ Mamma,

A

BY AUGUSTAC.
el

BLODGETT.

OO

Mrs. Cramer said, ‘© Will
safe, John

The wheel which marks the years of time

Has rolled just balf way round,
Since thou wert laid, in manhood’s prime,

the

children

From that lew grave arise?

be

looked like little white

‘bers and waterproof on;

“and

this plant.

And even Nature wore a frown,

said the mother, kissing them

Winter has come since then, yet sweet

all that John says to you.”
Away they ran, and John made a seat for

But oh! we felt the cross;
As mourning for thy loss.

Has been thy long repose ;

Thou did’st not hear the tempests beat,
Nor feel the drifting snows.

Thy spirit is not slumbering there

Sunshine.

them,

And so they droop as children do
‘Who get no tender love

To cheer them on that upward way

Whereon we all must move.”
Next day, when mamma went to seek
Her darling at her play, She found her standing in the sun
In just the queerest way ;
For there she held aloft a cup
Above her pretty head.

¢ What are you doing, Lu'u dear?’
* Mamma, astonished said.

“I

must have the

Type of all children there was she,

‘We, buried in our sordid eares,
Are flowers that droop and die
They catch God’s sunshine as it pours
Forever from on high.

without

a

and

they

eagerly

filled

‘ What shall we do for a basket ?”

it home.”

Ralch clapped his hands.

* That

is a

said.

*¢ It

woods,

and

good pail and a lucky pail,” he
has waited for us here

Upon our weary, aching hearts

in

the

now it is going to be filled
and ride home in a cart.”

They let its blessing fall

Their office this in every land,

with

flowers,

The lucky pail was soon filled, and tue

Tn cottage, hut, or hall.

cart loaded with wood ; and

And so the world is kept alive,
And freshened every minute,
By the dear grace that overflows
The children who are in it.

W. Chadwick.

Fie

Che Family Circle.
in the Country.
&

er

Fd

CHAPTER IL
THE FLOWERS,
¢¢ These children look pale, and weak,”
said Mr. Cramer, glancing at Ralph and

Mary, who sat on the sofa reading from the

otherwise,

before

dinner

time, they had returned home. The children rushed into the house exclaiming, * O
mamma ! we Lave found so many beautiful
flowers and things.”

*

RAMSEY.

going

to school all the time here in the city ?” replied Mrs. Cramer.
They must have a change, and if you
approve, I will send you all into the counwry to remain through the warm season.”
“ It is a long time to keep the children
eut of school. They will get bebind their
elasses.”
:
¢¢ T do not care so much for their classes
as for their real improvement. Let them
gather strength for their muscles and roses

* Yes, darlings,” she said.
take them out on the piazza,

““ We
and I

will
wiil

look at them,”
She took them carefully out of the pail.
‘¢ What are they, mamma?” cried Ralph.
“ We don’t know a singlé one of them.”
* Ah, then here is something

for

you

to

learn. 1 shall not attempt to teach you
the science of botany, but you can learn the
names, and observe the different character-

istics of the plants you meet. This delicate,
fragrant, pjpk- veined bell, nodding on its
slender stént, is the 'spring-beauty. The
Indians called it miskodeed, and say that
mighty Peboan, the winter, left it as a gift
to (he earth, when he fled before the

spring.”
“1

SITS

will

*

remember

that,”

said

Mary,

* for I think it was nice in old Peboan, who
had not given us a flower

while

with us, to leave one behind

him

he staid
to

ecom-

fort us a little—and it is such a pretty flow-

a

“ And

EY

this,

with

long

white

petals,

around a cluster of golden stameus, is the
blood-root.
Look at the
snowy
buds,

for their cheeks. Let them study the won-

wrapped each one in a little green
as if half afraid of’ the cold winds,”

will lie liké an open book

* Mamma, didn’t the doctor say T must’
take blood root when I was sick? cried

which in the country

advanen) apidly

before
hope

them.

to see them

tu the most usefu] knowl-

edge. Whatdo yousay to this? he said,

turning
to thé children who had left~ their

book, and with eyes sparkling with delight,

were standing by him,
«1 say

it is jolly,”

cried

Ralph,

who

found it difficult to keep his’ head up and
his feet down, so strong was the impulse to
turn a summerset ; but, as that was forbid““dén in the parlor, he contented himself
with
a few vigorous hops, which carried
- him across the room.

About

a week

after

this conversation,

Mrs. Cramer and the children left the city
one morning in the cars, and
they were warmly welcomed at
house, situated not far from
beautiful little lakes of central

before dark
a fine farmone -of the
New York.

‘They had been there before for short visits,
during the hot Weather, for this was grandfather Cramer's place, but now they had
come, the first of May, prepared to stay
several months,
jo
Children who live in the country often

cloak,

Ralph:
*¢ Yes, my dear; the root of this pretty
little plant is the medicine which did you
so much good.”
‘ How

strange

that

we

should

find

it

tiful, cone-shaped egg, elegantly ridged, as.

house: From grand mother’s closet she
procured a small bottle and a wide topped

glass jar,

She filled the bottle with water,

of gause over the top, and set the jar on the
days

“How can they hatch ?” said Ralph,

“the

old butterfly is n't here to set on them.”
Mrs, Cramer laughed. *‘I don’t think this
butterfly is steady enough te set,” she said,

“and yon will see that these will do as well

© go to the citics, and see the fine buildings,

the wonderful museums and ‘menagerie,
1am going

tojtell you, my little country friends, what

ren from the city found to delight and interest them,
I want you to

learn to keep your eyes open, and, instead

is this ? It is the sweetest,

prettiest flower

I ever saw; 1 hone it is not medicine.”
Mrs. Cramer took the vine in

her

hand,

and regarding it with loving. admiration,
said, * This js the trailing arbutus, the
May flower of New England. It is sometimes called the pilgrim’s flower, because
it is said to have been the first flower the
winter, you remember, had been long and
terrible to them, and many had died from
the hardships they were forced to “endure.
When the spring came apd the snow mielted away around their doors, they found, as

the promise of future blessing, .this beauti-

of vainly wishing to see things which are

ful apd fragrant flower. - It seemed to them
like the smile of Heaven, and gave'them

beyond you,
to look at the things which

joy and hope.

are around you. You will'find them wonderfully beautiful and interesting, and they
will teach you such lessons of the wisdom

measure of energy and decision ; he stood

a tower of strength in which his gentle wife

and her little ones found. shelter and pro-

tection.

He was irreproachable

ter, prosperous in
before the world a
But in the nudst
prosperity disease
in a few months

in

charac-

business, and appeared
fair type of manly piety.
of material and spiritual
fastened upon him, and
the husband and father

slept in death, and the stricken

widow took

up life's burden alone. Her husband’s business arrangements were not carried out,

and after years of solicitade and waiting,

while loss followed upon loss, by anfaith-

J

a

“You say you hope it is not medicine.
I think you feel ‘that® a thing
oughtto minister

to our

JULY

oyster supper, a concert, a club

entertain-

ment, a course of lectures, each

of which

- Ziterary Review.

mate end, after a plan and with intelli
ge
pose, and only accidentally and at rando
m a
absolute force 1s impersonal, * The
theory assumes the latter, butby what right? and
how nPRISON CHAPLAINCY, aud its Experiences. fugn those who hold to
final CRLSES in nature?
h
talks
of
4
laws
of Rolution? and
Rev, Hosea Quinby, D. D., Ex-Chaplain of
rom experience ; but for all that can
H. State Prison.
In Two Parts. Concord,
be
H.: D, L. Guernsey. 1875, 12mo, pp. 198. . that which is undesigned and so Pro bal may.
it the

had a plausible seeming at the time, came
in train,
;
{THE
The sisters were growing ap genteel ) By
N.
oung women, and they must support the
N,
position, Expensive music and French les-. “The evident design in writing this volume is
sons and various fashionable accomplish- to contrast the two systems of prison managements were constantly demanded, while a ment which are here described as *¢ the punitive
journey now and then, and a few weeks at and money-making,”and “the reformatery,” and
to show the evil tendencies and effects of the one
the sea-shore seemed indispensable.
The poor. widow

remonstrated,

but

the

tide was too strong for her to resist. “You
wouldn't have us mean; everybody else has
it or does it,” was the final argument, to
which her faint resistance yielded: so the
reluctant “Yes,” was

said, and

the

widow

might

gratify

passed a wakeful night devising how she

could pinch herself that she
them in this new want,

She gave up

soci-

ety, she gave up reading, she gave up leisure, she gave up rest, she gave up eéverything bat her Saviour. His strong hand

clasped hers, and she never broke fiway.
With her faded and worn

widow's weeds

and her wan face, she was always found in
the place of prayer, a dejected and almost
discouraged worshiper, sometimes
from
very weariness unable to give wakeful attention.’
At length the children grew to men's and
women’s estate, two. edrcated, agreeable,
fashionable young men, and two beautiful
young women. The sons were not dissipated, the daughters not exactly frivolous,

but all were wholly worldly.

‘They were

rather

bis sun went

‘went down

down

in

before

darkness.

its moon,

His

agonized

ed, but be had
regard

his

long

ago

mother’s

she

to

and

mg

characterizations

book

exceed

is preity

the

fine rhetoric.

sure to meet

both fervent

EARNEST WORDS

censure,

ON I'RUE

Itis

SUCCESS

IN LIFE,

addressed to Young Men and Women. By Ray
Paimer. New York & Chicago: A. 5S. Barnes
& Co. 1873. 16mo. pp. 295.

Dr. Palmer’s

words are always earnest;

they

are also wise, sympathetic and eminently Christiun, especially when he deals with such topies

as are here treated, and presses vital und practical considerations home up¢n those who are just

going out'to the responsible work of life. He
deals with just such special themes as need to be
understoed by the young, and always with an
elevated tone and av evangelical temper.
His
words are well-considered and his aim is the

highest.

He is less pithy, fresh and forcible than

some other writers, and so is less sure of attention than though be used the incisive dialect of

the

living

world.

It is as well meant

and as

and overlooking the

important

in

youth,

culture

self-denial, patience, fortitude, and

of

énergy.

Her first thought was to educate them,
which was well. The best schools were
selected, irrespective of expense; then she
was unwilling her children should in any
respect differ from their companions, children of wealth.

So in dress,

pocket-money, and childish
was no stint,

furnishings,

luxuries

there

The children, human as they were, easily
adapted themselves to this order

of things,

and thoughtlessly and, ' finally; selfishly,
used and spent upon themselves the savings
which the ‘poor ‘widow painfully wrought
out by her untiring ‘and unappreciated labor. ‘She yielded her position as head of

the family to. be swayed and finally controlled by her children.
1
In schools and their connections came the
question of their society. The mother felt
her children must not only move in the
‘same circles, but indulge the same hab-

its of expenditure as their wealthy,
fashionable companions. “It is hard for

A man must be hired to saw the wood, to
take in the coal! to work in the garden, to

where the weary find rest.

the

mer tourists are thus-well proyided for, and they
will appreciate

the

mectis a Novel

provision.

whose

The last

install-

The. Quarterlies.

The fruit of her

great mistake abides.—Christian

A

Good

and

Weekly.

Trade.

———

*¢ See what a good trade I made to-day,”
said Luciue to his uncle.
“I traded my old knife with Jamie Niel

-The number for July is able and rignifi-

Ove of the blades

of my

was broken, and the other would

ber is a good ome,~that

knife

not hold

was glad enough to make the trade.”
t*L am very. sorry, Lucius, if yon have
his uncle,

‘‘but

more

sorry for you than him.”

Lucius hung his head a little, and asked
“Why 50 2"
‘+ Because one success of this kind may
lead you to try it again, and nothing can
be worse for a boy’s prospects in life than
to get jnto the habit of over-reaching.”
*¢ But, uncle, in all trades don’t

each

try

to get the best bargain !—and don’t-all merchants make their fortunes by being sharp
in trade ?”
i

‘ No trade is sound that does not benefit both parties. You may lay that down
as a foundation stone, if you intend to become a merchant.
The exchange should
benefit the buyer as well as the seller. The
great. merchant,

man who
cheating.

Gideon

Lee,

abhorred

a

practiced this system of petty
Such a person was once boasting

of his smartness in his

store, and ended by

saying that he had ¢ just got the better
Mr. Lee himself.’

of

do the chores, that the boys might. stroll
‘¢ “That may be,’ said the merchant, * but
through the streets in unsoiled garments,
if you will promise never to enter my
while the expense of a base-ball-club, a row- store again I will give you that bundle of
ing-club, or a gymnasium must be borne to goat skins,’
ty
give them healthful exercise.
:
‘‘The man made the promise, and took
Tastes and habits were being rapidly them. Fifteen years afterward he walked
formed, and the mother regretfully saw they ‘into the store again.
On observing him,
were allin 4 wrong direction. The Sun- Mr. Lee said instantly, ‘You have violated
day school was soon outgrown, the religious your promise, Pay me for the goat skins.’
meeting had no attraction, revival after re‘ * Oh,’ said the man, ** I am quite poor,
vial passed over the church, but the wave I have been very unfortunate since l saw

of blessing failed to reach her children. She
was perplexed, she prayed, she’ counseled,

you.’

but she had lost her influence with her own

ways will be poor.

offspring.

ob

With growing stature their wants, too,
increased. © Candies and peanuts gave place
hey'needed the walk.

Then an occasional

is

Av*Yes,’ said the merchant,

‘and you

al-

That miserable desire

for over-réaching others must keep you so.’
“Remember this when you are tempted to

is, a part of it is good,
the rest is,

Be-

blessing, you will be poor indeed.”
[

the

he invades and throwing back all intelligent ex-

perience again into chaos,
5. A resort to infinite past time for the new
Jarodueipus has here no relevancy. The inof the improved species are supposed
troduct
to be accidental from time to time, and the rising
gradations are in continuous ascent through all
objection to the
the process; and the sup

theory is, that such continuous ascent through
so many rising species might take an incredible

might fairly be met by

which

and

to have been so

the uuiverse

length of time for

produced;

saying that it would be no matter how many mil-

lions of ages; infinite time is as sufficient to
each its period as infinite space is to give each
FEL
place,

give
its

But such is not at all the point of the difficulty,
illimwable time
nor can any considerations of

The acvide nfal ooour-

‘meet the true objection.

nt at some time, It
rences must aH be col
might take a long time to put note after note aid

of such an Orutorie

the gamut-scale

build up

Creation, or the

Smphouls of Beethoven ; but surely the considwould have no

eration of time for composition

to s claim that it had

in reference

importance

com-

Such

done.

plicated coincidence of accidents, made in any
point of incredulity. Incaleulable
time, is the
myriads of fortunate accidents, in the heavens
above and the earth and the waters beneath, are
to-day standing out iu ‘order and beauty and

glorious harmony! Give to the theory all the
Se it asks, and how is this to help our belief iu
t?
THE

CHRISTIAN

‘QUARTERLY,

published

by

W. T. Moore, Cincinnati, appears in a number
of unusual freshness just now. Its topics are
of general interest, and they are treated with an
exceptional raciness and vigor, even when they
fail to give us the conclusive and final word,
It
discusses Our
Representative
Religions, The

Liberal Education of Girls, The Relation of the
Church to Crime,

Church

Polity,

Fenelon and

Religious Toleration, and Ecclesiastical Polity in
the First Age.

the articles

desérve a read-

iug and will be likely to get it.

But thereis no

other

having

All

the zest

and spiciness of the first.

and epigram.

It is not carefully writ-

whieh is full of dash, incisiveness, good-natured
audacity

ten; its statements are not seldom inexact; its
generalizations are open to criticism, and facts
are made to bend to theory.
But it is interesting, suggestive, and often acute and just. The

gist of it, as well as the best qualities of its style,
will be found
thus:

in the two

ends, which

we quote

The various religious sects of America can, as
regurds their modes of thought and general eharacteristics, be reduced to four types: The Methodists, the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, aud
the Unitarians,
These correspond to, and illustrate, the four principal elements of our nature :
the Methodidts,passion ; the Episeopalians
taste ;
the Presbyterians, reason; and the Unitarians,
intuition ; and they are, to some extent, the necessary outgrowth of the religious thought in any country where all religions are free,
;
1n accordance with these general characteristies,the Methodists are energetical and practical,

the Episcopalians msthetical

and elegant, the

Presbyterians logical and
scholastic, and the
Unitarians
philosophical
and original.
The
Methodists are characterized by good s-nse, the

Episcopalians by good taste, the Presbyterians
by _
leaning, and the Unitarians by good
though. The
Methodist can be said
to be the
peop ’s church, the Episcopalian the fashionaJames R. Osgood & Co.
le church the Presbyterian the scholars’ church,
THE
BIBLIOTHECA SACRA has the following | and the Unitarian the thinkers’chureh,
Having in mind these distinctions, we shall attable of contents: Calvin and Calvimsm; The tempt, in this paper, to elaborate the genermt
Meaning ‘of Nawshaw—a Hebrew word; The characterof each of these denominations, comNation; Paul’s Panegyric of Love, No. 1I.; The mencing with the Methodists,
FW
ee
Te
gtilghid
gi
Structure of a Sermou—The Text; John ReuchComparing now, by way of summary ie seylin; Recent Publications. The first article ix full eral religions above mentioned, the
Methodist
of appreciation and vigor, and is in the main just Church bas least learning, the
linns least
thought,
the
Presbyterian
too
much
learning
for
and timely ; the second is nbundaut inv learning
and the
Unitarian too
and is: meant to find au argument ir philology independent thought,
much independent,
thought for connected sysfor the vicarious element in Christy atonement ; tems, whether of 1
g or of ehureh work.
the third is a valuable eritique on Mulford’s voluwe, taking exception to its sweeping views;

the two following,

will interest biblical scholurs

and critics ; and Prof, Park will be found suggest-

The

Methodists

are, acéo:

sue leaves

its high

reputation

safe.~—..ndover,

Muss, : Warren F. Druper.
THE PRESYTERIAN

TON

REVIEW,

QUARTERLY

published

by J.

&

M.

PRINCE-

Sherwood,

New York, is one of the solidest and best of the
publications of its'class, Tt has strength, schol
arship, and downright, manly earnestness,
It
has great variety too, so that each number of-

fers something

to many

classes of minds.

The

number for July has twelve articles. Of these
we may mention The Sunddy school Life and its

Instinets,Faith,Dr. Nott’s Discourses,
and American

Authorship, as likely

to

be

of interest

to

thoughtful readers. We quote from the third ars
ticle, by Prof. Tayler Lewis, the following foreibly stated objections to the development hypoth-

esis urged by

Darwin.

The entire

merits a reading, but we huve

main conclusions.
1. The

name,

theory

paper richly

room only for the

They are thus stated :
isin

truth

the

opposite of its

I finds the Absolute Force us an utterly

chaotic ubyss,

measureless,

idealess,

designless,

und of which nothing intelligible can be determined, Though converting itself into relative

‘forces, these fall out from no plan, and are wholly. necidental. They work out trom no system,

though they work ito system, They
finally attain a consistent Idea, yet there Dan been no
ding ldeu to start with. The process and re
It buve been entirely an inwrapping, not at all
an unrolling.
Tusteud
of Development or Evolution, the work is Envelopment or Inyolution.
2. ‘I'he theory can not interpret the experience

which is to give law to’ the whole process. It
assumes that the ahsolutp force urges the rela
tive forces from behind but bas no final cause in
advance, and yet no ‘experience can determine

dingly, one

extreme,

and the Unitarians the other, of practicsiness, it
bewg all with the Methodists ;
vice persa as
to thought, this being with the Doitarians. For
while the Methodists have just e
h th

ive, as always, in bis wopds touching the texts of and learniug to be
sermons. . This periodicul is never wanting in Presbyterians have
what gives solidity and value, The present is- which they donot
know so well how

active,

the Unitarians

and

great, unwieldy storesof it,
use. The Methodists; who
to. do, have not leurned how

to think without doing, They are gpeundthrifts
of their powers, using their knowledze up so
close as to turn it all into practical resuits.
Touching the grounds of religion, the Metho<~
dists accept Christianity without knowitg anything about it, the Episcopalians take it on uu-

thority, the Freshiteriina

on faith, and tho Uni-

tarians reject it.
The Methodists, in this
are ‘simply ignorant, the Kipiscopaliuns
the Presbyterians prejudiced,
and thie
ans indifferent,
With regard
to the constituencies

matter,
stupid,
Unisariof

the

working-men,

ne-

churches, the Methodists can he said to embrace
the

groes,

people

generaily—the

politicians, traders,

The Episcopalian

ae

embraces

practical men.

the aristocracy
, ee-

cially the cod-fish kind—the swel 8, tashioma-"
le folks, snobs, clerks, coqueties,
fine ladies,

wives of officers and public men (when their

husbands are not religious), first families of Virginia, descendants of Pocahontas, and of English
(Norman) stock. The Presbyterian is the church
of professors, especially professors of the Greek
wl Latin classics, and of formal logic; the Unitariun the church of physicists, cheroists, geolo-gists, melaphysicians, discoverers, etc.
The
cthodists are the heart, the Episcopalians the
nerves, and the Unitariuns the brains, of Amertcan religion, With regard to climate distribution, the Mett.odist, like the

dog, is of universal

latitude, the Episcopalians

south,

the

Presbyterians

are suited to the

to

the. Middle States,

und the Unitarians to the North, And, toaly,
touching our. historical relations, the Methodist
is the present church, the Episcopahuns
Whe
past

church,

the

Unitarians the future ehursh.

he Methodist is according’ to the age, the Episcopalians live in unother
age—a past’ age—the
Unpitariavs eXlitinte in the perfectibility of the

ideal future,

the past-und

will always

the, Presbyteriaus

one in the present.
be the

have one foot in

The Methodist

actus cliureh, the Unitarian

the ideal oie; although, with the ‘genius for
shunge, the Methodists ‘will more likely become
the Unitarian church, than the Unitarinns, with
personal,as trem uJ we ean know it their denominational inefficiency, grow to emny
may be, then doubtless be is working to an ulti- brace the whole.

take advantage of -apother Boy in trade, that it is or that it is not persoval; how then
shall the experience bé determinable? 1f the abThe Lord will not bless it, and without his Bolulé
be

v

make

the superior degree is

yond that we would not like to go, until the
cool breezes of September reach us.~Boston:

an edge five minutes. But Jamie, he took
a fancy to it because of the handle, and I

cheated him,” said

critic.—~Now if anybody supposes that all this is
not realiy“syvorth reading, we beg leave to say
that his inference is wide of the truth.
If the
writers confidently count-upen having their eluborate lucubrations taken down at once and thoroughly digested by the great body of subscribers
to this periodical, with the mercury up among
the nineties, we venture to suggest that their
faith far outreaches the facts. And yet the pumand we emphatically guess that

for this nice two bladed one, that cuts twice

a3 well.

If only

authorship is not given.

1t is entitled A SLIP IN THE FENS, and its more
than 100 pages will be found fresh and pleasant.

place

intelligible,

can

experience

no

species, and

leap

been altogether accidentally

dis-

sure,

the absolute, higher than any of its slowly ascend-

World,” but the style and method of the latter
book will insure it an eager reading where this
will be voted as “ dull as a sermon,” and laid

vIEW.

was

s

wholly, or by so

as Handel's Messiah, or Hydws

turned

in penitence and love she sought

yoke

uno dosign, either

wholesome as Dr. Mathews’s * Getting on in the

curtain

that her covenant with him

the

ae

itis superior.
If altogether am aconew being has sprupg at a leap from

to be

he

dence, and bore it all herself” forgetting

itself

aceidental, so much is anenigma to an intellihoped that it may reach the good at which it aims, | F¢ nt experience and ¢an never be accounted for,
and the continuity of elevations throughout is as
and miss the evil which it is perbaps in danger the whole leap. Besides, such
superior, using
of waking into fresh activity and more determin
his adventitious attributes to
tuate his new
species, will thereby be breaking up the system
ed resistance.
vehement

from it all unmoved until the dread

courteous way,

must

But a fair examination e
es at onee the
specious fallacy. The new existence is an acci-

dent from

ble

First among the Quarterlies, in more senses
than one, comes the NORTH
AMERICAN Re-

and in a quiet,

Kxperience

much as
dent, the

Messrs. Holt & Williams, New York, are con-

feelings,

.

possess syst
ideas before it can become intelti
gible, Te
€8 may Mppre

them, time will tell. There is an evident aim to
be pungent rather ‘than poetieal, and the forci-

stantly adding to their unique and finely selected
* Leisure Hour Series” of volumes,
The sum-

entreat-

learned

wishes

adopted is best calculated to secure

aside with a sigh or a yawn.

mother hung over him, trying to turn his
closing eyes to his Saviour, but they rested
upon his earthly friends; she presented the
attractions of heaven, but the fading glories
of earth fastened his gaze; she warned him
of coming retribution, but a habit of putting
off the evil day, with delusive hopes of recovery, lulled his sensibilities;

Whether these ends will be reached, or whether

the method

compliment and

and

absolute be personal, turn out to be mira
Sle.and tow Seah. Py Empirical
laws of evstand wholly
in doubt
whe
ancidontal or designed,
Sie thoy be
olution

hend distinct and definite phenomand the grateful results which wait on and ex- ena, but if these are in hap-ba
zard collocation
alt the other. In doing (his, the author draws or a promiscuous maze of sequence, the Judgment
can
take
no
consistent nor coherent acvery freely on his own observations and expericount of the contentsso put within consci
ences, while occupying’ the position of Chaplain
ness, Were the eyeto take in no colors ousbut
in the State Prmson at Concord. He is the more through a kaleidescope, or the
ear no sound ‘but
urgently impelled to do this by what he deems the confused roar of a tempest or u bat , the
the backsliding in that institution from the bet- mind could not apprehend any gommotions in
the experience to determine what was going
on,
ter system tothe worse, to facilitate which he and
to remember what
occurred. Till the
regards himself us baving been sacrificed, along Appearances are plesdy had
1 System the experiwith the highest interests of the prisoners and
e.
’
4. What is known as ** nutural
the honor of the state. Whatever fuults may be
thus have no part in originating pg
charged upon him or his book, nobody ‘is likely new
species. Were we to su
a new existto complain that his statements are not suffi- ence with pecul
attributes 0 ¢ome
withn
an’
glently specific and detailed, or that he minces ordered system of v
gee}
of organic bematters when plain speech is called for. The fogs. vaolpropagatin foi
2 velyin its
from gene:
rcies
frankness and nafvefe are very marked; there is troduced
rnc
Avs hr
10 effort to use soft words to avoid hurting some- to sustain the struggle for) i fm
ight cut bis way
body; and the polite ways of accusing men of through the e
infegior
fellows o* bis spen
selfish motives and willful misrepresentation are cies, and
' an. improved
apd ao radualiy the
“be |
0
not éagerly sought for. The volume is evidently breed,
ed
a De
en
ns of
meant to be a faithful exposure and a ‘stern ages rising grades8, and
of alloup. in the
without a
moral arraignment of the managers of the Prison before the popular bar, with a view of securup to man.
ing effective discipline and practical amendment.

The

ambitious, but only for wealth and the con-

that it is good to bear

so lovely to ice creams, cigars, and car-tickets when

spiritual

fa

cant of course,~it would not be itself if it were
falness on the part of some interested, the fell.
widow found herself almost penniless.
The mother lived to reap many fruits of otherwise ; but it is a little ponderous and mentally burdensome for the bot'summer weather,
What could she do in this untried way, her great mistake. Her children were not |
—how provide for her helpless - family ? unkind; but they had no sympathy with when the plea for relaxation and zest is so general and urgent.
Nearly 40 pages are devoted to
Boarders seemed the only available resource, her. They were treading two paths lead- Modern Medicine, then as many more to Arthur
Schopenbauer and his Pessimistic Philosophy,
and, by the aid of friends she soon found ing to two ends,
nearly thirty are next given to Proposed Changherself amid the cares, the annoyances, and
As borne down by care, sorrow, and overes in the Telegraphic System, Fires and Fire
the hazards of a boarding-house.
tasking, she drew near the confines of the
Departments get more than that number, - and
And here commenced her series of mis- unseen world, her spiritual : sight
grew the perspiration starts freely before one is at
takes.
She was not a proud woman, but in clearer, and she saw in part her mistake, the end; after that, Sibley’s Graduates of Harher yearning tenderness she undertook to and she saw the precipice upon which her vard University coustitute a procession long
bear the family burden alone. She could loved ones were standing, and her. last en- enough to reach across more than two score of
not bear to have her children feel any ergies were directed to their spiritual wel- pages, and The Session stretches on till nearly
half a hundred pages must be traversed before
change {rem their former free way of living. fare. But her- tearful, earnest entreaties
one finds the end.
After this come five Book
The burden of poverty was laid upon the came all too late.
She mourned that her Notices. And it requires thirty pages for them
family. She resisted the ordering of Provi- ‘house was not so with God,” but she felt to display themselves and the ingenuity of the

here in the woods. I thought medicines all
them not to do as others do,” was, the
came frown distant lands.”
mother's plea.
So the daughters must: be
** That is an error which you must un- at leisure and be handsomely dressed for
learn, for our vwn . country, and these fa- the afternoon walk, or the evening calls ip
miliar fields and forests, produce a great the parlor, while the tired mother was glad
many plants which are valuable as medi- to rest herself a few moments by the kitchcines.”
en-fire, after a bard day's work.
They
“ O mamma !” exclaimed Mary, holding didn’t like to sweep and dust the parlor, lay
up a coarse vine, with rough green leaves, the tables, and share the light work of the
and clusters of pearly pink cups, whose (amily, so the mother rose an hour earlier
delightful fragrance filled the air, *‘ what to-supply their lack of service. ,. =

think it 18 very dull, and wish they could ‘pilgrim fathers saw on this continent.” The
and the beautiful works of art.

from

table. “We shall‘have to wait a few
for the eggs to hatch,” she said.

yielded

* Here is a pail,” said John, drawing one
from under alarge stump. ** We brought
our dinner in it one day, avd forgot to take

Their life-cups in their hand.

*y

Bring me the microscope

the parlor table.”
The microscope was brought and one of
the eggs placed under it. ‘Now look at
it,” said the mother. “You see it isa beau-

his mother had said, he

Mary.

Who in life’s garden stand,
Still holding patiently aloft

you f r & teacheery 1

she

afford

put the stalk of asclepias into it, and placed
the bottle in the jar. - Then she tied a piece

around here.”
:
“ Why didn’t we bring a basket?” cried

To give my ’ittle Powers.”

With

‘“Ah,”
may

“You shall’zee,” she said, going into the

deep

their hands, and with shouts of joy, showed
their treasures to John, who said, ‘ Oh
yes, there are plenty of pretty flowers

“ I’m catching sunshine, mamma dear,

derful worksof God,

beads.

which

reins. You might
run
us off there.”
Ralph felt very unwilling to give up the
honor of driving, but, remembering what

She ran to him,

And she, her cup still held aloft—
Bless her, ye heavenly powers!

look

dots

ERG

aris

Sry

I ant

without her care.
the luxuries and the indulgence
‘As yom become
ac- sideration,
quainted with Natural History, you will ob- it brings. Fashionable life bounded their
serve that, as we descend in the scale of an- horizon.
1
imal life, the necessity for paternal care deAnd this is the result. One daughter
creases. The butterfly is not obliged to set married a dashing young spendthrift, and
‘of the wheels struck the roots of a tree, and on her eggs to hatch them as the birds do. after a short, fast career, having wasted his
sent him sliding to the other side of the She has lett them here, and in due time the property and fallen into Jissipated habits,
cart.
wonderful germ of life which is in them he disappeared, and none knoweth his end,
The other daughter married a worthy
John stopped at a place where the trees ‘will be developed into living creatures,
man with good business capacities, but exwhich will find their food in this plant.”
had been cut, and the ground was covered
In the next chapter 1 will tell my yourg pensive tastes and habits ; a tip to Europe,
with brush and piles of wood. * You may
get out and run around, while I load up,” readers what came of those eggs.
a summer at a fashionable watering-place,
a journey to the far West, parties at home,
he said, holding up his arms for Mary to
jump into them.
and a general style of living beyond his
The Mother's Great Mistake.
means wasted his resources, embarrassed
*¢ What shall we find that is pretty for
—
Or
mamma ?” she said, beginning to look
Mr. Burnett was a thriving merchant in bis business till it end&d in bankruptcy, and
he sank to a clerkship.
around. In a minute she heard Ralph one of our flourishing
cities. An amiable |
Que son made haste to be rich and went
calling, ‘* Come, quick,—~1 have found a wife and four promising
children made up the
to
the land of gold to find an early grave.
whole bed of the sweetest flowers.”
family group. The father possessed a large
The other entered the navy, lived fast, and

Then said her mamma, “ Here inloors

G,

a

‘ Oh dear!" cried Mary, as the cart gave
.| & great lurch, *“ I'm ’'most afraid I shall
fall out.”
** No danger, if you hold on,” replied
John; *‘ but it is n't like riding in a road
over a city street.”
“ It's a deal jollier,” said Ralph, as one

My next door neighbor’s little girl,
A cunning two-year old,
Wondered one day why drooped her flowers,
And pleaded to be told.

same book.
*¢ How can they

over

}-the rail.”

——

V,

jogged

By and by they

word. They crossed thé bridge, and entered the woods.
* The road is getting
pretty rough,” said John;
* hold on to

Within that lowly mound,
But waiting for our coming, where
Eternal spring is found.
Rumney, N. H.

MRE.

along

old horses

“ Now," said John,

This lesson we may learn :—

BY

while the steady

hurried along.

Thou canst not breathe the spring’s sweet breath,
Yet by its glad return,
To waken life where all seemed death,

;

not

ifa plain finish was not nice enough.”
“How pretty I cried the children ; “but
what shall we do with them ?”

ravine, in the bottom of which a little brook

That sends new life through every vein,—
]
But thou art sleeping still.

Amusements

reins,

approached a narrow bridge

With an electric thrill

v4

** and mind

them in the cart, and Ralph held the

over the familiar road.

. Now mature’s heart-pulse beats again,

a

it ought

said, **here is something which

do you

gr

ge AE

NING STAR,

of one of the leaves were three

know, I am going to drive the horses?”
“ Be sure to bring me something pretty,”

RD

ghia

Ea

“Yes, mamma, I guess that is what 1
mean,” replied Mary ; “but what are these
Mrs. Cramer took the plant whicl she
held out to her. There on the under surface

‘We could not see thy. waiting crown,

— John

—

you a great deal of pleasure if you have
patience to watch and wait. This is the
* We have got to be quick, Mary,” cried asclepias, or butterfly-weed, and these are
Ralph, as he helped his sister get her rub- “eggs of the butterfly whose larve feed on

Oh! it was bard to leave thee there
'Neath dark November skies;
Faith wavered,—could a being fair

The sunshine doesn’t come
To warm and bless and gladden
And drive away their gloom.

a

to be used for grosser purposes.”

« Pll see to 'em ma’am,” replied goodnatured John.
*‘ They can ride in the
cart, and they think that will be grand.”

‘Within the silent ground.

. Catching

i

satisfies our taste for beauty,

John is going to the woods, and/he says
)
we may go, il you will let us.” {
John’s face appeared at the door, and

Grave.

iin

a i

-

po

of Constantinople, but I have not

Constantinople.

the

time

Death

Obitnaries.

of Paganini.
f——

His days of speculation and glory were
alike numbered.
In 1839 he was a dying
man. He struggled with indomitable energy against his deadly foe. He now often
took up the guitar, which, in the springtime of his life, had been so intimately associated with his first romantic attachment,

nor the space for it. They constitute a
eculiar feature of the city, Their name
—
s legion, and they inhabit every avenue,
Going to Constantinople is like going to street and by-way. They hold the ‘streets
the circus for the first t'me. It is enter- by right of possession. Where the sun is
taining and somewhat exciting, but when bright, they lie in the middle and on both
it is over you leave without regret and do sides. Theyfjrarely notice passers-by, and He was a great admirer of Beethoven, and
not eare to go again. The city is essen. never think of getting out of the: way. not long before his death he played one of
tially oriental or Asiatic in character, but They ave the best-natured animals in the that master’s sublime quartettes, his fayoreénergy, In exthere is such a mixture of nationalities, world.
You may
step
as near them as ite one, with astonishing
Asiatics, African and European — such a you choose ; if “you ‘do not actually tread treme weakness, he labored out’ to hear a
mingling of characters, and costumes, as upon them they never complain. One of requiem of Cherubini for male voices, and
one encounters nowhere else. It is elegant, them—evidentiygoung and inexperienced soon afterwards, with all but his last ener-’
conveyedto
absurd, gaudy and grotesque. The situa- —did
get up
and bark at me one day as 1 | gies, be insisted upon bein
of the churchesin Marseilles, where he
tion for natural beauty is not surpassed was ridin 5
but an elder canine hard one
probably in the world. It is divided by by raised his head and cast a disapproving took part in a solemn mass of Beethoven.
the Bosphorus and the Golden
Horn into glance upon him, whereat he slunk away, His voice was now. Realy extinct, ang his
three fie

abruptly

all

of

which

rise

somewhat

from the water's edge,

aud two

as if conscious of the reproach he had
brought upon his race. . .
:
:

‘sleep, that greatest of conselations, was
broken by dreadful fits of eoughing,his feat-

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

obtain-

ed—to the seven towers and triple wall
some five miles away. Starting from Pera,
the Frankish quarter of the city, which

sits high up on the middle hill, our horses
step cautiously down the long stairway of
the chief streat. The bazars are not yet
open, but the cafes and markets are, and
here and there is a red fez about the strect
or a sober turbau
at the door. We reach
the bridge across the (fulden Horr and find
it already alive with people. The wretched eripples and beggars have hobbled to
their places for the i and display their
deformities with the hope of exciting sympathy.
But we have grown callous by
much mingling with a beggar population,
and hurry on. Across the
hyidge we are
in Stamboul, the ancient
Bfzhntium, the
Turkish quarter now’ of the jeity.
Near
by is the old Seraglio,

whicly/

was

sleep, and awoke refreshed and calm. The
air was soft and warm.
Je desired them
to open the windows wide, draw the curtains of his bed, and allow the moon, just

differs almost-as much as their language,
they all attend Protestant Christian service
once ou the Sabbath. The Missionaries
seem encouraged with their work, For
they reclaim some vagrants and reach now

sky, to flood his apartment. He sat gazing
intently upon it for some minutes, and then

and

then a heart, but

the

Mussulmans

are

very difficult to influence in a religious
way. In my opinion the whole system of
Turkey, social, religious and political,
must be upset and recast before Christianity or any other refining and uplifting influence can have much effect upon the
people.— Prof. J. H. Chapin.

.—_—

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

The supreme beauty of the church is its
with his somewhat magnificently sustained simplicity. It seems
extensive
household,
being
superbly —as it is—a realization of the happiest
housed in another part of the city. Ocea- mood of a colossal imagination. The hapsionally we pass a sedan chair borne on piest mood, I say, because ‘this is the only
the shoulders of men, the occupant being one of Michaél Angelos works in the presusually a lady of rank: or wealth, who ence of which: you venture to be cheerful.
peeps out curiously through her mummy You may ‘smile ip St. Peter's without a sense
‘bandages at passers by, but who for the of sacrilege, which you can hardly do, if
world would not let the public see her
have a tender conscience, in Westminsface. Next comes a pair of * beautiful "you
ter
Abbey
Notre Dame. "The abundance
white oxen awkwardly yoked to a clumsy of inclosed orlight
has much to do with your

the miserable eountry,

cart, which goes thumping along
wretched pavements;
and then

over the
a stately

Turk in a huge turban mounted on a donkey not much larger than a sheep. And
80 we make our way through one of the old
gates “and outside the triple wall, which
in medieval

times

forme

the

chief

tection of the city. The seven
are at the junction of the walls
Bosphorus, The highest and best
ed of those yet standing was once
geon of State prisoners, and the
still retains names and

mottoes

pro-

towers
with the
preserva duninterior

etched

on

the walls by those who
away

in the

dark

summit a fine view

smile.

There

are no shadows, to

speak

of,

no marked effects of shade; Lut effects of
light innumerable—points at which the light
seems to mass itself in airy Qensint, and
scatter itself in enchanting gradations and
cadences.

It performs the office of shadow

in gothic churches; hangs like a rolling’
mist along the gilded vault of the nave,
melts into bright interfusion the mdsaic
scintillations of

the dome, elings

and clus-

ters and lingers and vivifies the whole vast
atmosphere. A good Catholic, I suppose,
is a Catholic anywhere, in the grandest as

pined their Iiyes well as in the humbiest churches; but to a
recesses.
From

is obtained

of the

of Marmora

and the Bosphorus which

neets it with

the

sea

cou-

traveler not especially pledged to be devout, St. Peter's speaks more of contént-

ment thao of aspiration. The mind seems
to expand there immensely, but on its own
both the Furopean and Asiatic shores,
The only public buildings of peculiar in- level, as we may say. It marvels at the
terest in Constantinople are the mosques. reach of the human imagination and the
A brief description of a single one will vastness of our earthly means. This is
suffice, for they are all constructed on the heaven enough, we say: what it lacks in
same plan. The Mosque of St. Sophia is beauty it makes up in certainty. And yet
Black

Sea,

and

also

of

a wonderful structure, especially as regards Lif one’s half-hours at St. Peter's are not ac-

the variety of marble and other material tually spent on one’s knees, the mind reused in it. The figures, in Mosaic, are verts to its tremendous presence with an
also remarkable
as to size though not ardor deeply akin to a passionate effusion
wrought with so much delicacy as many of faith. When you are weary of the swarmfound in Italy.
There are marble columns ing democracy of your fellow tourists, of
from Balbec and from Ephesus, porphyry the unremunerative aspects of human nafrom Egypt and some small columns, I ture on the Corso and Pincio, of the oppresbelieve, from Jerusalem. It was built as a sively frequent combination of corfonets on
Christian church under Constantine. And carriage paneis and stupid faces in carriages,
it seems to have been the aim of its reyal of addied brains and lacquered boots, of
founderto bring together materials from ruin and dirt and decay, of priests and begall parts of the world to build a house in gars and the myriad tokens of a halting
the name of him whom he acknowledged civilization, the image of the great temple
as Lord of all the earth. They show in depresses the balance of your doubts and
this mosque, carefully preserved, as relics, seems to refute the invasive vulgarity of
the carpet on which Mahomet was aec- things, and assure you that nothing great is
customed to pray, and other things belong- impossible.—dtlantic.
ing or appertaining to him.
:
The Mussulmans are ~very strict in the
Miss Preston.
observance of their religious rites. At
stated intervals and

at

a certain

ed for the wide
ablaze with light.”

Mediterranean Sea,
all
Mozart, in his last mo-

moment

his

bed,

and

his

lips were moving, to indicate the effect of
kettledrums in a particular
place, as he
sank hack in a swoon ; aud it is recorded of

Paganini, that, on that fair moonlight might

in May, as the last dimness came over his
eyes, he stretched out his hand to grasp his

faithful {riend and companion, his Guarner-

ius violin, and as
more, and found
with its-old-magie
back, and expired

he struck
that it
power,
like one

its chords once
ceased to speak
-he-himself sank
broken-hearted,

to find that a httle feeble,” confused noise
was all that was now: left of those strains
that he had created and the world had worshiped.— Good Words.

Fishermen.

She was BY orthy Sewber of the Meredith
church.
Her life wap a ir delineation of the

religion of Christ.
kind husband and

At home she was all that a
dutiful. children could wish,

She in u high degree made home

what it was

in

beautiful in smiling youth, in tearful ufflietion
were grouped with the mourners in the solemn

march to toe grave, All felt that a good woman
goneé to rest. ' In her "lust illness,” though
had
delirious, yet at intervals she spoke words of
pious devotion to Christ, and ot heavenly anti.
cipations. A husband, son, and daughter,a
son-in-law and other dear relatives mourn in
SH
sadness her regretted absence.

aquatic excursions, ne saw some Chinese
fishermen at their vocation in a way to quite

astonish him, They had a model of a fish
made of bright tin, which was slowly dragged along at the end of a line fastened to
the boat, The fish in all directions swam
toward the decoy. Tt seemed to possess a
peculiar fascination. Far back in the rear
was another boat, carrying a net; when it
was judged there were fish enough congregated about the vbject of their atiraction,
the oarsmen slacked a little while the net
men approached and dropped the seine,
. widely extended; they then gradually
brought the extremities together, and generally made a successful haul.

Those same people have With long praetice another adroit method of fishing, which
might be practiced here with equal advan-

tage.

They hang a highly brigat varnished

strip of board along the outside of the gunwale of a boat, at an angle about that of the
roof of a house.
When ready on the fishing-ground, torches are lighted. The varnished board intensifies the hight and throws
it at an angle far off into the water. Curiosi1, or some other sentiment, prompts the
sh to follow up the rays. They rush on
with such speed that when they see the
beat, which

seems

to ‘be

an

obstruction,

they leap over the row-locks
where they are wanted.

inside, just

Another method practiced, which the ob-

servant missionary often saw, was by trained
cormorants. They dive down from 't
boat and rarely fail to bring up fishes in
their bills. To prevent them from swallowing the prey; each had a metallic ring on its
neck, through which nothing dould
pass.
Occasionally it was removed that the birds
Ijphi be encouraged with a few morsels of
ood.
Both science and. art are recognized in
these bland and ehildlike piscatory processes.

united with

Wales in 1858.

passed

to

A.

was

his home

chosen

church

in heaven,

His wife

ing up whatever it touches with fresh

sanctuary

inter-

with ‘est, and using its: stores with a skill and
unwashed bands—run across the ub
tact which lie at the basis of ‘art ‘and make
. to his place, drop upon ‘his knees, and ‘the best: achigvéments: possible. Her fine
bring his forehead to the fluor with a percoption aud defigate discrimination and.
bump, but'it is the only way he can
get retentive meniory appear to the best advaneven with his fellow worshipers who hive tage ip the gequisition and aster of lanhad a few moments the start. , Probably no gua cos, for'which she i8 distinguished, and
other people are so rigidin

of

their

fasts,

they ure gradually

the observance

though sin:

other

relaxing.

1 went to see the ney

respects

They

form

translations are among the best we have.
‘She translated Madame Swetchine’s ** Life
and Works,” Sainte’s *‘Celsbrated Women,”

Clarelli, aged

seventy-three,

has

also

had

a fit of apoplexy at Naples, and came back
to Rome yesterdayiv a state which leaves
little hope that he "will recover. Cardinal
Barnabo, aged seventy-one, has gone nearly mad with an attack of gout on the brain,
while ' Cardinal

has had two
after

Barili,; aged

apoplectie

another.

large

AXNA

,

GOULD,

daughter

of

Hiram

J.

and

and

one

Billiet,

aged

aged. nine-

ninety,

are

al-

and Minstral’s: ¢‘ Mireio,” a book of rare “together past work, and should they surbeauty, rivaling if ‘not surpassing Longfel- vive the Pope would be unable to take ‘any
low's * Evangeline,”! and reproduced with part in a conclave.
ardinal Caterini, aged
such exquisite pregision, taste and appreis in his childhood, Cardinal
performance, [don’t know which to cail ciation of all the fine shades and delicate seventy-eight,
suffers from a disease which comIt, is strange beyond the conception of a aromas of the original that the translation Quaglia
pletely prostrates his mental powers. Carsane mind. They begin with a monotonous
has all the charm of an origiual work.
But dinal Donnet, aged ‘seventy-seven, is also
and dismal chant attended ‘with much bow- Miss
Preston is not ‘merely a-translator.
in “his second
childhood.
Finally,
the

a kind sof | Monastic order among the
Mussulmans, though celibacy
is not one
ot their requirements, Their service, or

ing

and

prostrations,

They, sit ‘cross-

‘room

themselves

legged on the floor at first, and then march

round che

a kind

of

frenzy.

working

Then

they go

into

into

She is the author of two stories for children,

and ¢* Aspindale,” a romance which showed
remarkable power. and -gave promise of a

youngest of the.cardinals, (ardinal

aged

fifty-five,

is dying

Herve we have twelve

-Milesi,

of consumption.

members

of the

Sa-

a brilliant future of authorship. An article cred College invalided, On the other hand,
from hex pen on the works "and genius of
some dance, some whirl, or spin round (reorge Sand showed that she has rare abil- | there are twenty-four cardinals to form a
like a top, some howl and some pound ities as a'critic and essayist, and bas led conclave, 1t appears that the Pope has
and scourge themselves, These“different ac- may 0° regret that she does not enter a quite determmed not to ‘¢reate any new
order that his suceesson may: be setions give the different classes or’ Sects the field in which Frances Power Cobbs. and ones, inimmediately
on his decease.
In this
names—*‘the whirling - Dorvishes,” ‘the Mrs. Fawealt'have won so much distinction. | lected
the
Pope
is
supported
by
the
Jesuits,
howiing Dervishes,” ete.
The day I was Perhaps, however, she chooses best by not are donning) at alt®hazards to seeure who
the
there was an extra occasion; and; they had choosing at all, but simply letting her tastes
iustrumental masic quite in keeping with and inclinations act in their own way ac- tiara for Cardinal Capalti.” Up to the presthe rest of the ‘performance, "Tt ws pro- coring to their own law." She) had now ent time ail the efforts of the Catholic powduced by an old fle that wheezed dread- | just finished a translation of the * Memoirs .ers to induce the Pope to create cardinals
have proved unavailing,
Bit mow the
{uly and
a drum that was sadly in need of Madame Desbordes-Val
," With a se- | moderate section of the! eardinuls who are
of tightening.
They go through . their
fron
hex poems, hia will be, pitb- Bpposed to Patria) and Capalti begin to be
‘grotesque actions in YW sort of religious ect lection!
lished ina few weeks by Messrs: Roberts
at the insignificance of their
numstacy, which they imagine exalts them Brothers of Boston, who have issued all her alarmed
ber, and ure Prickagayh the Pops to
above the level of ordinary mortals. = Al- works, It is not too much to hope that one ‘make some additions to the Sacred College.
togother the scene was one of the most dis- bso gifted and sacomplished will live to make “Roman Letter.
;
eh hip
agreeable I ever witiessed.
a brilliant name for herself in our literary
trance,

like

a

spiritualist

lecturer,

T ie visivor'to Constantinople can

then

hardly

annals.

A

\

she has left a fragrant memory,

where, indeed,

W. D. BENNETT,

Mgs, Jupita A,, wife of Mr,

died m Franklin, N.
years.
Sister James
the I. Baptist church
ization, always at the

J. 8. James,

H., July 2, 1873, aged 45
was a worthy member of
in Franklin from its organpost of duty, and true to

ber covenant obligations.

She died

as she

had

lived, trusting in Jesus. The responsibilities of
life in ber family and in the commumty were
.
J. RAND.
sustained with Christian fidelity.
SHADY A., wife of Marion Haynes, died in
Carlton, Towa, June 8. 1873, aged 21 years,
Some two years since, Mrs, Haynes became an
earnest seeker of the Saviour, but failing to find
thui great change frequently expressed by others,
she did not make a public profession.
With this
exception she manifested the spirit and life of a
Christian.
Bhe was kind, amiable, aflectionate,
and much beloved by all who knew ber. She
has left her husband and two children, together
with a large circle of mourning relatives and

friends.
J. H. STEWARD,
DaAvID B., youngest son of Rev: ¢. and Mrs.

Surah Reynolds, died in Hillsdale, Mich., March
20th, 1872, uged 22 vears and 8 days:
Also, MINA R., youngest daughter of the same
Jrrents, died June 4, 1873, aged 21 years and 19
ays. Both became members of the F'. B. church
in the spring of 1866, and died in Jue enjoyment
of the Christian’s hope. Both had entered upon
a course of study in Hillsdale College; and were
striving to prepare themselves for ureater usefulness in the Master's service,
Phe
former

said in the student’s prayér-meeting,the

h
WN

fant, The going out of ber life seemed not like
death, but was ratoer @ sinking into rest,—a
wet setting of the Christian’s san of lifé to rise

u realms of’ endless day,

‘Her sweet spirit won

for her many friends, and it bas very touchingly
heen said of her—** She had not an enemy in the
world.”
She clung to those near and dear to
hér with a hold that would almost take them
with her through the * dark valley,” but at last
she thought of the loved ones gone before, called

und

said she should

soon

see

them.
pr voice, so sweet in song before enfeebled by long-continued sickness, will no more
be heard on earth, but will muke more perfect
melody while she joins in those angelic strains
of the choir above.
Com,

DEA: WILLIAM P. HALL died of heart disease,
in Strafford, June 16, in the 67th year of hLis age.
Bro. Hall sous t Crist more than forty
years
since, was baptiz d by Elder J. Caverty; and
uuited with the church in Strafford
and
Barrington, with which he remained a:worthy member until some fourteen years ago, when, under
the labors of Rev. L. B. Tasker, a little church
was gathered at Bow 'Lak?, consistinz of sixtéen
members.”
Bro, Hall and family made neurl
half of the number at the organization of ths
church,
Bro. Hall was chosen its deacon, which
office he faithfully filled until called to fill a more
exalted pos tion‘in‘the chureh triumphant. « He
Joved the cause of Zion, and especially the little
church to whieh he belonged.
It may, truthfully

pe said of him that he bas done what

The missions found

a friend

in

him

he couldd
roudy

to

\

I

bis

Gal
“

intention

tois death’

the

church

and sweotly #81 usleap in Jesus:
Sarviee bythe
writer, assisted by R:vi L. P; Bickford,

OHARCES H. CAVERLY did id Strafrd. June
19, aged 49 years.

The actiors of men are like (he index of a

D

"ill

Washing,

1. Quint

Rent,

GREEN

enter.

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
April 7, 1878.

Miss M.

address

Professors

ants.

y

The special work of this school is to fit
College, and it is open for both sexes.
beng Somposed of only one department, a th
ness in
their
k is secured fro) Dosh le

AEE, EAC

the

WEST
:

-

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
" This Institation offers to students important and
peculiar

advantages.

For

particular

information,

send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

PARSONSFIELD

Collier.

The

FALL TERM

26, and

continue

will

SEMINARY.

commence

eleven weeks

Tresday, Aug.

under the

continued

charge of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Exa Barker,
Teasher of Music, with such other assistance as may

be needed.

3

For further information address DR. MOBES D.
SWEAT, or IVORY MARCH, North Parsonsfield, Me.
:
4tf
DR. MOSES E, SWEAT, Sec’y.

NEW

VT.

HAMPTON

“ A. B. MESERVEY,

A.

INSTITUTION.
M., Principal,

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes,
teu weeks each.

M., Principal.,

’

with eight

Four terms of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Augnst 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term beging February 3, 1873,

L. A. Bufterfield, E, C. Smith, Miss
Calendar:

13 weeks.

hay

80
students
are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry. Special attention is givem to reading,
decla
n, composition, Greek and Latin
y
scanning,
&c. The location of the school s0 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture.
The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

E. Prentiss, Assistant.

FALE TERM,

i

L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladiés’ Department.
G.T. Swasey,
Abbie Lyon.
:

. C. A, FARWELL, Secretary.

SPRING AND SUMMER TERMS begin Jan. 13 and

Faculty:
Rev. RB. H. Tozer, A.

iil

31

Fuel

merly of Hillsdale Cuilege, are laboring in this institution; and. are much encouraged by the results al-\
ready achieved.
1y48 \

Opens Sept. 2, 1873.

MINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dee. 2, 1873.
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1874.

hE

Spring Term closes April 11, 1875.
Summer Term begins April 38, 1878.

Tuition;

€

Common English s.vsesseseverssenssans $35.50

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873,
For farther particulars, apply to the Principal,

Freneh; extra,.......
Instrumental Music
Use of Piano and (

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872,

Latin and

Greek, extra,.

Board
Book-Keeping,
struction.

mm

us’

1.00

ae

i000
2.50

BB.

}

y
Penmanship,

Penciling,

2.0
Pen-Drawing,

Crayoning,

Flowers, &c., each extra,

y

or

SEMINARY.

The 32nd Academical year of this institution will
open August 25th.
The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense

Wax

:

es

C. LEWIS, Sec. Trustee.

WHITESTOWN

In-

Pastel,

the

and

of over $30,000;

Location.

in-

first class

facilities ofa

stitution are Sin thied to both sexes, at moderate
rates. - Send for Catalogue,
J. 8. GARDNER, Principat,
r
0
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

The Building, one of the flnest in the State, is romantically situated amidst the highest mountains
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Theology.
A special effort will

be made, by the Principal. to

ienite those students who may have the
Gospel
{inistry in view, by furaishing them every assistance 1n his power towards the prosecution of theological studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury

Center, Vermont.

LYNDON

Now

C. BRADFORD,

Papers,

School

Little Star,”

“The Myrtle.”

CALENDAR:

their mechanical excellence is equal to

of 13 weeks, begins Angust 26,

that of
class.

1873.

Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2, 1873.
spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
-

-

.

‘

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

.

i

-

.
students relying

duced tuition.

All

-

Single

paper

communications

copy,

per

Ten ple

of

their

intended

year.

-

oo.

The

postage

new

law,

Little

20 cts.

in all cases in advance.

;
on

Star

or

is 24

a single copy of the

Myrtle,

cents

a

under

\

address, than on ‘a single one. The
tage is payable at the office. of de:

oery.
uary.

The

volumes begin with Jan=

No percentage is'allowéd
"on money

sent us for either of these papers,

|

Sample copies will .be sent free on

application.

New

Question

Book,

BY

WILLIAM

H.

COTTON,

A. B., Principal.

RIDGEVILLE
SUMMER

TERM

COLLEGE.

will open June

8, and

Aug. 22, 1873.
Tuition and
hi

“

"

clubs,

EXTRA

CHARGES.

Instrumental

$7.00

Music, twenty lessons,

1.00

1.50
1.00

Penmanship, fifteen lessons

More New

1.50

tor selfsbohrding may be had at reasonable

Students may enter school at any time of the

Ridgeville, Ind.,

Books

For the Sabbath School.

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
ab the regular rates.

| ‘For Catalogue apply to
J
WM

Orders may be seat at any

| 4 cents.

$10,00

Vocal Masic for Gentlemen,
$a
Ladies,
Rooms

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

4.00
3.00

2.80

Use of Inst-ument for practice,

rates.

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

patronage.

EXPENSES.
incidentals, in advance,

Room rent, per term, from.
$2.00 - to
Board, per week, in private families,

|

just completed “The Story of Jesus.’
This book, * Wonderful Works of
Jesus,” received the prize offered not
long since by the Printing Establish!
ment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as
close
being in every way worthy of their

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

The

REED, Sec. & Treas.

May. 9, 1873. .,

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

.

Price.
$1.25

Lute Falconer

WILTON

COLLERIAFE

,.

ilding

EVANSVILLE

.

SEMINARY.

This institution 18 nonder the control of the Wis-

consin Yearlv Meeting, and has been in successful
operasion for three years.
Che coming year promises- Wore enlarged usefulness.
‘The village of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influence:

i

by |

Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. J \ooBS will ave charge

partment,

of the Music

De-

“Lifeof Wm. Burr

.
A new edition of the Life of Wm, Burr is now out
of press. The Prive has been reduced from $100 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of

jo

CALENDAR;

FALL Term opens

Aug. 2’ continuing

18 weeks,

‘closing A ov. 22.
:
WINTER TERY opens Dec. 10,—~continuing 18 weeks,
| closing Feb. 28
‘
For particul irs,

address,

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

ap

A, M., Prancpal.

Stones,

Ba of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
200
5
‘
1
Alice Bensou’s Trials,
The
Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
eA
in Many Fan
Ruthie Shaw; of, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Gixl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
¢
LB BURLINGAME,
Dover, NH

2, 1872.

Catalogues sent to inguirers.

1.50

$1 50
125
n

The Jadge’s Son,
Hester's Happy Summer,
Que Jour of my Life,

INST ITUTE,

Wirton, Iowa
Commences its Fall Term September

the

year;

no more on 10 copies or any number
between ove and 10, when sent to one

81

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, - $400
Common English,
dramas
30)
Higher English,
.
Me
Tle
5 50
Classical,
.
-« 600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars address the Prineipal, or
THO MAS TUTTLE, M, D., President.

for

cts.

sent to one address,

each,—payable

LOCATION

NORTHWOOD.
SEMINARY.
Phe FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDYESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.

:

Postage :—

Board from $3.00 to #3.50 in famihés; m clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
,

Center. Vt,, 1878.

other

of the
papers should be addressed to
‘L. R.
Burlingame, Dover, N. H.
Terms :—
2304
hol

re-

The new, commodious building, ample in its at
rangements, ‘recently’ erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired ll scenery of Vermont. The Lyndoniville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all Pages ‘of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention snd
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities. For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I.
W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.

any

publication
should
be addressed
to
* The Little Star,” or *‘ The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.
;
All orders and remittances for either

o

their own exertions for an education, received at

yndon

Subscribe

These semi- monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper. of a very superior quality, and

Associate.

TUITION :
Primary Studies,
Common English, Higher English
.
Latin and Greek,
French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex'ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
A¥-Clergymen’s children and

to

FOR

“The

Miss MARY E. MOREY, Musie,
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Fall Term

Time

Sabbath

Our

30tf

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, YT.

M188 MARY

is the
;

Faculty :
, J.8. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.

has

lost a valuabld amber and’ faithful officer, the
commumty an esteemed eitizen, and the fomil
a good husband; fatnsr and fmend,
He made all
the arrangements for his funeral, choosing his
beurérs. und a hymn to be sung at his grave,

Pittsfield, Maing.

and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

a subscribgrginee its first riy shone on tne pathIn

to

on

f terms commence at the

Rooms
and hoard in private families
at reasonable
rates.
For further partidulars, address the Secretary, at

dred students are upon the roll, find others have sigtheir

Boor.

and middle
of the term.
"
:
of board, in clubs,
varies
$1.60 to
$2.00
per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
are formed.
i

near Bellefonte, Center Co., hag opened under very
pleasant circumstances, Already upwards of one hun-

contribute of* his ‘substance to their interests,
He wasn lifeanembat of our Foreign Mission
socioty, and 8 eon stunt read :r of the Star, being
way to heaven.

‘

halfa term,

of sickness,

begin

The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located

nified

for less

t=

¥ul

year of 40 weeks

Boarding,

For Catalogue or further information,

and ~'"

entertain himself better than to stroll aboul
book ; they point out what is most remarkHORACE WAIEHKS & suv
tho streets, inspecting at leisure the vaA Great Offar | 481 Broadway, NV, wil
able
in
them,
‘
Va
dispose
of
100
Pianos,
Meiodeonsy and Or.
rious costumes, and drooping now and then
A Christian must actually possess a single
guns,of first-class makers, Jota ing Waters’, at
into. the shops of diffrent quarters. He wit eye tothe glory of God if he would have an
i
very low prices for’ ¢.anlt, ‘or part eash, and
moet the Turk, tne Greek, the Arabi the approving consciéncé, heaven's smile, and, . A true religions instinct: never deprived- balan e in small monthly inst \llments, New 2-octave
- Ar venian the Jew, and a dozsin other peoeive sthe divine reward which Christ be- mal of one single joy; mournful fucesanda first class PPlamos modern improvements! for
$22» cash
The
Water:
Concerto
Parlor
spécids’ of hutanty. edoh distbguished, stows on his sincere servants in this woyld somber aspect, are the conventional affec- Organs are the most beautiful instyle and Jonas
<w@s wrale, by sowe pecaliaricy iy his dress, and in the world to come.
tone
ever
made.
Mustratod
Oitalogae
mailed. 1yiss
tions of the ‘weak-minded,
i
y

Tuition,

preaches to all; and in ber home, in the Sabbath

school, and in the church,—¢very

Keeping.

SE

President, Rev. J. CALIBER D: D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JAN W. Hoyr, A, M., Agricultural College
P. 0., Center Co., Pa.

J. BAKER,

Mary E. Gould, died of consumption, at Anoka,
Minnesota, May 22, 1873, aged 18 years and 6
months.
Born at McKee, Towa, Nov. 23d. 1854,
at 8 years of age she give her heart to Clivist,
and through childhood and young womanhood,
lived a faithtul Christian. Two years of lingering, painful illness tried ber faith, and taught
all who knew her the reality of her religion,
Though
early garnered
home,
her life yet

Cardinls De Angelis, aged | them by name,

eighty-one, . De! [Alawada,
ty-one,

seventy-one,

seizures,

Expenses only $175 for College

four chil
a

Teacher
of Dra:

Wax-work i) Wood swing

No Guana

COLLEGE

and use of heavier Furniture.

with

and

‘married,

ing,

MRS. 7F. STEERE. Teacher of Music,
Prof.D. M. WAITT, (from the

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
including

fully |

Miss RPbiE SAWYER,

CLASBI0AL.

and

funeral

te

Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
.. Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,

[riends, the

at her

a husband

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal De-

AGRICULTURAL,
;
SCIENTIFIC and

GATCHELL,

and respected by her neizhbors and
are

Normal Depart-

I

M188 ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.

PENNSYLVANIA.

in

tll

it is sacrilege to enter the

OF

BERTIE YOUNG died in Harmony, N. Y., on
the third day of June, 1873, a2z-d 10 months ‘and
6 days. lle was the youngest child of the Rev.
Joseph and Laura L, Kettle,
Cou.
MARIETTE, wife of William) Goss, died in Epsom, N. H., May 8d, after a short but distressing
sickness, aged 50 years.
Mrs.
Goss was a
woman who had always enjoyed good health,
and when taken violenily sick, became alarmed
and expressed fears that she should not recover.
She was a Christian woman, one whos had for
many years lived an exmeplary Christian life,
and was therefore able to trust in Christ, and
die in peace. That she was highly esteemed

Sie has left

ment,

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
Mathematics.

&c.

AGRICULTURAL

JOSEPH 8. HART died in Meredith, May 30,
aged 64 years and 10 months.
Of few words and
uniform kinduess, ne secured the good will of all
who knew him.
His home was ever a pleasant
resting place for the weary pilgrim. For more
than 30 years his interests were identified with
the church, to which he readily appropriated
generous aid.
Just before crossing the river he
said to his companion, ““ It looks
light over
there,” and so passed peacefully, away from a
large circle of friends.
;
Com.

proved.’

LJ

Nov. 7, 1872.

REV. A. L, GERRISH, Principal

The FALL TERM, of 14 weeks, will commen<s on
Wednesday, Aug. 90, 1873.
?
J
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
|
G |
;
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
“North Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1673.

deacon, which

children deeply feel their loss.
MARK

large concourse of Jeoble

Terms,

ugusta), Teacher of Penmanship hd

Bridges and

the Freewill Baptist
He

Normal, Academ-

o ’ study.

GEORGE, B, FILES, A. M. Principal,

of the City.

Academies,

M. A. QUIMBY,

V3

evening
Miss Harriet W. Préston is one of the
previous to his death, that he meant t¢/ 46 more
marked and rising. literary women. of the
tor Christ the next year than ever before.
He
retired that night apparently in his usual health,
country. Not so well or so widely known
but
died
the
next
day,
four
hours
after
the
first
as Miss Alcott, Miss Phelps, and some othintimation that be was at ‘all unwell. His dis~
ers who have produced popular works that
euse is supposed to’ have been the Cerebroliave gained for them a passing interest and
spinal meningitis. Mina, on the contrary, wus
themselves with face 1owards Mecca in fame as remarkable as they are pleasing,
made more perfect through a course of sickness
any convenient place. Of course the fre- Miss Preston possesses powers of "a higher
and suffering extending over a space of nearly
months. Her desire to lve was: very
gue recurrence of the hour of prayer— order than some, and a culture acquired by
Infirm Cardinals. ~~ (twenty
strong, but the grace ‘of Christ enabled her to
ve times a day—induces carelessness and few if any of her sisters. She resides at
overcomeali fear of death, and, in the spirit of
unseemly haste in’ the method of its ob- her home in Danvers, Massachnsetts, iis
The condition of the sacred college is be- reconciliation, to bregthe the Saviour’s prayer,
servance. Ii is a trifle Tudicrous to see a about forty years of age, and with an un—*
Thy will be done.”" Her physical constitucoming more and more critical. Cardinal
belated - worshiper come rushing through usudlly fine presence. Her mind is vigo- Amat,
tion was never'dqual to ber mentul endowments,
aged
seventy-three,
has
had
a_fit
of
the door ‘of the 'mosq .e, with hands and rous, active and remarkably absorbent, tak-. apoplexy, and is very ill indeed. Cardinal and her extraordinary nervous force at last wore
out the body, and left her-as helpless as an inface still dripping from the recent bath—

appears in every minaret a muezz2in, who
cries the hour of prayer in a sort of prolonged howl which they eall ‘a chant, and
straightway multitudes are seen hastening to the mosque, while other multitudes
remain
at home to = pray, prostrating

PART

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY,
AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles from Boston, on Boston
& Albany R. R,
Advantages : Location and appointments unsurRadsed.
ried Teachers in every department. Stuents fitted for Boston UNIVERSITY. Four years
Classical course in
the eminary, Special advanta8 or Music, Modern
Languages, and Painting
m Nature.
Fa
Aims: Thorough Culture—True Womanhood,
Next year begins Sept, 23, 1873. Address
!
| ABT
,.
CHAS. W. CUSHING.
|
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.

DEACON WILLIAM HAM died in Wales, Maine,
June 11, 1873, aged 65 years. Brother Ham
commenced‘a Christian life at the
of 18

cull,

An English missionary of China, the Rev.
George Swith, says that, on one of his

Winter term commences

Lapis! & GENTLEMEN'S DINING ROOMS ATTACHED,

circle of relatives to mourn their loss, while she
has gone up higher in obedience to the Master's

—® Om

BUSINESS

course

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.

Son of the late Cor. RICHARD FRENCH,
of
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly &
u
and entirely renovated the same.
Cent
ody
inthe

Preparatory,

ical and La
weeks.

YORK,

ent.

MARTHA ANN. wife of Warren L. Glidden, |
and daughter of Bradstreet Leavitt, died in
Meredith, June 17, aged 49 years. Sister Glidden became a disciple of Jesus at ‘the early age
of 13, so that from her youth she was a Christian.

dren, two of whom

Chinese

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Furnishes

THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

.

sank drowsily into a fitful sleep.

Rousing

MANNE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

obituary. Verses areinadmissible,

office he filled till discharged by death.
He met
his fate with eomposure, and after giving his
family bis last advice. calmly and peacefully

himself once more, his fine ear caught the
sound of the rustling leaves as they were
ently stirred by some breath’ of air outside.
n his dying
moments this sound of the
night wind in the trees seemed to affect him
strangely, and the Summer nights on the
banks of the Arno long ago may have flashed back upon his mind, and called up fading
memories. But now the Arno was exchang-

NEW

ON

who do

rising*in the unclouded glory of an Italian

which lay before him on

nu

Star,

years and was baptized by Rev.

ments, pointed to the score of the Requiem,’

St. Peter's,

almost

destroyed by fire nine years ago and has
never been rebuilt, the august sovereign of

wishing obit-

‘sunshine and peace. She was a faithful worker
the Sabbath school, and her heart clung to the
ures began to sink, and he appeared to be, ininterests
of her eluss, which she lead two. weeks
little more than a ying skeleton,
80 exces- before her death, to the last. And her class, all

surrounding nations, and is making a deep
|;
impression
on the education of the East,
Thirteen different langu
are taught,
the necessities of the situation requiring it,

and though the religion of the students

Persous

uaries published in the Morning

| 189.

FRENCH'S
NEW HOTEL,
Cor. Cortlandt & New Church Sts.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

of whic are crowned ‘by wooded. hights,
The occasional camel train with its Arab
while the third sweeps away into an ele- drivers at Scutari—the Asiatic uarter—vated plain; and when approached from is suggestive of the desert, and in the sive and fearful was his emaciation. Still
the west late in thie afternoon with its bazars of Stamboul «the whole trading he did not believe in the approach of death.
thousand minarets glittering in the sun: world is focused in a single view. I was Dayb day, he grew more restless, and
and
light, it seemsa
city of enchantment, greatly interested
in the American College tal oT of passing the Winter atbd Nice,
ot
And though the enchantment is dissipated, recently established outside the eity ‘limits, he did liye on till Springs
Oii the nightof May
27th, 1840, after a
on close acquaintance, there is much to in- ona commanding hight, overlooking the
paroxysm, he suddenly became |
terest the observer, To gain somé idea of busy and delightful
Bosphorus. It. has protracted
He sank into a quiet
the city let us take an early gallop in the some two hundred students from various strangely tranquil.
saddle—exoellent horses are readily

1878.

233322

and one readily learns to distinguish
be- |
tween them. And then the dogs—I should
like to give a sepauate chapter to the dogs

MORNING STAR. JULY 23,
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Summary.

the Alcoy outbreak, and enthusiastic war
| ings are being held in various places,

meet-

During the recent earthquakes in
northern
M SCCELL. AN EOUS.
| Italy there were fourteen movements, seven forward and seven backward, each occupying a
Cotton
reports from Arkansas, Texas and
sec ond, as regular as the beat of a clock.
Nine
Louisiana up to July 11, show
a decided im-.
persons were killed at Belluno and many in"provement in the condition of the crops,
jured.
:
Advices from different parts of the Territory
The preliminaries of a treaty of alliance beof New Mexico, represent the crops as ruined by
tween Germany aud Italy are said to be concontinuous drought.

cluded and ready to exchange.

The cholera still prevails in the Ohio penitentiary, seven deaths having occurred Thursday.
Reports are again rife of cholera in Vienna,

The committee to investigate

the

massacre

of

Indians at Rawlins Station is full, and consists of
Governor Campbell of Wyoming, E. P. Goodwin

of Chicago-and 8. R. Hosmer of Ohio.

Burglars robbed the house of F. E. Allen, in
Keene, N. H., of $1000 worth of silver ware and
linen, Friday, but the loss was not discovered
until Sunday.
The Mormon mission to Arizona has proved

to be a complete failure.
The steamer Tigress sailed from New York
last week on her expedition in search of the
c

Cruz

has

escaped

from
re-

The coronation of Oscar and Sophia as King
and Queen of Norway, took place at Drontheim
Friday.
Queen Victoria announces her approval of the
match between Prince Alfred and the Grand
Duchess Maria Alexandria,
The Khan of Khiva is to pay Russia 200,000
roubles indemnity, in consideration of which he
will be confirmed on his throne.
The Rev. Mr. Ancient, of Prospect, Nova
Scotia, has received the sum raised for him and

who

so

nobly

aided

shipwrecked passengers of the Atlantic,

by

the
the

citizens of Boston, und has explained in a letter

Monday.

to the United States consul
divided it.

held

Serious mortality from the cholera is reported
at Mount Vernon, in the south-west corner of
Indiana.
The Towa republican State convention was
held Wednesday, and R. Davis was nominated
for governor after an animated contest.

at Halifax

how

he

The new Spanish ministry is published.
It is
headed by Salmeron, who was elected over
Margall by a vote of 118 to 93.
During the debate in the Cortes on the ministry an Orsini
bomb was exploded at the door, causing great
excitement,

Twenty-four dwelling-houses and other buildings were burned at Greenbush, near Albany,
N. Y., sunday, causing a loss of $150,000 to

$200,000.

of Santa

the brave fishermen

Four young men were drowned by the capsizing of a boat in the river below Baltimore,
was

cure

Spain into France, and President MacMahon
fuses to arrest and return him,

was shipped to the amount of $2,146,000.

Another unification mass meeting
at New Orleans, Wednesday evening.

.

It is Feported from the interior of Japan that
several prisoners had been burned by mobs.
By
order of the education department of Japan all
foreign teachers will in future be obliged to procure licenses.
No teachers of the Christian religion will be employed.

The

The value of merchandise and produce export-

ed from San Francisco to Central America the
past eight and a half years foots up over
$2,000,000. During the same period treasure

Polaris,

Paragraphs.
General Beauregard is in failing health.

A boy was burned to death.

A war of extermination against the sea lions is

The old feud between the Burr and Lucas
factions of the One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
street Baptist church, New York, has been reopened with renewed virulenee.

called for in San Francisco.

A man was beaten to death by his wife and
step-son at Keokuk, Iowa, Saturday.—Two men
fought with butcher knives in a Chicago saloon,

The Red River Gazette, in Glyndou, Clay Co.,
Minn.,boasts that it is published nearer the north

The * pyrophone’” is a new instrument for
performing light music by means of ignited gasjets and glass tubes of various bores.

pole than any other paper in the United States.

Sunday night, and one of them was killed.—During a quarrel in New
York,
man was knocked down and
his assailant a liar.

Monday
night, a
killed for calling

It has transpired that the steamship City of
Merida, from Havana, is detained in quarantine

at New York because of yellow
extent of the disease
health officers.

A letter by Jacob

is

not

fever,

but

the

divulged

by

the

Thompson,

explaining

There is a rumor that Bret Harte is
leave this country and settle in England.

the

Hackensack

River

The Eastern Railroad Company is converting
all its old locomotives from wood to coal burners
as fast as practicable.
A large number have al-

ready

the

killed

the captain of a canal boat.

Brigham

Yoeung’s

seventeenth

wife,

been

changed.

The

cars of the

Maine

Central Railroad are to be equipped with the
Miller platform and the Westinghouse brake at
the shops of the Eastern Railroad in Salem. The
Eastern Road is now consolidated with the Me.
Central, and the whole management is full of enterprise. Excellent cars make up all of the numerous trains, with Pullman parlor and sleeping ears on all through trains, the new brakes

bridge,

New York, Wednesday, the ferry-master

soon to

Ceaseless rains in the valley of the Mississippi
bave seriously. damaged, if not absolutely ruined the cotton crop.

defaleation in the department of the Interior during his administration, with which he has lately
been charged, is published.

In a fight at

Ann

and platforms

Eliza Webb, has ‘left him and applies for a
divorce.
The Mormon community is greatly
disturbed ‘in consequence.

insure comfort

The cholera is said to be abating everywhere
in Europe, and no serious mortality is reported

It is stated on high chemical authority that the

at any place in this country.

last gill of milk

The people of Omaha are much incensed at,
the gamblers of that vicinity, some of whom
made a murderous assault on a brakeman who
exposed their rascalities on a railroad train. A
citizen’s committee has been appointed, and it is
plainly announced that unless proper protection
is afforded against the blacklegs, resort will be
had-to summary measures.

times richer in cream than the first portion yielded.

A crowded church floor in Hudson

City,

Mr. Harry Edwards, a member of the theatrical profession in San Francisco, has presented to
the University of California a botanical collection containing 1000 specimens of the flora of
Australia.
:

N.
were

Professor Lowe, the well-known @ronaut, of
military balloon observation in the army of the
Potomac fame, has introduced into the south a
new branch of industry—the. manufacture of ice
by artificial means.
He has established several
ice factories in that weetior, the main ones being
in Atlanta, Charlestown and New Orleans,

A formal demand has been made of the Maine
Central Railroad to grant all the facilities to the
Boston and Maine Railroad granted to other
connecting railroads, and to allow a connection
of their rails at Portland at a point satisfactory
to the latter, on or before Wednesday
of this
week.

A farmer in Illinois, last fall, packed some apples in plaster, filling up the interstices with this

material. Opening the barrels on the 14th of
June, he found the fruit ina most wonderful
state of
as many
ordinary
as when

The prevalence of the choldraat Mt. Vernon,
Ind., has caused a panic and fetown is almost
depopulated.
It is said that every inhabitant of
the place has had symptoms of the disease.
during

same

date,

$18,566,593;

being

an

the

lion. It was fired at the steamer Vicksburg,
bound for New Orleans, and supposed to have

of

$5,681, 817 over the same time last year. ___
Two Kentucky farmers were driven from their
house a few nights ago by disguised men, and

a fight which

ensued

arms and ammunition on board

United States.
days before any
ships or troops,
la. It is a small
property of the

in

one

of the

farmers

severely wounded and one

of the

assailants,

was
it

is thought, killed.
:
The recent attack on the Tonto Apachesis reported to have had a good

effect,

two

Two men were Killed and two badly wounded
by the fall of an embankment at St, Louis Thurs-

day night.
.
A man was run over by a railroad train ‘in
Nodaway county, Mo., Thursday, but it is sus-

pected that he had been mugdered and placed on
the track.
:
ph,
The cholera continues its dreadful ravages at
Mount Vernon, Ind., and that place ig represent‘ed

as being

in

4

condition

almost

hopeless.

Alarming mortality is reported at Vienna.

A strike of the journeymen carpenters
masons of London is threatened.
rain

storm

occurred

in

and

Yorkshire,

England, Sunday. The erops were greatly damaged and several persons killed by lightning.
Wallacetown, Canada, was visited by a destruetive storm and one person was killed by lightning.

‘There is much excitement at Kingston, Jamai«
32“, over the arrival of # Spanish

The firing took place several
guns were fired at United States
either at Charleston or Pensacofour-pound cannon, formerly the
¢ityof Vicksburg.
:

thors, for English

_

It is said that human hair grows twice as fast
in Eurepe as in America,
Prince Arthur has resigned the comirodores
ship of the Royal Cinque Ports yacht squadron.
Dr. Dollinger has been appointed

the Royal Academy
Baron Liebig.

president of

at Munich, in succession to

Madame Seebach was recently fined one bun~
dred florins, in Pesth, for attempting to secure
gratuitous advertising by falsely reporting that

she had stolen from her eleven thoussnd francs
worth of jewelry.

man-of-war

to

capture the steamer Virginius.
, It is rumored that Earl Dufferin bas determined to dissolve the Canadian ®
nt as soon
as it meets
on the 18th of August and. order a
new election on the ground that many seats were.

Among the musied] ‘instruments exhibited at
Vienna is the piano upon which
composed most of his charming

strument bears

Franz Schubert
songs, The in-

evident signs of hard

the case and keyboard are in good

wear, but

preservation.

English journals record the death of Captain
James Murray, of the Queen’s army, in his ninetieth year. He had received the war medal and

clasp for his services in the first yearof the press
ent century in the- Egyptian campaign.

+ The towersof the cathedral at Cologne have
now reached thie’ hight of 280 feet. The construe:
tion ofthe spires, which are to bring the total up
to 600 feet, will be commenced.

Six

years more

are required for terminating the work.

Gersits. Studics.
ty

/

The

Baobab,

This plant of monstrous size, the most colossal
aud the most ancient wegetable monument on

woolly leaves, which

ductions

buried beneath
of early

ages.

consist

age in both Massachusetts, the

in

baobabs

the

large

that

hundred feet.

* Each

as stables,—7%he

hy

ted to sen id the United States steam.

oe

mart

but thse of Cartegena
have
n of thetown. A strong
et
i is said to have
ist successes and

they were

in the

Governor was

so they

filed

their claims

to land in the

The

$1000

Prize

Sixteen Elegant

$1.50

are

Lincoln

Series.

* They

meet

the want of the day for books which instruct and improve while they fascinate the
reader.”

The original $500. 00 Prize Stories (8 vols.

$12.00) aud The New $500.00 Prize Series
13 vols. 816.75), published by D. LoTHROP
Co., Boston, have given universal satisfaction as farnishing an

of

elevated

for the Family and Sunday School.

as

Food.

Dr. Edwin Lankester delivered a lecture at
the Crystal Palace, in "London, recently, on the
subject of ‘‘ Fish
as Food.”
Naturalists, he
said, acknowledged no fish without a backbone,
but he would, for purposes of his remarks, class

shell

fish and

true

fish.

Foremest

President

these

of

the

Resolutions.

to

NORTHERN

Company,

the

Fiscal

equal to meat in flesh-forming

in the country; also of choice Books for
Public and Private Libraries, for the Sunday
School, for Présentation Schoo! Prizes, &ec.,
and fill orders for American and Foreign

books promptly at the lowest prices.

FOR

YOUNG

The next School

Agents, writes

the

PACIFIC RAILROAD

Sound

and

Year

River,~the

OF, and on the basis

As the bonds of this issue are made
payment for the Company’s land

to be

receivable in

at 1-10,

they are

after the loan is closed—a

fact which much enhances their value and attractive-

\

on

erto

sold

furnished

DEMAND AND THE METHOD.
200 pages
12 mo. Full cloth. $1.50
A series of papers hy eminent thinkers on this subect. Collected and edited by Prof. JAMES Ouray,
assar College, N. Y.
’
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$125

A MONTH to Lady Agents everywhere.
Address—ELLis M’ra Co., Boston. [20tf

AMONEY. AKING BOOKS FOR SUMMER CANVAS ING.
GENTS & SALESMEN y ATTENTION]
ryant’s
of Nite and Song
; The New Housekeeper's Barat, :
by Miss
and
2

cher’s and Mrs, Stowe. Both selling fads
SXclusive Territory; liberal terms.
C0., New York, Boston, Chicago and San
O
20tf

CENTER STRAFFORD.
Teacher anted
ati Asin Academ
Center Strafford,N
hp
EC

‘PHAVEY,

Center Strafford
.

$H t

$20 ror ot Arents wanted! All classes of working peo0
le, of elthor sex, young or old, make more money ot
work for us in thelr apare moments or all the time than atanything

else. Particulars fre, Address G, Stinson & Co., Portland, Malone,

1y4l ©

Mothers,

Mothers.

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING BYRUP for all diseases incident to the peti
of teething in Siildren. rah
Tt
evos the child from
pain, ours £ ind So
regulates the bowels, and by

giving

moth her.
he

ef andwyto the child, gives rest to the

Be i)

For sale
sate oo fg

N.Y.

WOOL.
oe

i Bes EF Divichei

Mothers,
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ever obtained the same
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Thero

GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

pays for a quarter’s insbruction = an
under the most. eminent maste:

in the thoke'

com.

GOLD

whether Jones) or following acute
The
Medical Faculty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,
JAUNDICE; NER VO US DISEASES.
Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists.

Soid everywhere. Sent, post-paid, for retail prices.

;
of a funnel, wiil do to filter fluids,
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200 most attractive pieces.

CLARKE’S

8 5g

MAPLE SUGAR.

Is the Best Aromatic Tonle
and Stomachic ever offered to
the public.
1t will IMPROVE
ou APPETITE, FACILIs
E DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERKOU
SYSTEM, VIGOR
TO EVERY ORGAN OF THE BODY. thereby

is no remedy so good for

pounded, but to my surprise did not put a parFor Reed Organs, Piano and Violin,
ticle of butter inthe frying-psn, and did nots
EMERSON’S
CHANTS and RESPONSE.
salt his steak. He slowed the steak merely to

A wad of white knitting wool,put

ATWOOD'S

imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH,

School Song Books.

‘each side helped it to retain all its sweet juices,

edium....

choice extral0 00 gil 00

T.Keg8.seevs

BITTERS

The Newest and Freshest of Sabbath

hot.

PAY. «sv 16 00 @16 00

Extra Clear.. 19 00
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LARD.

UININE TONIC

Unexcelled as a Collection of Church Music,
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TALLOW ig
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CHERRFUL VOICES. L.O. EMERSON.
Very beautiful School Song Book.

! gS.
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PROVISIONS.
Do.shore. 8 50 @ 9 00 |Beef—Mess, ,
Salmon, tee..30 00 §32100 | Western....12 50 @13 50

HOPS.

oracle in many cases, and asked him one morn- GEMS OF STRAUSS. JOHANN STRAUSS. 2.50
ihg, “ Would he not tell us or show us a better
All the best Strauss Music.
way
to cook the steak for breakfast.” He took | ORGAN AT HOME. For Reed Organs. 2.50
the thin, long-hanaled frying-paw from its nail,
and putting it on the

ry

hio & West.890
anada. . ome

THE RIVER OF LIFE.
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BENTLEY cooscanicirnisssssvntannsseviviee

“

i
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FLOUR.

For the Coming Musical Season.

as ,an

Add

aptha...

BxStatef bar. 33

STORIES.

THE STANDARD.
EMERSON &
PALMER: :co0ouernscenssisnnensssnnnsssnssns

butter weighed in the balance of masculine crit=
icism,
to be found wanting without a lucid explanation of the whys and wherefores of the
failure, Well, when this learned guest came
among us, he proved so pleasant an exception
bim

75 cents.

Rerasend.

258

Live Geese #1 60 @..

Popular New Music Books

precincts, her kitch-

consulted

cloth,

A. 8S. BARNES

3teow2s

en,~that monster who is fond
of lifting the
covers from the steaming kettles on the stove,
spluttering on industriously towards the dinner
hour. She doesn’t like to have her oven-doors
opened and shut mysteriously, the bread rising
in the tins critically examined, and her rolls of

to the above rule, that we

yi

8..17}

550

..4 75 @ 5 00

BEANS.

Sunny Hours of Childhood.
12mo.

17

Codlargeqt

Medium

8

Reflued........

GreenWiuter

Responsive Worship.

Some time since; a4 complete encyclopedia of
useful knowledge in human form
became an
inmate of our family.
One
doesn’t expect a
man to know everything,~above all, to be learned in all the niceties of cookery.
Besides, women have an extreme prejudice against a mascu-

1 35

20h

PETROLEUM/

FISH,

& Co.,

who know how to do everything.
It is not to
you I offer my suggestions, but to the young, in~|.
16mo. Full cloth. 60
ognts; paper, 40 cents.
J6mo. With Psalter. Fail cloth. 00 cents.
experienced
housekeepers, who
get nervous
A discourse with notes by Ww. 1. BUDINGTON, D. D.,
whenever a steak 18 brought into the house, and letters from other distinguished clergymen.

especially if there are guests

Extra Superie. «013

& CO.

The Mouth of Gold.
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Rour. Address,X. H, WHITE, Newark NJ wat

a Beefsteak.

ye a3
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Superfine......... @ 1 20 Grades 5: somyeis

Banks and Bankers that have hith-

(In Press.)
At New Hampton, x. H., the
Rowises nl the subrn, and four acres of
An able discussion of ‘‘ Should Americans be Ed- geriber, consisting of House
with
a
choice
Yariety
of
fruit
trees. Said house
ucated Abroad?” A question that Sotuley. by |
y | is within easy walk of the jd icition vatiatingis,
the school system and youth of our coun
consists of eleven rooms, and is well adapted
Hon. B. G. NORTHROP, Sup’t Schools, Conn:
cut.
purposes of boarding or fetting to students, 4 PH
may be made for a term of youre, and at reasonable
True Success in Life.
rates. Apply to
0. R. BACHELE!
:
12mo.
Full cloth.
$1.25.
4429 ti
4
New Hamptoa,
N. H.
For young people. By RAY PALMER.
AGENTS WANTED.sent free
Remember Me.
H.
by mail, with terms Smiles
se
$5t0 $10
r da
wo entirely
new articles, saleable as
16mo. Full cloth. $125.
A gift book for New Communicants.
By RAY
PALMER.
ANVASSBERS WANTED for superior and fast74a x
Publications. Address, for Circulars,
Woop
ZEUL, Publisher, PhilHaduipiia,
16mo. Full Cloth. Gilt edges. $1.
A series of Nramatic Sketches of the Life and
Times of CHRYSOSTOM. Wonderfully clever in conception and diction. By EDWIN JOHNSON.
i

work of the uneducated servant.

we 1

11100 @.. 00 (French Yeilow..24 a:
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the various

Education Abroad.
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also by

THE

fore, that the intelligent mistress should herself be a cook, in order to be able to direct the

X

13 @..

1

White! Hy

Eh ing

e.q

Bonds may be ordered

the market, the

from any of the

which the

August 26, 1373.

The Liberal Education of Women.

absolute necessity of being able to superintend
the cooking personally. The cooking of fish was
done in the -most slovenly manner in many
heuseholds, and much of the benefit that mght

n Flannel.
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Other secunties are receivedin exchange, at market
-
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Do. refined
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NEW BOOKS.

matter, although
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40

3 8. of Marrow...
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(Craunberries,bus 50 @

of previous sales will soon be absorbed.

For the limited period during

LADIES,

commences

BEING

185

Aw, dry, pure. 1048. 11
Ground, pure .11 @, 12

DOMESTICS.

Swedisli—
OF

50.

Pea Nuts.... 1 30 @ 2 oo

COMPANY,

the Col oS

@i. 74

@100

rin

ShippingB’d 22 00 g@25 00

A PH for admission and circulars to Miss ABBY
"40
NSON, Principal, Bradford, Mass.
4129

constituents of food, because il partly formed
the brain matter, Prof. Agassiz has rightly said
that fish, was the food for philesophers.
In conclusion, he would impress upon the ladies the

Don’t look aggrieved,

20tf

Bradford Academy,

ed more creatine and creatinine than meat, however; and as this was one of the most valuable

to Cook

forwarding

.-

Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of
Bibles, American and imported, to be found

in consequence of their deficiency in oil they
were not heat and force forming.
They contain-

bé derived was wasted.

in

8

yenRed

President.

and will

Crude

Vent

very
successful inauguration of our lnm
tion
system, the large arrivals from Euro
ies of
Colonists of the yrs best character, ootiood to our
Land Grant, and
the steady movement of settlers
from various parts of the Union to the country trib.
utary
to the Road,—all this should, in my judgment,
Jus
us in elevating the standard of our credit.
I trust that when
the limit of the present Loan is
reached, the Company will find itself able to negotiage a six per cent. loan for, the prosecution and
completion of the enterprise.
Respectfully Yours,
G. W. CASS,

18 NOW

2

Ptiut

President’s Office, 23 Fifth Avenue.
NEW YORK, May 15th, 1873.
Gentlemen :—1 have the pleasure of enélosing to

LOAN

3.8.

125 @ 130

Lingeed—Eng. . .,

American...

St. Domingo... 19 @..
Do.
le... 63 @..
Ri0'sssssees
«20 8. i Refined do.... 60 a.
COTTON.
Neatsfootignl 1 20 @ 1
Ordinary...... 18 @.. 18
PAINTS,
Good Ordinary Ry «18 IeadRed Amy: « i0..

following letter:

Puget

Olive,¥# gal

Drills, Brown.s,
18 Kx Hs

a

The

>

way and
Company

to arrange
with the Fiscal Agents for the closing out
of the7 8-10 Loan, as indicated in the preceding Preamble and. Resolution,

29tf

Messrs. D. LorHroP & Co. keep at their
Bible Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 and 40

among the shell fish was the oyster, which was
one of the prettiest of creatures ‘when in the
“ cherub ” state. The
oyster led a lazy life,
troubled himself about nothing, and consequently every part of his body became soft and highly digestible, even when raw.
There was no
harm in eating raw food if our digestion was
strong enough, and fer that reason the oyster
required no cooking.
The seollops and cockles
were also good food, but required cooking; and
the razor fish, which was very muscular, was
indigestible .1n proportion
to the amount of
musele it possessed.
In the matter of fish, the
edibility depended very greatly indeed on the
cooking and the sauce.
As Mr. Brooke said to
Sam Weller, “ It’s the seasoning as does it.”
As food they possessed nutritive qualities, sometimes even superior to meat. They were quite

.

COFFEE.

Sheetingd aud Shirtings— Zine, ground inwb

Resolved, That the Finance Committee be directed

§ 35
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Compan,
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valuable

than six per cent. per annum.

literature

Messrs, D. LotaroP & Co., Boston, publish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popular Science, Practical and Instructive Stories
in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by
the best authors, and send ‘their illustrated
catalogues free on application.
20tf
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And, Whereas, The Com
has earned title to
about’ Ten Million acres of ts Land Grant, and
laced a large
part of this in market, and the same
8 being rapidly settled by immigration, foreign and
domest cy and sales thereof have been made at an
average br ice of nearly six dollars per acre, to such
ne
that
a Sinking Fund has resulted, out of
Which the redemption and cancelation of the Company’s bonds have been begun:
And, Whersat, It is believed that on these results
the credit of
e Company is so established as to
render inexpedient the pay ment of so high a rate of
fnterest as 73-10 per A 4 . on future issues of its
nds :
Therefore, Resolved, That the Loan of the Company muder its present issue, bearing 7 3-10 per cent.
terest, be limited to a total amount not exceedin
Thirty Millions of Dollars, and that no issue o
bonds, hereafter, by this Company, beyond the said
Thirty Millions, shall bear a higher rate of interest

tween

Volumes.

Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes:

I Cuba, Clayed, w
.

Cannel... 2000

over its Road thus far completed :

are the most

beginning,

the fol-

This life liquid was to build up the you a copy of a Resolution passed unanimously by
system, but it is extracted and the system is weak- the Board of Directors of the Northern Pacific
Raiiened by the loss. To cure, gain flesh and strength by rend3 Company on the 13th of May instant.
fe and Resolve are in entire harmony
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, which with my own views and wishes, and agree in spirit
also acts directly upon these glands, correcting
| an 4 po oy with the letter which I addressed to you
11th day of December last.
them, and apply Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy with on the
The completion of our Road toithe Missouri River,
Dr Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the only method of reachand our control of the trade of Manitoba and Moning the upper cavities, where the discharge accumu- tana—the beauty and productiveness of the Red
lates and comes from. The instrument and two River Valley, pee] the valleys of Dakota,—the value
of the 1Jatge Government
trade to the Ufper Mismedicines sold for $2 by all Druggists.
688 souri' for
e carrying of most of which we
have this
year contracted—our having in o
tion and under
contract 165 miles of road
on the Pacific side be-

About three hundred American residents in ‘and putting on the salt the last moment after it
Leipzig celebrated the fourth of July there at the was on the platter drew out its juices.

Schatzenbaus Garden by. reading the Declar.
tion of Independence,
the Emancipation Proeclamation, and Whittier’s Poem of *‘ Laug Deo.”

first German

into corruption.

The late Professor Goldstucker has left his | a jueier piece of steak. When it was done laid
viously warmed, and was but- | gs
manuscript for a Sanskrit Dictionury to the India- on-the-p
office, with the condition that it is not to be pub- tered and salted and set a moment in the hot ovon
lished till 1920, because of his dislike to ¢cntem= en. Allowing the steak to heat but a moment

porary criticism.

of Ar Spain, have been re-

W héreas, The Northern. Pacifle Railroad
has built and has in operation, ever Five
miles of its line, through a favorable and
country:
And, Whereas, A Jotge and growing
through trafic is alrea J Sasuied bo the

The

2s

COAL.

and

lowing resolutions adopted by the Board of Direct-

Yet the

Pints and quarts of flithy Catarrhal discharges.
Where does it all come from? The mucous membrane lining the chambers of the nose, and its little
glands, are diseased, so that they draw from the
blood its liquid, and exposure tc the air changes 1t

aa damit City of Washington,has Yendered
#

122,993.

purse, linger along the Atlantic as drudges, or
even paupers or worse. But those better and
better off, go West, become landlords and lords

had

A Kiel professor of philosophy hus, accordi
glaze over, and, ther turned it quickly to the
to the German papers, given a ball to celebfate other side, ~turning it sevéral times in this mancourt of inquiry at Halif
the
1
f
the two thousand three hundred and séoond an- ner until it was done. Four minutes were not eniniversary of the birth of Plato.
ployed; on the operation, but I think I never ate
Judgment suspending Captain Phillips’s certifi i

+ The’ Quban blockde ‘runner Virginigs has |

of

of 1,457,351; in

office, the names betoken very
various nationalities. So do those of the 2,825
purchasers, who
had bought 204,625 acres ‘of the Burlington &
Missouri River Railroad on ten years’ credit and
six per cent. interest. A new
impulse has just
been given to railroad sales, because, on those
made since 1872, nothing of the principal is payable until the end of the fourth year, and then
only one-seventh annually.

secured through bribery and corruption,

—

in a total

‘withdrawn from market, in acgofdanee with

THE LIMITED REMAINDER

7) Fish

How

in a total

In

ors, on the 13th of

As

Vegetation.

fishes as

one-fourth.

now, and ever shall be, in saecwla saeculorum/
Still,
among the 12,304 homesteaders and the
13, 447 re-emptors who, before the close of 1872,

spirits.

Wonders

’

Java¥

These figures prove that the settlers in the
United States will form one fivfaogeneol
eo.
ple, and that English
speaking
and holding
mainly to English institutions,

of

They have a superstitious horror of their remains, and will not bury them in the earth, that
brings forth their food, nor in the channels of
rivers. It is difficult to form an
idea of the
space which these trunks enclose ; some of them
could hold two hundred and forty men.
Besides using them as places of sepulcher, the
natives employ them for other purposes; they
sometimes encamp within them, and at other

times use them

namely,

States

quality of foreigners West is,no doubt, better
than East, Those who haye least of pluck and

land.

Markets,

Molds FAR oe

May 20,1873.

ern Pacific Railroad Company, is to be closed

three.

The fruit of this tree is oblong; the color of the
shell passes in ripening from green to yellow and
brown. The fruit has been named
* monkey
bread.” It contains a spongy
substance, paler
than chocolate and filled with abundant juice.
The bark is ashy-gray in color, and almost an
inch in thickness.
The negroes of the Senegal
grind it down to powder, and in this state they
use it to season their food and to maintaina
moderately free perspiration,which enables them
the more easily to withstand the excessive heat.
It serves also as an antidote for certain fevers.
In Abyssinia bees
choose
the baobab-trees
for their hives, and their honey derives from the
tree a perfume and a taste which make it to- be
much sought after by
the
natives,
Like the
bees, poets and musicians also are
entombed
by many African tribes in the trunks of baobabs.
Tn the-eyes of Africans, however, these
are not tombs of honor; and the reason why
they give their poets ang:
musicians this strange
place of sepulcher is the belief that their gifted

with
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BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
For'the week ending Jury 19, 1878,
CANDLES.
MOLASSES.
SPErMasesses ee

numerous, being 12,271. Next and almost as
numerous, is the Teutonic element, amounting
t0 12,026. The Scandinavians are almost 4,000,
and the Selavonians balf as many.
Of the Nebraskiaus, then, three-fourths are native American, while of the remainder, twostifths ure of
British origin, The English percentage is larger in Nebraska than in any other State- except

cense to grow.

communication

JAY COOKE

State, and

is in both

originating in the British Empire

these branches,” says M. Danton, * would be a
monstrous tree elsewhere, and taken together,
they seem to make up a forest rather than a
tree.”
Itis only at the age of eight hundred years
that the baobabs attain their full size, and then

brethren are in

The

OF

elected in a State ou the Sissisaippi:
Of the 30,748 foreign-horn Ni
skians, those

which the Senegal flows, are venerated as sacred
monuments.
Enormous branches are given off
from the central stem a few feet from the ground
and spread out horizontally, giving the tree a

one

former, 353,120

of the

oval baskets open

at the bottom, and looking from the distance
like s0 many signal flags,
It would take fifteen men with their arms extended to embrace the trunk of one of these
great trees, which, in the countries through

diameter of over

same,

the latter, 30,748

have beeu measured were found to be from 70
to 77 fect in’ circumference. From its branches
bang, at times, colossal nets, three feet in
length, and resembling

population

oldest

Nebraska, the youngest,

well-figh the

‘their waves the proSeveral

HOUSE

in the newer and older States, on the Atlantic |.
The 7-30 First Mortgage Gold Loan of the North.
and on the Missouri. T'hws the foreign percents

of from three to seven leaflets radiating from a
common center and giving them somewhat the
appearance of a hand, and magnificent white
flowers, It is an enormous tree, holding among
plants the place that the elephant holds among
animals,
—a hoary witnessof the last changes
which the carth has undergone, and deluges

that have

Stites

is of foreign birth, namely five and a half millions among thirty-eight avd a half; in exact
figures, 5,567,540, among 38,668,371.
The foreign element is much the largest nt the
North, but its distributiow is almost identical

—@ —

earth, has round,

BANKING
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Onc-seventh of our United

readérs. Tt will contain the

best specimens of Greek literature, and will be
followed by a similar velume on Latin literature.

Lebruvw’s death has caused M. Guizot to be the
oldest member of the French Academy.
Guizot
is eighty-six years old.

FOREIGN.

A heavy

belonging to the

"The Rev. J. Chaplin has in preparation a vol
ume of selections from the ancient Greek au-

hundred

Indians having surrendered at the reservation.
It'has been decided finally to arm the New
York police, and eight hundred breech-loading
rifles and one hundred and fifty swords have
been ordered.

preservation.
There was not an eighth
decayed ones as in barrels put up inthe
way,while the fruit was almost as fresh
it was gathered.

The War department will send to West Point
from the ordnance bureau, as a trophy of the
late war,the first gun fired in the cause of rebel-

to the

increase

a cow’ is sixteen

It is proposed in New York to establish a free-

Cape May several days as a British lord, turns
out to be bogus and has decamped in disgrace.

The value of exports from Boston

from

lunch concern for ownerless dogs.

One Francis Massey, who has been figuring at

last week was $442,081; and for the year

drawn

Au; i any Ronestic

and safety, w hile

the scenery along the road makes a continual
feast to the eye. Passengers from the Provinces
and eastern Maine find this line an admirable
means of communication with Boston and the
west,

More destructive storms have occurred recently in Ohio.

J., fell Friday evening, and many persons
severely injured, two it is feared, fatally.

JULY 23, 1873.
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